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PORTLAND

DAILY

PRESS

MISCELLANEOUS.

publUhwl every day (Sunday, excepted)
by the

PORTLAND PTBLHHING CO.,

Free Exhibition

At lt»9

Exchange St, Portland.
Eight Dollars a Year in advauce.

Terms:

MAINE^STATE

THE

—

a

Rates of Advertising: One inch ol space, Iu
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1 50 per square
first week: 75 cents per
week after; throe insertions, or less, $1 00; continung every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00 : 50 cents per week after,
b Special Notices, one third additional,
ft# Under head of “Amusmkments,” $2 00 per square
per weok; three insertions or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a largo circulation in every part
of the State) for $1 00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
•
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

BUSINESS CARDS.

At

—

179 Commercial St., Portland.
Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hamof

Wilkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pitts ton
Coals, ahipi>ed from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for the tranportation of coals from
port of shipment to any point desired.
tfapr27

No.

AS

BCBINEtltt PAPER Bought and
Corporation Loans negotiated.

sold,

and

JftKPOSITS received, subject to check at sight,
interest on daily balances credited monthly.

on

YET

WOT

OFFICES AT

A. O. Schlotterbeck A Co.,

PORTLAND,

Congress

st.

RE.

apI2tf

Printer,

& Job

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)
the

at

you

AND

1

8

1,3

CO.,

6

promptly

work

0.

lowest prices.

The Sale of the

Singer Sewing Machine
1871

BROKER,

EXCEEDING

H. L. GREGG &

Co.,

iag

popularity.
We iuvite all

ALL

those that

early

and

about

are

well earned

purchasing

a

finish.
machines sold on monthly Instalments.
(^"Machine Stitching and Stamping for Embroidery and Braiding done to order. All Maohines sold
and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.
N. B. Manufacturers are especially invited to call
and examine our “mediant machine.”

Sole

Agents

for

Portland and Vicinity.

Henrv Dunn &

MUNGER,

Harness

ME.

customers and the

our

D. HAVEN, Sec’y.

____

$773,830.80 North American Fire Ins

■

HENRY HARRIS, PreVt.

BOWKER,

ot

Sale

WM. U.

To Let.

or

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

public to

Harness

Co’y«>

Capital

$423,830.20

& Surplus

in

THOMAS G.
FRED W.

TURNER,

Pres’t.

ARNOLD, Sec’y.

B. I.

$230,362.00

J. H.

DEWOLF,

RESOLVED WATERMAN, Sec’y.

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.

and Custom Made.

BROWN,

EDGAR 8.

Counsellor and Attorney at Law !
No. 8» MIDDLE STREET.
HT'Particular attention paid to collecting.
jan24-ly

vantage,and

Bridgton Academy.

propose to offer ourcustomers inducewill pay them the trouble of one flight of
we

ments that
stairs
Please remember we manufacture every harness
we offer for sale, and hold ourselves responsible for

GOOD STOCK AND WORKMANSHIP.

THOMAS H. TALBOT,
(Late Assistant Attorney General, (J. S.)

EDUCATIONAL.

Our facilities in these spacious rooms enable us to
manufacture and display our harness to great ad-

Pleasure

SUMMER TERM of eleven weeks will

THE continued
Taeaday, May 98th,
of

1879,

mence on

der the

comun-

EDMUND W. WRIGHT, A. M.,
Whose success and popularity as a Teacher thus for
may be regarded as a sufficient indication of future

Harness,
satisfaction.
Attorney and Counsellor
Business Harness,
Competent Assistants will be employed in the varidepartments.
A.T LAW!
Text Books furnished by the Principal at city prices,
No. 18 Pemberton Sqr., Boston, Mass.
Express Harness,
Board and Tuition reasonable.
Rooms for selfbe obtained.
boarding
Refers to Hon. E. R. Hoar ; Hon. Nathan Clifford,
THOS. H. MEAD, Sec’y.
Judge of the Supreme Court, U. S.; Hon. George F.
Heavy Harness,
North Bridgton, May 7, 1872.
Shepley, Judge of the Circuit Court, U. S.; Hon. D.
Tu, F&W t je 1
W. Gooch, apd Hon. Gtnery Twichell.jn3-6m
Carryall Harness,
Gorham Seminary.
GEORGE D. JOST~
Double
Harness,
Light
G. M. BODGE, A. M., Principal.
FRESCO PAINTER Heavy Double Harness,
Summer Term of this Institution will ComTHE
menceJTuesday, May 21st, and continue ten
STREET.
6
BRADFORD
weeks.
RESIDENCE,
ous

can

«

N. B. Order Slate at F. F.
and Cross Streets.

Hale’s, Comer of
de20

Free
tf

MADE EXPRESSLY FOR THE RETAIL TRADE,
CONSTANTLY ON
HAND.

usual corps of Assistants in all branches.
For Circulars or information, address

The

BODGE, Principal,
May 13, 1872-dlw
Gorham, Me.
Transcript copy.
G. M.

Our Rooms

JOHNSON,

DR. W. R.

are

next below tbe Post

ENTRANCE

^3^

DENTIST,

Has fitted up the elegant rooms over H. H. Hay’s
Drug store, at the junction qf Free and Middle Sts.,
where he invites and can better accommodate those
who mav favor him with their patronage.
Dr. Johnwm has associated with himself as a part-

59

ap29eodlm

manner.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

3200 bushels Western

Timothy,

Red Top,

Clover,

12 tons New York and Western
175

bags Alsike Clover,

26

bushels

350

Hungarian Grass
bushels Millet,
bushels Orchard Grass,

700

Seed.

tioopeb,

a.

190 bushels

U PHO

c.

8TE RER

Noe. XI d *X Free Street,
■I AN U FACT UK KB

Pabi-or Suits, Loumueb, Spume Buds,
MATTKBBB £8,
Bed

Patent

LsiBgM,

FOR SALE I

j. m.

TEBBETS

unsoi,

PHOTOGRAPHER,
No 152 Middle Street.
PORTLAND,

ME.

Copying tnd enlarging done to order
All tie new (styles, Berlins, Be-nbrants, Medallion,
the Porcelain, or Meaiotlnt card,and the retouched
oard, hr which new process we get rid of freckles
miles, wrinkle., and all imperlectiona of the i.in
Call andjudge lor yonreel.es.
wia— vl«u« -U..d w.rlt mt Macerate PricA im to Plena*.may J»
•a.

HUNT & JEWETT
Wholesale Dealers in

Italian & American Marble,
319 CONGRIbS STREET,
Yard 43 PBEBE.E STREET.
on hand a good assortment of Italian
American Marble, and will receive orders to
cut to size all kinds of Monumental stock, at prices
that will not tail to be satisfactory to all marble work-

keep
and
SHALL

ers.
___

«ug22_

ESTABLISHED 1S40.

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!
As the

owner

wants to gc

STAGE

THE

Old Line

Re-Established!

and after May 1, 1872, stageB will leave Portland and Bridgton
every day, (Sundays excepted) at 7 o'clock a. m, passing over the old route.
Connecting at Raymond with Stage from Bolster
Mills and intermediate places on that route Mondays.
Wednesdays, Fridays, and on return Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays.
Tickets sold on the Boston Boat for all places
on the above route.
All Express business promptly and faithfully attended to. Book at the United States Hotel. All orders left at 34 Centre st. will be attended to.
CHADBOURN & CHURCH.
my 1-dtf

Important .to Owners

Ho. 88 Hawkins St, near Sudbury Street,
RONTON, MANN.
ap2T*3m
|y Rcflning done at ehort notice.

of Vessels*

JEWETT is now ready to open an estabon Merrill’s Wharf for
• lishmeut
applying
Stacy’s patent duck preserver, warranted to prevent
mildew on sails of all kinds; also Tents and Awnlngj.
All orders left at

AM.

(Wharfinger's) office or
promptly attended to.

GWTNUr,

at the establishment will be

New

Plate,

A.EVAV8,

Styles

HATS, CAPS, BONNETS,
& MILLINERY GOODS,
Just received from Boston and New York by
FANCY

MRS. CUSHMAN, Cor. Congress & Oak
Streets, Portland.
I^J^Burtal Shrouds
ap27—3w

on

FOR

hand and made to order.

AT

FORT FAIRFIELD.

Boys!

Blue,
MAINE.

....

School will open its Summer Term of ten

THIS
weeks,

on

April 99, 1879.

It has the advantage of an entirely new building,
the most delightful locality and surroundings, and
the finest corps of teachers of any similar school in
the country.
Send for catalogues or address the principal,
ALDEN J. BLETHEN.
March Il-*d2m

Farm for Sale.
Pleasantly situated near the Village of Cumberland Centre,It} miles
from Portland. Church, Stores and
Schools convenient. The Greely In“stltute situated here, where all

Freedom Notice.
75 f.1**1 1 h*Te tbia d»y ffiyhlmsclf and shill cLm
"nonTof°hU‘eara^

N^Umv

trade for
lugs or pay any of hi. debts after this date.

mySdt^10

UBBY’

21st, 1872,
May
of tne above

o’clock p. m., and .that

at 4

SALE.

now

ind after Monday May 6th, Stage will leavi
South Paris every afternoon (Sunday, excepted:
at 3 30 or on the arrival ol the 1:10 train from Portland for Waterford and So. Waterford, Tneeday
Thursday and Saturday afterneonj for Swedeu and
In
Lotnell
Through tickets for Bale at G. T.inDepot
Boetom
.Portland, at B. & M. and Eastern Depots
after
this
The morning stage will be discontinued
H. MAXFIELD.
2m*

a

notice

application together with this our order
given by publication in two of the newsprinted
daily in Portland, for seven days at
papers
least, previous to the timo ot hearing.
JACOB McLELLAN,

thereon, be

contains
and
cuts
Has
Two story

orchard ef 80 fruit trees, half young.
House and ell, finished throughout: Barn40x56, nearwell finished with cellar fhll size, cistern in
new,
ly
same.
Never failing well of excellent soft water near
an

the house. Also cistern in cellar. 6 acres ot wood in
separate lot. Good bargain may be expected it applied for soon. For terms apply on the premises to
OLIVER S. COLLINS, Cumberland Centre, Me.
wl5
April 8th, 1872.
&p9deodlw& wtf

Farm For Sale.
New Gloucester, 3-4 mile fromPownal Station:
contains 120 acres good land, large orchard, ana
great variety of small fruit. Building large and in
good condition. Inquire of Capt. C. H. SMITH, on

IN

the premises, or of the subscriber.
ELIHU HASTY, Portland.
ap26d<fcw3w-wl8

Farm For Sale,
Or dichange for a house in the city,
a smqH pleasant farm of 26 acre's,
in West Falmouth, 7 1-2 miles from
city. Good buildings, good orchard
of grafted fruit, 70 tree** wood

Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Co. I
Prendenfs Office, Portland, May 9,1872.
j
To the Hon. the Harbor Commissioner*
of Portland Harbor.
The undersigned are desirous of filling in the land
and flats in front of their locatiqn on West Commercial St., as also other fills iu said Harbor, and hereby
I>etition your honorable body to appoint a tfme and
place, to hear the petitions on said subject, and as
in

duty

Portland, May 11, 1872.
Upon the the foregoing petition, we appoint Tuesday, the twenty-first of May, 1872, at 4 o’clock P. M.,

West Commercial St. nearest the prempoint
ises, as the time and place, when and where we will
hear the parties interested, and we order that notice
of the above application together with this our order
thereon be given by publication in two of the newspapers printed daily iu Portland, for seven days at
least previous to the hearing.
S. T. CORSER,
JACOB McLELLAN,
C. H. FARLEY,
Harbor Commissioners.
a

13-dlw___

FOR

SALE!

MAINE.

The very desirable two story dwelling house and lot, situated on South
Street. House
contains fourteen
finished rooms, is in thorough re~t>air. has good stable and large garden containing fruit trees,
grape vines, &c. in abundance and in a high state of cultivation; also 15 acres

land,

Fearing,

Rodman &

Lawrence & Old

Colony Duck,

AUD

New

Bedford

Cordage.

Manufacturers of

CABLES, CRANK CHAINS, See
Importers of
Anchor*, Wire Rope, Russia Bolt-Rope &

proposals-for
Clearing
Graduation and Masonry upon
SEALED
and Rochester Railroad from Nashua

and Grubbing,
the Nashua
to Rochester

the

(48 miles) will be received till Friday, May 31st, 1872,
at 12 o’clock M. at the office of the President of the
Company, F. H. Kinnicutt Worchester, Mass., to
whom all proposals must be addressed, and indorsed
“Proposals for Graduation and Masonry.”
On and after May 15th, 1872, the plans, profiles and
sitecifications may be seen and further information
obtained at the office of the Engineer of the Company,
in the Telegraph
Nashua, N. H.
The Directors reserve the right to reject any and
all bids. By order of the Directors
C. O. DAVIS, Eng. N. & R. R. R.
td
Nashua, N. H., May 13th, 1872.

Building,

To Advertisers.
Panels in tke Horse Cars, (whole line) are to
be let for advertising purposes. Persons wishing to contract for the whole, or in part, will please
call at the Horse Railroad Office.
my9eod*2w

THE

23

& 25 Commercial St., BOSTON

ap23 2taw-6m

C.

B.

and Fixtures of

or

S-dtf_
A Splendid Chance.

A
MUST

be sold at once,

on

account

Mil

on

Boston.

my 8dlw

For Sale

HAS used

a

Cement Pipe Drain for years.

myl3eodlw

Cooking & Confectionery Establishment

Eligible Property lor Sale.
above, where he will at short notice supply Parcentrally located house and large lot on Free
ties) Families and Other*, with all the delicastreet, the homestead of the late Judge
cies of the season. He has attached to hisfconfecThe lot contains 8000 square feet. Apply to
Potter.
tionery store a cozy Saloon, where ICE CREAM and
WM. H. JERR1S, Real Estate and Loan Agent.
other refreshments may be obtained at Bhort notice.
mp9*3w
Mrs, Saunders will as ever superintend the Cooking Department and wait upon the saloon.
Thankful to their many friends for the encourageH.
ment they have received in the past, they hope to
as

THE

merit

a

continuance of the

Having

same.

Particnlar attention to furnishing Picnics and Excursion Parties during the season.
my8dlm
Summer Board at Gorham Village
FEW genteel boarders can be accommodated
with pleasant rooms and good board by an early application to DAVID F. ROLFE, Gorham, Me.
May 7, 1872.
my9*lw

Board.
GENTLEMAN and wife

THREE

or

To Lease.

J. J. GILBERT.
P. S—All who have demands against me will present them for payment, and persons owing me. will
eod
mchl9tf
please call and settle.

FOR SALE ON STATE STREET.
the rear,
TWO
which

on

Vernon

Court, together with

one in
the lot

they stand.
Enquire of A. E. STEVENS & CO., 146 and 148
Commercial st.
Possession given immediately,

on

mh2-dtl

GREENHOUSE
—AND—

BEDDING

PLANTS,
ROSES,

PELARGONIUMS
Zonial Geraniums.
Of the last named I
/Ann VERBENIAS.
6 *vFvFV/
offer this year
very fine collecthe
can

a

tion, including
large flowering and variegated
varieties, most of them fragrant, strong and healty

plants.
My assortment of Dahlias cannot be surpassed,
adding new varieties every ^ ear, I keep only the best.

As I have this year a very largo
of plants
on hand I can afford to sell at reasonable
prices.
Wreaths and Funeral Designs furnished at short

notice.
my

ALBERT DIRWANGER, Florist,
Green bonne,
North and Montreal St.

Hunjay Hill

3-d2w

A fine assortment of

STOVES,_FTJRNACES,
Summer Ranges,
received and for sale by

Just

RUCKNAM &

BAILEY,

199 Foro st., (between Plum and Exchange st.)
Stoves removed, stored, lined and repaired at reasonable rates. Grates and linings for the various
kinds of stove*.
mylld2w

also sell patterns to those who may wish to
purchase oi her._myllm_

Cbance Tor
Friend*.

Greeley’s

SALE—Tau volume, of the NEW YORKER

FOR
quarto paper of 16 pages, edited and published
H. GREELEY A CO., New York.
a

by
They

first ten volumes, extending from
are tke
1636 to 1841. Each volume is bound, and contains
41 pp. Apply at tke Fuse Office.
mylOdtf

Photographers.
DAVIS A CO., No. 80 Middle Street.
J. H. LAMSON, 133 Middle St., cor. Cro...
A. S.

Plumbers.
JAMES MILLER, No. 91 Federal Street.
Every description of Water Fixturea arranged and eet np in the beat nanner.
Jobbing promptly attended to.

Cumberland and Frank-

Cor.

becoming

deaf

Fashionable Intelligence.—Golden
hair has gone out; it is now worn plaited.
A journalist, who is said to be bald, offers a reward of HOOOfor a tale that will make
his hair stand on end.

The Detroit Pott begins an editorial article
thus: “Among the more receut use of the re
cuperative elements which nature contains as
opposed to the specific remedies is that of
oxygen gas.” Drunk again, says the Courier-Journal, in a paroxysm of total abstinence

indignation.
The Indians captured a wagon train on the
plains, last foil, and, among other plunder,
carried a hand-organ to their village, where
its properties were quietly discovered, and being set to Yankee Doodle, morning and evening, the charm of that inspiring melody soothed the savage. One night when the sound at
the grinding was low, the stop that changes
the times was unwittingly shifted, and, to the
horrified Indian, ground out that levitous air
Pop Goes the Weasel. The old chief, sitting
in the door of his wigwam, listened a moment, and, supposing the machine was spoiled, seized his tomahawk, and with a fierce

yell, brained the discoverer of the new tune
upon the spot.
An infant daughter of

Jenny June Croly
by acclamation an honorary

has been voted

member of the Sorosis club.
Mr. D. C. Davis, editor of the Osceola (Mo.)
Democrat, got a man to attempt his assassination the other night, just before his paper

“vaccinated” Mr. Davis generally. He was
too much hurt to write up the affair, so the
opposition paper got the item exclusively.
The papers out in the woods of Oregon
appear to be very plain spoken. The Eugene
Guard, a Democratic organ of that frontier

region, reminds county candidates that it does
not propose to fiddle for them for nothing this
year. It says: “This is simply a matter of
business. Let him who engages in the highly
fascinating terpeichorean amusement, remunerate the perormer upon the instrument with
four strings, played with a bow.”
That

Street.

funny Chicago Evening

Post reminds

Uncle Horace that the eyes of every merino
sheep in America are on him, and that every
pig of iron in our factories calls on him, in a
metallic squeak, to stand firm to his principles.

Chicago reporter suggests that there will

A

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

be

great demand for mutton in Boston durThink, says he, of twenty

a

ing

the Jubilee.

thousand

ircsa Street.

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.
PEARSON, No. 33 Temple St., near
Congress. All kinds of Silver and Plated

like

M.

Ware Repaired.

people singing in chorus,
sheep.”

“All we

Greeley’s white coat and Brown’s red head
to

suggest

St. Louis
Ticket” as

the

“Woodpecker
name

ENGLISH and FRENCH SCHOOL,430
Congress Street.

Stair Builder.
LIBBY, 17 1.3 Union Street,

R. F.

np

stairs.

Watches, Jewelry, &c.
J.

AMBROSE MERRILL, No. 130 Middle Street.
J. W. Sc M. M,
MCDUFFEE, Cor. Middle
Sc Union Sts,

White’s
FOR

Specialty

DYSPEPSIA.

SYMPTOMS OF DYSPEPSIA
ARE PAIN IN THE PIT OF THE
STOMACH, CAUSED BY CONTRACTION UPON UNDIGESTED
FOOD, USUALLY SOON AFTER
EATING.
ACIDITY AND WIND CAUSED
BY
FOOD FERMENTING INSTEAD OF DIGESTING.
COSTIYENESS AND LOSS OF
APPETITE, OWING TO UNNATURAL CONDITION OF FOOD AND
WANT OF GASTRIC JUICE.
PAIN IN THE HEAD, SIDES,
BREAST AND EXTREMITIES,
MOUTH CLAMMY WITH BAD
TASTE AND FURRED TONGUE.

CONSUMPTIVE
SYMPTOMS,
COUGH AND PALPITATION OF
HEART OFTEN MISTAKEN FOR
CONSUMPTION WHILE IT IS ONLY A SYMPTOM OF DYSPEPSIA.

SLEEPLESSNESS, DIZZINESS,
HEADACHE, GLOOM AND DEPRESSION OF SPIRITS, ARE
ALL ALARMING SYMPTOMS IF
NEGLECTED, BUT WHICH ARE
EASILY REMOVED BY THE USE
OF
“White’s Specialty for Dyspepsia.”

INDIA RUBBER GOODS.

AND

WHOLESALE

PERKINS &

Oflice, No. 95 Devonshire Street.
MANUFACTURERS

Rubber

Belting,

Democrat
an

the

appropriate

for the Cincinnati nomination.

A great impression has been produced in
Paris by a sc itence of fifteen days’ imprisonment to which Prince Bibesco has been condemned, for having engaged in a duel with
the Prince de Beauffremont.
This is the
first time for many years in [which participation in a duel not attended with fatal results
has been so punished.
A recent
cent

writer, in speaking of
delights of childhood, thinks

mch'-1

Rubber Hose,

McBURN-

EY;s

STRETCHING PROCESS.,and will
superior to any in the market.
CHAS. McBURNEY, Prest.
RANDOLPH M. CLARK, Treas.
apl2d3m

a

Car

Coupling

or

Latch, that will latch Itself without help, and will
become detached if one car
tips over or falls, and can
be detached while the train Is at full speed. It Is
about
same

as

cheap

as

the old

principle.

coupling, and

on

about the

Patent has been applied for through W. H. Clifford, of Portland.
ap24dlm

Let Me

Speak

Once More !

thanking the good people of Portland,
WHILE
for their kind patronage through the lost

sea-

son, I would

Invite any, and all who are to have any
Steam, Gas ar Water Piping done, to call and
see if I will not give them the best satisfaction both
as to price, style and promptness of work. I have also
on hand a lot ot excellent Hose, which I shall sell at
reasonable rate; old ones also neatly repaired.
K. MCDONALD, 200 Fore st.,

_my9dlm

Foot of Plum at.

Tthe

new

PANTALOON

Guitars, (including Martin’s celebrated
Guitars,) Violoncellos, Double Basses, Concer-

YIOLINS,

tinas, French and German Accordeons, Flutinas,
Banjos, Harmonicas, Flutes, Piccolos and Flageolets,
with all things needed in their use or repair, as
STRINGS, Bows, Pegs, Finger Boards, Bridges,
Reeds, Screws,
Also

Tuuing Forks, Pitch Pipes

and

mers.

tor sale

Evented by John N. Antboine,

Selt-Acting

wlO

USED IN

Tuning

Ham-

Manufactured of the best stock, or imported, and

TO RAILROADS t
Biddeford,

w3m

ALL INSTRUMENTS
ALSO

Jfrr-

be found

or

f MW&S

BANDS;

length guaranteed. Perfectly Spliced.

Belts are all prepared under
„4dB^Tbese
PATENT

becn

PHILLIPS A CO..
PORTLAND, ME.

STUFFS

by

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO., 33 Court St.,
(Opjwsite the Court House, Boston.)
junl3dtc
mr41y

MUSIC BOXES! MUSIC BOXES
Not only the tinkling, sweet-toned little Music
Boxes, but larger and larger ones, up to immense instruments that produce sonnds as powerful as those
of a Pianoforte, and fill a house with melody. Call
eoon at 33 COURT STREET and select one from tka
■arpe slock, bo that it may

Chime Christmas,
or ring the New Year, in the ears of
your delighted
family!
VIOLINS, GUITARS, FLUTES, BAND INSTRUMENTS, aud a full assortment ef other instruments
MUSIC and MUSICAL MERCHANDISE also fof
sale at the store of
J. C. HAYNES & CO., 33 Court St
[Opposite the Conrt House.)
dec'-d&wte

THRE YEARS IN A MAN TRAP.
L*st and best

book, by that populor writer

T. ».

ARTHUR.

to
Sights
«LU.'°^5.*^na»^i!latediS0m<i*nlon
|“
; Nearly 400 pages, finely ITluetrated and beautifully
bound.
of thrill“

—AT—

W.
137

C.

BECKETT’S,

MIDDLE STREET,

worthy the attention of the public. Alio the
good! just received for BUSINESS SUITS and all
other kinds of garments for gentlemen's wear.
are

Please call and

M. C.
ap27-3w

see

them.

BECKETT,

Merchant Tailor.

137 Middle St., Portland, Me.

Every
ing intereat. Coming at Juit the time pige
to receive an
Immense sale. No other book will
sell like it during

Bprmg and Summer campaign. Agents wanted
everywhere. Lady canvassers will find it Just the
book for them. Particulars and terms tree.
Addrasa, H. A. McKENNEY & CO., Publishers, Portlond,
myleod&w
tne

Me._
APPLES & BUTTER.

of New Vermont

received MO Toke
■■••***
JUST
Baiter. 104>
Applee.
P. BARBOUR, No. lOMarketat.

my2tf

8.

lead the horses and take

at the

and

city child

The Collector vs. Hubbard, the first cause
reported in this volume was assumpsit
brought against a tax-collector, on an implied
promise to refund a sum paid him under protest by Hubbard, as a tax
alleged to have been
illegally assessed and collected. The Court,
per Clifford, J., decided that the suit cannot
be maintained, because no such
promise is
ever implied on the
part of an officer whose
duty it is to deposit in the public treasury,
moneys coming into his hands. In the Maria
Martin, page 31, the Court, through Judge
Clifford, say that “Even flagrant fault committed by one of two vessels
approaching
each other from opposite
directions, does not
excuse the other from
adopting every proper
precaution required (not by ordinary rules of
navigation but) by the spedal circumttaneet
of the case to prevent collision."
In Railroad Co. vs. Harris, page 66, the Court determines that the Baltimore and Ohio Road
and its branches,
although extending into

several

States, constitute a single corporation.
principle applies, of course, to the
Boston and Maine
Railroad; so that, though
chartered in Massachusetts, New
Hampshire
And Maine, it could be held here for
bagjgAtfe
lost or injuries received on the
Massachusetts
of
its
track.
portion
Baker v. Pierce, page

The

*5%

near Omaha, Nebraska,
organization known as the Omaha Claim
Club, whose object and purposes were to
nullify the land-laws of the United States, so
that members of the
club, engaged in land
speculations, might hold and control the
lands
to the exclusion of actual setpublic

The

tlers.

club consisted of about 200
who made laws and
promulgated
decrees to suit its
purposes, enforcing
them with guns,
bayonets, revolvers, ropes
and other appliances.
The
of the
men,

the

County,

Receiver

of

A

story

the

Terri-

iieyuicr

anu

many years ago, being then a girl of eighteen,
with her missionary husband for India. The
vessel was wrecked, we are told, on the Arabian coast, and all on board perished save her
husband and herself. He was preserved only
to fall a victim to Arab cruelty, and she to
Arab slavery. While her beauty lasted she
was the favorite wife of the most
powerful
chief in the South Arabian desert, but when
that waned she fell from her “bad eminence”
and was transferred to the harein of an in-

that the

with an irresistible dose of

ferior Sheik.

beauty,

And

so

death,

she lived, praying for

but not daring to die, till bandied from
barbarian to another, she, a Boston lady,
in whose veins flowed the purest Puritan
blood, found herself the wife of an Arab water-carrier. From his power an American
traveler freed her and provided her with the
means to reach home.
one

has been noticeable in the last eight
months, and that the cerebral diseases now so prevalent are caused by the
highly electric atmosphere.
as

illegal to

take money on

Sunday at

■ I'aiNKMN

many so-called “tonics’* and “appetizers,’’
made of cheap whiskey and refuse liquors, finished up to suit depraved appetites, under the
name of medicines.
Dr. J. Walker’s Cali-

the

wherefore, at the theatres, when they have
Sunday concerts, the stamps are handed in'
through a win dow.

All

Can

a man who, on going to bed blows out
gas, be fairly described as being found
senseless in the morning? He was no better

off over night.

•

phans.

A curious instance of the power exerted
by
comes to us from France.
When

oratory

of

father, mother, and son. The son
garde mobile, was taken sick,
and died in hospital. The father, while returning from the son’s funeral, was killed by
a gunpowder explosion on a
railway train.
in the

The widow sued the railroad company for
damages. In the trial her counsel so eloquently depicted the sorrows of his bereaved
client, that, seeming for the first time to realize her loss, she
incontinently died of grief.
Fashion and Her Whims.—Fashion has
at length reached a
point in dictation at
which we rejoice, for its laws are not now
simply for the mere apparel. A foreign magazme >'“
“description of a dress, of whichlt
With this costume the mouth is to be
sajs.
worn slightly
open.” This is happy, for there
are 80 roany women
who do not know what
to do with their
mouth, any more than timid
men
young
know what to do with their
hands, and minute directions of this sort,
studied with every style of dress, will be very
convenient. It is to be hoped that some costumes will require the mouth to be worn
shut, for the effect in the street would be anylady went about
thing but agreeable if everymuch
with her mouth open. So
depends upon expression, in combination with costume,
of
is
worthy
that the subject
study. The effect of the prettiest dress is often spoiled by a

expression of the face, and as expression
simply an affair of the muscles, it can be

sour

prevented

by

an

artistic dress maker. We
by the way, what

arc very anxious to see,
woman will be like when the

Worths and oth-

artists have finished with her. She is already, with her three-story hat. panier built
up like a dome, high heels and
er

fascinatimg

wiggle walk, a creation of great interest, and
if she "wears her mouth
slightly open” there
will be no resisting her.
If, now, she were
to nearly close her
if it is not irrevand.
eyes,
erent, “go it blind,” we could suggest nothing more. We Bhould say, however, that
the«e fashions are not universal.
The women in Lancashire, England, are
driven into stiil stranger apparel. They often put on the poor clothes of the miner and

none

of these.

ft

ladies'

furnishing

Asthma, Coughs

Price 35 and 75 eta.

mrl5-T T S & wly

form your

perous business men and none of them or-

are

cures

Colds, Lung Complaints.

Grandmother.” It will not be advisable to in-

friends,since it certainly is not their
concern, that you marry again only to give a
grandpapa to your grandsons, especially as
you suggest that the grandsons are all pros-

these in search

Adamson's Balsam

correspondent—“Widowed

a

Bitters,

goods would do well to call at A. M. Peabody’s,
315 Congress street, where a full assortment
may always be found.
my4-2w

his

to

Vinegar

fornia

They are not a beverage, but a genuine medicine, purely vegetable, prepared from Caltfor
nia herbs by a regular physiciau. Foi all diseases of the stomach, liver,
kidneys, bladder,
skin and blood, they are an infallible and unrivalling remedy._
apr30-4wt

It is said that the additon of a little dissolved sulphate of quinine to ink, paste, mucilege, etc., will prevent the formation of
mold, while it imparts no disagreeable odor.

Answer

KOTISEt.

The Cause or Temperance finds some of
its most insidions and dangerous foes in the

door of a place of amusement in Philadelphia,

is

Sheriff

auu

Remarkable Career.—A strange
is told of a Boston woman who sailed

nine

sisting
fought

of

ty

the Land Office all held high
positions in the club. It had stated meetings, and when any supposed exigency arose
would assemble at an hour’s notice ready for
business. It drove actual settlers from their
claims, burned down their cabins, and marched them, surrounded by armed men, to the
land office of the United States and compelled them to withdraw their applications for
laud. If the subject were obstinate, he was
taken to the Missouri river, with a rope round
his neck, thrown in and pulled out, repeating this operation as often as might be necessary in order to—as a deponent said—“bring
the subject to his senses so he would agree to
abide the law of the land." The Court conclude that a deed executed under these forms
of the Lynch-law void in the Courts of the
United States and that the grantor’s title was
snperior to that of an attaching creditor of
one of the members of the Omaha Claim
Club. A similar case is Brown v. Pierce reported in the 7th Wallace Re ports,205. The
State of Alabama in 1866 passed a law taxingthe shipping of its citizens at the rate of $1.
per ton. Held, in State Tonnage cases, page
204, to be in violation of the Constitution
of the United States. The case of Ward v.
Maryland, page 418, holding a Statute
imposing a discriminating tax on non-resident
traders unconstitutional
we have already
mentioned. A point of bankruptcy law was
raised in Hall vs. Allen, page 462, which establishes that no appeal lies from the Circuit
to the Supreme Court in cases where the former is simply exercising its
supervisory (and
not appellate) jurisdiction over the District
Court in bankruptcy. The legal tender cases,
page 457, and the elaborate opinions and dissenting opinions have been too widely promulgated and criticised to require further notice here; but in the following case of Treblllock vs. Wilson, page 687, the Court say that
on a contract payable by its terms in
sped
judgment lor coined dollars may be rendered ; and on a refusal of a State Court to render it the cause may be taken to the Supreme
Court of the United States.
The last case
reported in this volume is the Protector,
page 700, which fixes the time of the closing
of the warin Texas at 20th of August, 1866,
saying that it begun and ended at various
times in the different States in rebellion.

The best scientific scholars of the country

It is

Secretary
4.1

say that never before in any year, has there"
been such a tremendous force of electricity in
or

prospect of the amenities
civilization.
The statethis:
“In the spring of

an

rustic loveliness and opportunities for luxurious ease, such as will not
be offered by any other establishment.

the air

same

8>vea a cheerfbl
of frontier life and
ment of the case is
1867, there existed

who has not been to a circus has

tempt the public

load

to

“Cases Argued and Adjudged in the
Supreme Court of the United States,
December Terms, 1870 and 1871. Reported by John Wm. Wallace.
Vol.
XU."

The proprietors of one of the public houses
in the interior announce that they intend to
summer

The

help
These girls are rough
In manner and
coarse in language, but honest and
induatrl
ous.
They take their pint of bser and euiov
tbeir pipes, and never grumble. The
question of how to wear the mouth has not
yet
got down to them.—Hartford Courant.

the inno-

war was declared against
Germany, there
lived at Toulon a family named Poncy, con-

CO.,

OF

Rubber Packing, Ac.
Railway Belts for Cotton Mills,
F**ll«ee Belts, ef any required dimensions.
act

BY

AND

BOSTON ELASTIC FABRIC CO.

Will

a

Srcet and 48 Market St.

FOR SILK RT ALL DRLGCISTS,

at

STREET,

LOTHROP.DEVENS A CO., 61 Exbange

sa
liit-tssiaSir^s
o?kAdi
helm,

,kTturn
.’„„
theft

lived in vain.
Houses, No. 99 State street, and the

purpose of cutting and fitting dresses, would
invite ladies to call from 9 a. m. to 6 p.
m., and see the late style patterns she has just receiv-

can
in a

Notice.
good smart men can find employment.
272 MIDDLE street.
inayll-dlw

HIGH

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Weather Strips.

Schools.

Street.

For the

gentlemen
board
my9-lw

98

rooms

Street.

ex-

respectfully

Here’,

or two
room aud

front
A be furnishedNowith
13 ELM ST.

private family.

NO.

taken

Worth

St.

Organ and Melodeon Manufacturers.
SMALL A KNIGHT, No. 134 Exchange

FEENV,

The Princess Alexandra Is
with alarming rapidity.

went to press, so as to take in the rival paper.
The accomplice didn’t aim badly enough and

Silver and Plated Ware.

pense. Also, the stock which was bought before the
i ate rise. It is one of the best and most desirable
chances for safe investment in trade in Portland.
For further particulars call on the premises, No 32
St. Lawrence street, of

A

CASCO NATIONAL BANK

Masons and Builders.
REDI.ON, 333 1-3 Congress

N. E.

swoop.

ARNER LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.

account of poor health, my house and store,
ONheated
throughout bv steam with very little

of poor health,

A. C.,
Washington Street,

DURAN A JOHNSON, 171 Middle and
116 Federal Streets.

separately.

A. APPLEBY,
the premises, or to
JOHN W. DYER,
No. 157 Commercial
may2 lw*

Periodical, Stationery and

Confectionery Store on Washington street, with a
good run ot trade. Good location; nice store and
cheap rent; small capital required. Call or address

SAUNDERS,

Would inform his friends and the public generally
that he has located a

further particulars apply to

For

Provision and Gro-

address WM. H.
HARFORD & SONS, Knightville, or J. H. & F. H.
Me.
Elizabeth,
HARFORD, Ferry Village, Cape
M >y

particulars call at the store

Tu&F

254 Congress Street,

a

situated at Knightville, Cape Elizacery
beth, about one mile from Portland, on a leading
well
fitted up, a good cellar, with a
thoroughfare;
large Fairbanks hay scale, together with a large run
of regular and transient business; rent reasonable;
making it one of the best stands in the State of Maine
for a general f lour, Grain, Provision and Grocery
business. Reason for selling, ill health. For further

CHAIN

Banting.

or

Stoves and Furnaces.

Notice to Contractors.

Swift, CiNTENTS
store,

Agents for the sale of

to be sold with the house

THIS OFFICE.

myl3dlm

pitch

The base-ball player was last heard ol at
Keokuk, Iowa, where he knocked out a home
run, a girl’s eye, and this item at one fell

Beal Estate Agents.

supply

Fancy

aid

lin Sts.

'Y
■

on

May

valises

GEO. R. HA VIS Sc Co.. No. 301 1-3 Co>-

bound will ever pray.
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.

Co.,
by SAM. J. ANDERSON, Pres.

I

ir units,

or

Carpet-Bags.

Plasterer, Stncco Worker, &c.

~FOR SALE.”
VILLAGE,

and Fine Watches.

.uunni..iHirers

P.

S. T. CORSER.
C. H. FARLEY,

Harbor Commissioners.

Jewelry

ARWER LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

free, and

clay
land,
adapted for grass
grain, suitably divided into pasture and tillage;
25 tons hay. Never-tailing brook in pasture.

For Sale at Cost,

LAW. Waterford Sweden & Lovell A
11

May 8th,

FARMINGTON,

Porthand, May 11, 1872.
Ordered, that a hearing on ihe foregoing petition be
had on the premises therein mentioned, Tuesday,

Miss Ada

FLOORING BOARDS AND
landing and for sale by
9. W. LARRABEE Ac 90*.

CAR STUFF,
SOUTHERN

my$-2w

COUNSELLOR

School for

At Little

mayld2w*

PINE

WILLIAM

ABBOTT

ON

Manufacturer of

Gold & Silver Leaf, Bronze,
Gold Foil and Dentists’

TEBBETS.

NOTICE.

GEORGE

FRANK BACON,

West.

_SAMUEL D.

_Jan31

University!

THIS

HOUSE,

SPRINGVALE.

J. B. BROWN.
W. F. MILLIKEN,
WM. DEER IN G,
H. N. JOSE.

A

school Is open to all persons of all denominations, and the next term will begin Sept. 26.
A Catalogue, giving information in regard to admission and pecuniary aid, will be sent on application to
Prof. Oliver Stearns, D. D., or Prof. E. J.
Young.
my4d2m

Family

subject. Respectfully yours, &c.,

Goods and
RARE chance—A first class
Dressmaking Establishment for sale; one of the
best locations in the city; now doing a splendid business ; satisfactory reasons given for selling out; rent
low. For particulars enquire at

lowest market figures.

Portland, April, 1872.ap3d t

En-

Chair*, Ac.
tflT“All kinds ot repairing neatly done. Furninre boxed and iu%'ted.
oc25>*69r TAStf

prepared

Harvard.

Buckwheat,

KENDALL & WHITNEY.

ameled

1872.

PROF.

DIVINITY SCHOOL OF

Portland Agricultural Warehouse
and Seed Store.

OF

Language.

J. C. L. MORAZAIN an<l wife having taken
a convenient bouse in the city, are
to receive as boarders, a few young ladies desirous of aca
theoretical
and
of
the
practical knowledge
quiring
French language.
References: Gen. J. M. Brown. J. W. Symonds,
Esq., C. F. Libby, Esq., Gen. H. G. Thomas.
Apply from one p. m. to three o’clock P. M., at 2
Appleton Block, Congress St., or in writing P. O.
Box 1866.
febl9
oc4dly

Oats,
bushels Two-Rowed Barley,
For sale at

W.

Timothy.

the

at

Morazain,

Teaeher of the French

850 bushels Seed

Jyl3dtf

EcDauoa|h

Jules Ch. L.

STAIRS.

GRASS SEED.

150

CfBoe at Schumacher Bros, 5 Deerieg Block
j.

TIP

BOARD IN A FRENCH FAMILY

FROM PARIS,

900 Backs

Painter,

Fresco

Street,

2500 bushels unhulled Canana

L.KEILEK,

W.

Middle

mrl2-43m

ner. Dr. A. W. FRENCH, a Dentist of ability and
skill, and all operations pertaining to dental surgery
will be performed by them in the most satisfactory

Office

Office,

Portland, April 11, 1872.
r« the Harbor Commissioners of Portland Harbor.
undersigned are desirous of tilling in the
rpHE
i lands and flats lying on the westerly side of Fore
River, and respectfully ask your Honorable body to
appoint time and place to hear the petitioners upon

care

SHERRY, Wo. V Clapp’s Rlock*
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

3. F.

_

148 EXCHANGE NT.
Jan22tf

to order.

——-W-—------

^

jy The attention of the pnhlic is respect fallr called to the above named Companies.
j. w. nCHOBB.

AH of Home Manufacture

Goods.

Furniture and Upholstering.

noltf

Pres’t.

febl0eod3m

Furnishing

DAVID W. DEAWE, Wo. SO Federal St.
All kinds of VJphola (-ring and
Repairing

building

In GORHAM

St.

Exchange Street.
L. F. HOYT, Wo. 11 Preble Street.
Upholstering done to order.

Houses, Lota and Farms for Sale.
He would reter parties abroad to the
following
named gentlemen of this city: Hon. Geo. F.
Sliepley, Hon. A. W H. Clapp, Hon. Benjamin Kingsbury, Jr., Hon. Nathan Webb, Hon. John Lynch,

Fire & Marine Ins. Co
NEWPORT,
Cash Capital A Surplus

whisky poker—therein, for drinks.

Besides four daily newspapers, Elmira, New
has a gas-well.

REW3. ADAms, cor. Exchange and Federal Streets.
HOOPER 4k EAT.OW, Old Post Otdce,

JEJtBlS,

enough for family use. If not sola will be let.
Apply to WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.
Apr 35-eodtf

NEWPORT

Fire and Marine Insurance

Furniture and House

Real Estate and Loan Agent

Pres’t.

E. E. PATKLDtiE, Sec*y pro tem.

Robert Reitzel, of the Reformed
Church of Baltimore, has been
deposed just
because he frequented beer saloons and
played sinful games—to-wit, auction
and

York,

WALTER COREY 4k CO., Arcade, Wo.
IS Free Street.
GEORGE A. WHITWEY, Wo. 3« Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds
done to order.

PREMISES

$645,129.29

ALBERT

FOSTER, Sec’y.

News, Gossip and Editorial Notes.
A Scientific Reason.—A friend of ours
who came upon a scientific treatise on the
velocity of light, says he can now understand
how it is that his gas bill runs
up so

Cloaks

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

No. 94 Green St., recently occupied by
Isaiah Frye & Son. Apply to GARDNER M.
PARKER, South Gorham, or to Capt, Geo. W. Parker, Portland.
ap3tf

BOSTON.

Cash Capital A Surplus

EQUITABLE

State,

this

Sale in Dee ring.
on Prospect St., and 114 teet
deep,
containing between 30 and 40 apple trees, grafted
fruit, and yielding, some years, 30 to 40 barrels of
apples. This place presents one of the finest views
in the town. Apply to
W. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.
4mayd3w
For

Velvet

Dentists.
DR. W. R. JOHWSOW, Wo 13 1-3 Free

foet

COMPANY.

Tlari.k. Ri.k. Taken on Cargoes, Freights and
Vessels per voyage. Bates named and Certificates
issued. Bisks on Hulls effected at current rates.

IBA A.

81,115,573,67

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, Pres’t.
C.

Cash

Stocks

A Nice Suburban House Lot for

“ehildreu aim youth” in town are admitted
can obtain a clasical education.
Said (arm
acres
loam
well

FRANCISCO.

-----

PROVIDENCE, R. 1.

Dye-House.

F. SYrnOWDS, India St.
dyed and dnished.

For Sale.

STAIRS),

Next above Emery, Waterhouse & Co.,

Largest

ASSETS

WHITWEY 4k mEAWS, Pearl Street, op.
posite Park.

May ll-d3w

It Is 270

Bleacherj.

SAWYER Sc CO., Rleachers, Ufa, 131
middle Street.

Carpenters and Builders.

lot 120 feet front, 160 feet deep—on
Will be sold low and on favorable
terms. Apply to W. H, JERRIS, Real Estate
Agent.
3w
may2sn

Union Insurance Co.

Fire& Marine Ins. Co

*

Manufacturers,

Where we invite all
examine one of the

WILL

A fine

ST., PORTLAND,

SAN

S

Grove street.

Can place in perfectly reliable 4 'ompanies
any amount of Fire,
Marine and Life Insurance desired a current rates.

Cash Capital & Surplus

-AND-

MERCHANTS !

CLOUDMAN,

dlm-eodllm&w8w

NARRAGANSETT

Bonne* and Hat

a

55

Son,

SADDLE

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

G.

JOHN W. MUNGER, Correspondent,
Office, 166 Fore St, Portland, Me.

WHEELOCK & SARGENT,

Entrance 59 Middle Street,

Jan23-ly

J, H. CHAPMAN, Secretary.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President,
J. D. HAWLETT, 3rd Vice-Pres’t.

No. 166 FORE

keep

(TJP

J. B. Hxuei., Je.

their
thereon

or

Fire, Marine and Life Insurance Agency,

Where we shall
constantly on hand, a full assortment of these Machines in the various styles of

Book Binders.
W'm. A. QUIWCY, Room
11, Printer’s
Exchange, Wo. Ill Exchange St.
SHALL 4k 8HACKFORD, Wo. 33 Plum
Street.

LOCATED

their

next.

JOHN W.

Street.

-1;1'pkk*“

vessel.

rapidly.

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, FOGG 4k RREED, Wo. VI middle

House Sc. Lot for 93,900.
on Mnnjoy; house two
story, convenient for two
families; Sebago water: lot 40x80 ft ;•
good neighborhood. Terms easy. Good investment
will pay more than 12
per cent interest. Apply to
WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate & Loan
Agent.

Portland. Nov 1.1870.

CORNER MIDDLE AND MARKET STS.,

Philadelphia.

or

TUESDAY MORNING, MAY 7, >72.

Rev.

Bakers.

/CORNER of Brackett and Bramhall streets, recently occupied by J. H J. Thayer. Good cellar, good well of water, garden, gas throughout.
Terms to suit purchaser, not over $500 down
required. May be examined between 10 and 12 A. M. and
between 3 and 5 P. M. For further
particulars enq uire of
MATTOCKS & FOX,
marll-dtl'
88 Middle Street.
Argus copy.

$7,446,452 69

Six per cent interest on the outstanding certificates of
profits will be paid to the holders thereof
legalrepresentatives, on and alter Tuesday the Sixth of February next.
The outstanding certificates of the issue of 1868, will be redeemed and
paid to the holders thereof,
legal representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next, from which date all interest
will cease. The

Machines.

PEESS. Ztr

V-/

buy good two story House in good order.
Good lot centrally located, on Pleasant street1
inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER.

$14,806,812 37

Sewing

W. C. CORR, Wo. 13 Pearl St.

Bargain

93500

*274,345

Total Amount of Assets,

for

Repairing.

myll*3w

*217*500

By onl01- of the Beard,
J. D. JONES, President.
W. H. H. MOORE, 2nd Vice-Pres’t.

a

$5,412,777 51
2,033,675 18

been issued upon Lire Risks; nor upon rue Risks disconnected with
Marine Risks.
Premiums marked Off from 1st January, 1871, to 31st December,
1871,
$5,375,793 24
Losses paid during the same period
$2,735,980 83Returns of Premiums and Expenses,
84
$973,211
The Company has the following Assets, viz:
United States and State of New York Stock, City, Bank and o'Lcr Stocks,
$8,143,240 00
Loans secured by Stocks, and otherwise,
3 379 050 00
Real Estate and Bondsfand Mortgages,
00
notes and claims due the Company, estimated at
Interest, and
388,739 41
Premium Notes aud Bills Receivable
2 405,937 95
Cash in Bank.
01

OTHERS

Sewing Machine to call at

AMD

'8 Walnut SL,
■I. L. Gregg,

Charter of the Company, submit the following Statement of its affairs

Premiums received on Marine Risks, from 1st January, 1871. to 31st December, 1871.
Premiums on Policies not marked off 1st January, 1871,

Feb. T, 1872.

OF

machine maintains It

BROKERS,

COMMISSION

■

52,0001

Successors to Warren & Gregg.

J.

The Trustees, in Conformity to the
the 31st day of December, 1871.

for the year

This report indicates how well the Singer Sew-

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
SOUTH DELAWARE AVENUE,

SHIP

on

April

444

JaE?l

STREET, Comer of William, New York.
■

were

THOSE

GIG
PHILADELPHIA.

WALL

181,260.

aplO

(Formerly Warren & Gregg.)

1843.)

IMPROVED

CHAS. A. WARREN,
SHIP

51

Agency

af

House For Sale at

ATLANTIC
MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY.

ATWELL 4k CO., 174 1-3 middle 81. Advertisements inserted in papers in maine
and throughout the
country nt the publishers’ lowest rates.

W. 8. DYER, Wo. 373 middle St. All
hinds of machines for sale and to let.

sen24tt

Hosiery.

Respectfully

certificates to be produced at the time of payment, and cancelled. Upon certificates which
were issued (in red scrip) for gold
premiums; such payment of interest and redemption will be in gold.
A dividend of Forty Per Cent, is declared on the net earned
premiums of the Company, for the
year ending 31st December, 1871, for which certificates will be issued on and after Tuesday
the Second of
v

“THE SINGER”

mrefully

end

line assortment of

sundry

165 middle St., Portland.

Wo-

apll

&

Gimps, Trimmings

LOBENSTEIN. No. 4 Deering Block, Portland.

331 CONGRESS STREET,

IN EXCHANGE NT.,

executed, and
ap22 tc

HEAVY,

FRETFULNESS

mTCHGLL

JMA.K,.tYS,

M.

Ev«ry Description of

T.

&

Loan Hi

ar Hearing.
Parties debuilding can also be accommodated with loans.
CEO. R. VATIS & CO.,
Real Estate At mortgage Brokers.

r*o Policies nave

Such we guarantee to sell
TO ALL WHO WILL BUY OF US.

Having Just returned from Europe, would inform
bis customers and friends that he has resumed his
business, and is ready to embody into bis future
work some of the new ideas acquired there.

Book, Card

AND

Laces, Fringes

I

beth, Westbrook,

sirous

Total niuount of Marine Premiums,

DELAY.

FRESCO_PAINTER
303

Real & Imitation

large

SEWING MACHINE.

CHA8. J. SCHUMACHER,

W JYl.

save

PERPLEXITY,

ORDERS for Bonds and all first-class securities

Schumacher Bros.,
No. 5 Deering Block.

BE.

YET—

COARSE
Will

FROM

approved ollaterals.

executed on commission.
dec22
eodCm

MAY

EFFECTIVE and PRACTICAL,
DUHAHLK,

COI#l#BCTIOW8 of Notes, Drafts, Coupons and
Dividends made with promptness on all points.
ADVANCES made

LOBENSTEIN,

of all kinds. Also a
and
t3T“Please call and examine Goods and Prices.

YET—

—AND

Co.,

BANKERS,
Sears Building, Boston.

3

Fancy Goods,

I

We are prepared le lean money la iibi
Oom 9100 to may unionut
desired, an Orel
c In mm
mortgage, in Portland, Cape Eliza-

2!

(ORGANIZED IN

Versatile in Faeilitiea and Adjn.tmenls,
EASY OF OPERATION.

Philadelphia.

Hill &

T.

7

THE

Advertising Agents.

s

BULLETIN.

$20,000 ~to

DIRECTQRyT

BUSINESS

Geo. R. Diiyis A Go

G

Will be pleased to exhibit to you MONDAY, April 15th, the latett and most fashionable
styles of

The work can be taken out and made at home.
To those not having
Sewing Machines and intending to purchase, we would suggest the probability of
our giving more
practical assistance toward the selecmachine, from the fact of having used
P
all kinds, on all kinds of work, than would be derived from observing the fanciful performance of some
skillful operator.

We liave also for sale at lowest market price,

Richardson,

18

—

Operator*.
Work supplied whereby to pay for the
Machine when desired.

—AND

N

SPRING AND SUMMER GOODS.

Free Instruction given to Inexperienced

SIMPLE

I

-OF-

165 Middle Street.

STURDIVANT,

N

E

—

A Reliable Sewing Machine,

WHOLESALE coal dealers

Co.,

P

Sewing Machines

daily

mett Neill &

O

FIRST-CLASS

PRESS

Is published every Thursday Morning at $2 50
year: if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.

ROSS &

of

REAL ESTATE.

MISCELLANEOUS

•

C astoria—a substitute for Castor Oil—a
vegetable preparation containing neither Minerals, Morphine nor Alcohol. It is pleasant to
take, does not nauseate, and operates when all
other remedies failed. Dr. Pitcher has
experimented fifteen years in producing a
preparation more efficient than Castor Oil, without its
horrid taste. The Castoria regulates the
system ; cures constipation, stomach
ache, croup
aud flatulency, and kills worms. It does not
distress or gripe. By its quieting
soothing effect it produces natural
sleep, and is

particu-

larly adapted to crying and teething children.
We desire Physicians to test this
article, and

will forward three bottles gratis to the address
of any one so authenticated. Insist that
your
druggist order it for you. It costs but 50 cents,
aud one bottle will save many doctor’s billa
J. B. Rose & Co., 53 Broadway, N. Y.

may9-TT&S&wlt
This is the season of the year when the
Blood needs pnrifying. Doctor (ionld’s Domestic Bitters are just the thing.
Agents,
W. W. Whipple & Co., 21 Market Square.

_feb28-3m3tw
The Microscope.—One of the most interesting experiments, and one which is easily performed, is to watch the change in the blood of
a delicate or very pale
person while using Fellow’s Compound Syrup of Hypophgsphitea
The colorless or dead corpuscles are

steadily
by

removed from the system, and are replaced
the red or vitalized particles so necessary

to

vigorous existence._mll-dlw&wlt
O, Thst 1 Were Beaiitifi-l! Is the unspoken wish of thousands of women to whom
nature has denied the charm of a pure, fresh
transparent

Hagans

complexion.

To

gratify

this wish

Magnolia Balm was introduced.
The cosmetics of the day had been pronounced
poisonous by the most distinguished chemists,
and it was also found that their ultimate effect
to
was to wither the skin as welljSS
paralyze
the external nerves. The ladies hailed with delight the advent of a healthful, herbal and
floral preparation capable of
imparting to their
faces, necks and arms a porcelain smoothness
and a tinge like that of the finest oriental

pearl. They soon discovered that it was a
new thing under the
aan,” incomparable and
unapproachable. Unquestionably the Magnolia Balm has been the
of the present
century.

great toilet

success

ml3-eodlw&wlt

PRESS.]

THE

TUESDAY MORNING, MAY 7, '72.
Our Duty in Maine.
Maine has the good fortune, or rather the
good sense, to be one of those States where
Cincinnati Conventions. “Labor Reform”
movements and temperance movements draw
off from the two great parties but a very
small proportion of their members.
It does
not lack citizens who are
interested in

deeply

in earnest

the labor
than

question, who are more
anybody else in the temperance agita-

tion, and who are not indifferent to any
phase of reform. But they have the intellisecure immediate
gence to perceive that they
with that
practical results only by acting
had
its
which
origin in
national
party
great
the humane and progressive impulses of the
whose
majority of the American people, and

whole history is the record of achievements
in the interest of human liberty and happiThe wisdom in this course has more
ness.

it is

noticed,

equivalent

are

to a rise of 20

in the cost of labor. In consequence
per cent,
of these important changes we learn from the

reports that the cost of constructing an

English
improved propeller

has risen within a year
from $135 to $155 a ton, and is still rising.
The Clyde builders have been compelled to

Spain
Norway. These
reduce the discrimination
against builders in the United States and if
Congress would remit the duties on ship
and

open mines in
facts go far to

that it is the true standard of reform,
have

gained

two who

ernment in the

we

prefer to risk the govhands of the man who

steady
subdued the Rebellion, rather than in the
unsteady, wavering hands of the man who
on two different occasions would have given
up the ship, rather than risk anything in
defending it. The election of our candidate
is assured, but evety thousand votes added to
his majority are as good as five thousand
added to the Republican vote in other States,
like Ohio and Pennsylvania, which hold their
elections afterwards.
Another still more

important matter

needs

note.
It is
extremely important, that the present Republican preponder-

attention
ance

in the House of

be maintained.

Representatives

should

Maine must not be the first

State to disclose signs of weakness in this vital

point. Nothing but the most needless
and reckless dissensions can prevent our returning five Republicans to the House as we
have uniformly done since the term of Hon.
L. D. M. Sweat expired in 1804.
All danger
of such dissensions ought to fee removed before the

nominating conventions meet. A
public quarrel in the conventions could have
only the most disastrous effect. In three of
the districts—the second, third and fourth—
there is no chance for discord. We are glad
to learn that there isevery probability of complete harmony and entire unanimity in the
fifth district. It is only the large number of
candidates, and not any known predisposition to strife, that makes the situation at all
district. As the time
draws near and the crisis becomes imminent
care will be necessary to avoid undue excitecritical in the first

ment

and the

tagonisms.

springing up of dangerous anNot a shadow of such a danger

appears, and we only call attention to
the situation in order that pains may be taken to preserve the present gratifying condinow

tion of peace and

petition

for

a

de-

com-

a

mission to examine the routes and plans of
the Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad—the
Aldermen voting against and tlje Common
Council in favor of granting the prayer of
the petitiouers.
We append the petition
which was considered last night. The number and character of the petitioners demand
a respectful attention from our
City Fathers
and the great interests involved certainly
seem to justify the action desired.
[rarmion.]
Whereas, a proposition is before the (people of Portland to give credit to the bonds of the Portland &
Ogdensburg Railroad to the amount of $2,800,000:
and whereas, the city has an Interest to the amount
of $714,000 in said road: and whereas, doubts are en-

feasibility

tertained as to the
of the road through the
mountains, and especially as to whether the amount
named will complete the road: Your petitiouers believe that definite information should be obtained before acting in a matter of so much im(H>rtauce in its
relations to the liability of the city on the one side
and the benefits to accrue on the other; and they
therefore oek you to appoint a commission who shall
obtain reliable information as to the feasibility and
cost of the road, its railroad connections and its
general advantages for business; with authority to employ a competent engineer and euch other aid as may
be required to accomplish the pnrpoees of this inves-"
tlgatlon, and report the same as early as practicable.
roruana, march zj, 187:’.

N. F. Deering,
Jacob McLelfan,
W. S. Dana,

Henry Fox,

E. A. Norton,
8. C. Strout.

C. C. Chapman,
H. M. Payson,
M. E. Bolster,
George I. Waterhouse,

Thos. E. Twitcheil,
L. Sturdivant,
C. J. Littlefield,
O. B. Gibbs.
Dan’l F. Emery,
John Dow,
H.

J. H.

J. T. Lewis,

C. A. Staples,
G. L. Bailey,
F. W. Libbv,
Fritt H. Jordan,

Ford,

Webster,
Hawkes,

Prentiss Loring,
Thos. L. O’Brion,

Chas. M.
Aaron R. Aldrich,
C. H. Farley,
K, C. Ow.n,
W. W. Carr & Co.
Dresser & Ayer,
Ezra Carter,
Chas. C. Harmon,
J. N. Winslow,

<a

C. K. Greene,
C. H. Fling,

JohnSwett,
John Q. Twitcheil,

W. ?. Woodbury,
D-M-c. Dunn,
S. B. Thrasher,
E. T. Elden,
Sliaw, Hammond & Car—

J. F. Randall &
T. C.Herney,

Co.,

m

&Co.
N. M. Perkins * Co.,
C. F. Thrasher,
Franklin Fox,
Reuben Kent,
W.&C. R. Milliken,

AugustusE.

Stevens

Cummingn,

Leavitt

&

C. B. Woodman,
W. F.

Phillips,

Phillips,

Chase,

S. B. Horsey-,
Wm. H. Loihrop,
Albert Smith,
Wm. H. Ayers,

Marshall Brown,

O. M.

Addison Small,
Albion Prince,

t?•

C. W. Roberts,
Geo. H. Knight,
Henry A. Berrv,
John Randall & Co.,

John Neal,
Chas. A. Walden,

Xr ^t „¥or8<

H. B.

G^Wr'*ich'
ml'
„

L oowt
D WBaker
V
John Denuls A Co.,
Henry F CooUdee,

2

Wesley H.Judkin,

Thomas Lynch,
Kaler, Merrill * Co.,
Walter Corey A Co.,

A D. W. Nash.
Jeremiah Dow,
Wm. AUen, Jr.,
Albro E. Chase,
Hall L. Davis,
A- BL. D.

Winslow,
She.,ley

J!Thapm«,&
Gilkev

C.
A. L.

Co
°°-’

Marrett, Bailey

* Co
W D. Little * Co
James Bailey & Co

Greeley

isn’t

the Post declares to be unconstitutional. It
may be unconstitutional to provide that a citizen of the United States shall not be robbed
of his right to the accomodat ions on railroads
and steamboats which he has paid for on account of race, or from the benefit of schools
which he is taxed to
support, but the Senate
does not so think. Mr.
Douglass says the

seek or expect
anything so intangible as social equality, and
that the bill does not provide
for, simply
equality before the law. it is a matter of
regret that Mr. Sumner cannot see his way
clear to let his bill stand on its own merits
and not attach it to the amnesty
measure;
but he cannot or will not, and the only course
left to those who believe in the necessity of
the civil
rights bill is to vote for it. It is
natural that the
Democracy and their new
allies, the liberals should throw every obstacle
they can in its way, but true Republicans will
say with President Grant in a letter to a
recent civil rights
meeting: “I sympathize
most cordially i l any effort to
secure for all
our people, of whatever
race, nativity or
color, the exercise of those rights to which
every citizen should be entitled.”
not

hasn’t been the best kind of

or

Democrat after all. The split in the old
fossil of a party has begun and we may expect to see it vanish into a thing of the past
a

at the Baltimore Convention.
time since its
this

city
ready to sell

and

For

the first

no more

than one or two

planks

the

corporation to do great things for Portland is
presented in vivid colors. Nay, it is guardedly

settled

settled.

ceed through

the

case'would

whole

lively

If the
be

Democracy

cautiously iutimated. in such a way as to
commit nobody, but so as to sound well and
look plausible, that this great organization will
really make Portland one of its main tidewater stations, and an entrepot for trans-conti.
neutal traffic. How likely this Boston corporation will be to do all this, is perhaps sufficiently
apparent at first sight; but, if not, will be at a
later stage of this article. What we have now

Liberal

should suc-

movement

re-opened

the

in the most

manner.

to Greeley and Brown. Does any sane man
suppose that Mr. Greeley could ignore the
Blairs if he were to be elected President?

tic

to ac-

count with what bears every appearance of
hostile malignancy.
What is almost

amusing is, that in the closing paragraph of the
articles assurance is given that the parties have
been content with “simply setting forth the advantages of the new project,” and have not
“entertained the purpose of assailing the interests of the Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad” ! Is this the work of the frieuds or the
enemies of this road? Do they bring peace or
war in tlieir hand?
Are we to believe that all
this is uttered out of “mercy” and pity for Port-

The St. John Globe does not believe that an
editor can enter public life without suffering in
his capacity as an editor. It says:
The two positions are almost incompatible.
The editor is shut out from free criticism. Mr.
Auglin was one of the most influential members of the press in New Brunswick before he
entered politics. He is now an influential politician, but it is at the expense of his journal.
Mr Howe had to retire from journalism to be a

land, and in the pleutitude of a loving goodNay, verily, we are distinctly informed
in the closing number of the semi-official articles, that “a feeling of friendliness” once ex-

What the opposition papers contemptuously
denominate the “Unlimited Shinplaster Bill”
has passed the Dominion Assembly by a vote
of 84 to 69.
The Montreal Witness hopes that as warm

we are further informed, ‘that the
experience
of INTO and thereabouts will prove a bar forever to any mutual
understanding between the
original Portland aud Ogdensburg route and the
Vermont Central.” But if only Portland willgive

up her cherished purposes of a
West, aud will place herself as

line to the
clay in the
hands of the Vermont Central Railroad, the
past will be forgotten—if only in a “suitable
spirit overtures are made” to that great Boston
monopoly, “we doubt not that they will be
favorably received,” and Portland, even if she
cannot have all she intended, can at least enjoy the crumbs from the Vermont Central’s
table!
TT

IICUIII

illi

U1C8C

mentioned,

Resolved,

That we, the members of the VeteUnion Club of Massachusetts, are in symwith
man who has honestly and conthe
pathy
scientiously used his utmost energies and abilities, both in war and in peace, to combat treason, whether in open or hidden quarters; that
we cordially give our
support to him who has
reduced the burdens which the war imposed
the
and
whose prompt action unupon
people,
der the laws has given protection to the loyal
citizens of the States recently in rebellion; that
we cheerfully endorse the efforts made by him
to harmonize the
complications arising from
the international questions growing out of the
late war, and that the man who possesses these
claims to our regard, our confidence and supis the present Executive, President Ulysses
Grant.
Resolved, That we favor the man who fought
Jefferson Davis rather than the man who bailed him.
Resolved, That so far as we have the power
we
devote it to the duty of re-nominating
and re-electing President Grant, and in this
declaration we believe that we represent the almost eotire opinion of the veterans of this
Commonwealth and country who have supported the administration of President Grant.

turnings

ran

whether

lDHirUGUOIlS,

are

merely the

propose to
worth—how much value should be attached
to advice emanating from such
sources, even

are

vague sug-

The route chosen by Portland to the West
ias, then, been subjected to persistent and vioent attack from the regiou of the Vermont
Central Railroad. It is well, accordingly, to
recur to the real history of this route through
he Notch, to see who is responsible for its

the year 1807, St. Jolinsbury, with the
dew of securing additional railroad facilities,

Miniature

|

ss

a Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
Sxhausteii Vitality, Premature Decline in Mau, Nervous and Physical
Impotency,
ipermatorrucea or Seminal Weakness, and all other
liscases arising from the errors of youth or the inliseretioiig or excesses of mature years. This is inleed a book for every man. Thousands have been
aught by this work the true way to health and hap; dness. It is the cheajiest and best medical work
and the only one on this class of ills
ver
! rorthpublished,
reading. 190th edition, revised, much enarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful French cloth,
•rice only ®1. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of
;
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTI1 •rice.
TUTE. No. 4 Bultlnch Street, Boston, Mass., or Dr.
V. H. PARKER, Assistant Physiciau. N. B. The
uthor may be consulted on the above as well as all
Iseases requiring skill and experience.

Debility,Hypochondria.

\

J

IVLATtHSTE

NEWS.

PORT OP PORTLAND.

m.ndny, .Tin,

mar25-dly
HUNDRED TONS Nut Coal,
very Merviceable seasonable Coal
or
this time of the year,—and
casonable enough at 97.25 per
* on delivered by
JOS. II. POOR & BRO.

j

13.

Apri 9-sntf

ARRIVED.

Steamer New England, Field, Boston for Easti>ort
St John, NB.
Barque Fanny Atkinson, (Br) Pack ham. Greenock
: 4 days,—830 tons pig iron to Stevenson & Pearson,
loston. Vessel to Geo H Starr. Spoke, May 4 on
irand Bank, sch Sarah B Putnam, of Beverlv.
Sch Mary E Staples, Godfrey, Port Johnson*.
SclsCasco Lodge, Pierce, South Amboy,—coal to
ames A Williams.
Sch Challenge, Bennett, Boston.
Sch Ella, Huey, Boston, seeking.
Sch Delia Hinds, Wells, Boston, to load for Calais.
Sch Mariel, Fletcher, Boston.
Sch P S Lindsey, Hamilton, Boston.
Sch Grampus, Stratton, Boston for Hancock.
Sch Senator, Whitmore, Ellsworth,—cedar posts
a nd shingles to D B Ricker.
Sch Yankee Maid, Lovett, Harpswell.
CLEARED.
Steamer Chesapeake, Johnson, New York—Henry
1 lid

I

1

J

t

ox.

Sch Volunteer, (Br) Smith, Windsor, NS—John
I orteous.
Sch Adah,
LeClair,
NS—master.
Schs E F Williams, Pitt, and Adonia, Meyer St
>hn, NB—John Porteous.
Sch Falco, (Br) Walden, St John, NB—John Port-

(Br)

Clementport,

ms.

Sell John Tyler, Lindsey, Boston.
[FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.]
Arat New York 13th, brig Abbie Clifford, from
p Brnambuco, (Mrs Clifford in command.)
Old at Liverpool 30th, brig Helen O Phlnney, Boyd,
E uenos Ayres.
E H Kennedy, and schr M A Fulsom, have
chartered by Richardson A Cross, to load hard
at Beaufort, SC, for Portland, at $11 pr M.

Brig
sen
1 ne

jj

Launched—At Calais 25th ult, by C Waite A Co,

DEVENS

■

DESIRABLE

til who may favor ns.

Children's

specialty.
ARVEDSON, 345 Congress St.

mayl

su

o

Marriage.

lappy Relief for Young I?Ien from the effects
errors and abuses in early life.
Mauhood restored,

Bronze

a

good

Mouldings,

DEFERS

LOTI1ROP,

A

A CEMENT

HAS

Banger
Chicago

g,.

Portland 4k Kechaater B. H.
Cerda A Farmington R. B.
Central Bnilroad, (own,
Gold,
Airhi.on, Tape kit & Annie Fe, Cield
Northern Pacific, Said,

j

H. M.

Boston.

so

small

do notthesitate to recommend them

a sum

of projected enterprises, and the prompt pay-

principal,

interest, and the final payment of the

are as

The bonds

,i,

future flnaclal event.

any

Mortgage

and

Full

a

myl4dlw

$1,000

the

on

tew

Companies, aud tor the investment of
to the most careful

small amount

investors, and

remalnlhg.
application in t*i»ou

on

to

Messrs. Nwan &

Barrett, Bankers,

PORTLAND.
—on—

second

as

W. B. SHATTtICK * Co* Boult*-l x

myl4tf

GENERAL AGENTS,
may'AL&wIm

wl8

23

NaiwauSt., New York.
"

SPRING
MILLINERY.

on

O. BAILEY St CO., 18 Exchange st.

F.

for

One Million in the last

over

particulars furnished

by mail,

or

and

Call

are

annum, payable

cent, per

Funds, and

have but

Upright Ice
Chest for Sale Cheap.

r>a

T-3A>.

as

April and October, both principal and interest

weeks to Trust

|

STREET

as

W A N TED!

BT

First

being payable In gold in New York.

girls—one cook, and the other
11 WO
girl. Apply at No. 71 Huerlni; St.

1

certain

are a

each, have forty years to ran, and betu* iuterest at

first of

Wanted.

tt>.

unusu-

ties

They

iuayl4eodlw

,

as

attended with the uncertain-

ally

not

are

Pi PE SEWER.

Horse, Jigger,

PAYSOR,

3* EXCHANGE ST.,
PORTLAND.

A

at'2Mltf_

NEW STYLES

FIRST-CLASS

TRIMMER and

LADIES’ FURNISHING
STORE?

-AMD-

FRESH GOODS,

STITCHER

34* Congress Street.

-OP tm*-

NEW GOODS,

On

NEW GOODS J

Carriage Work.
BEST

Permanent Job and

Hosiery,

Apply immediately

Gloves,

-AT-

to

Fringes,

May 9 -dlw

Buttons.

A. BOS WORTH'S,

West Amesbury, Mass.

Box 120.

n

146

Cambrics,

ROOM

Croasdale

PAPERS,

Linens.

Wholesale and Retail!

Kid Gloves,

Ribbons,
flings, Small Wares, All

133

Rnf-

at Lowest

Loring, Short

•

Prices.

&

BY

Conant & Rand,

A Very Fine Line of all Grades.

Trimmings,

COMMERCIAL

STREET,

Wholesale Agents far Maine.

Harmon,

Quality as good, and price lower
Super Phosphate.

liable

LADIES’ FURNISHING

STORE,

maySdlw

D. W.

new

ONE PRICE ONLY.

How

A. M. PEABODY,
34* Congress St.

4-sn2w

English Dolly Vardens'40e.
American Dolly Vmrdens 25c.
Dolly Varden Prints 12 l-2c.

ce!’f.e)ll0(1f

Buff Saltings 25c.
Yard wide Striped Saltings 25c.
Yard wide White Lawn Saltings 25c.
(Same as we sold for 35c. last year.)

DIAMONDS.
large

eery

the Aral

quality,

Mock of

at

diamonds,

ranging in price from

in pairs and singly,

mostly unset, enabling the
amine them
set at

cnrefnlly. They

more

short notice, in any style,

practical Diamond Setters in
also keop

and

They

mountings

hand

on

ready for

ns we

examine

i

,o

onr

4*

careful investon.

«

popular, receiving
seeking both safety

in

J. H. Chadwick &

BLACK SILKS

•

Having

Are

ap30tf

%

Craand la Oil,
DR Y AND GROUND
ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
A FITTINGS, PUMPS,
AC., AC.
Our Pare White Lead, both dry and ground in
oil,
vrc warrant to be
.tricily pare, and guarantee
that
»od

durability,

and
it- in not surany Lead in the market, either foreign or

adopted

as our trade-mark an
eight-pointed red star, with
corporate seal la the centre. This is on every package of our Pare Lead. None genuine without it.

&

Practice

ed all treatment till ft was cured, and that 40 of
every 30 could not be cured without local applications of the proper remedies direct to the organs, as
medicines by the stomach alone proved worse
than useless.
This discovery, with a gifted intuition
to
detect the fatal and latent
complications affecting his patients, is the reason of his
so
who
had
tried
the
advertised
medicuring
many
cines and most eminent physicians in this country
and Europe.In his MEDICAL A PHYSIOLOGICAL
WORK, published in 1939, these subjects are
treated upon fully, and for the first time by any physician or author.
Dr. HEATH,
by rcmiest and permission of
his patterns. can present the evidence *f those who
had Buttered from a few months to 30 years; bceu
treated by as many as 90 professors and physicians;
paying from 9100 to 90,000? and pronounced incurable,who have enjoyed the best of health from one
to 93 years, since his treatment.
A personal interview is desirable, though we have
not seen one-tenth of our patients.
Dr. A. H. HEATH has resided at No. 1IO East
Twenty-fifth street. New York (near Maflison and
Fourth avenues), since 1830, and receives patients
till 9 P. M. daily, and in the evening.
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To Let.
FINE dwelling House pleasantly situated on
State Street. Possession given May 3th.
Enquire of DEANE A VERBILL, 4q Exchange
eod-Ulf
Street. April 20, 1872.

A

Free to Book Agent*.
send a handsome Prospectus of our New
illustrated Family Bible containing over 46u fine
to any Book Agent free o»
Illustrations
Scripture
jbaige. Address Nations! Publishing Co., Phils., Pa
We will

aplSHw_

land of

•Jf'cctt and runningt0Bixteeu rods on the road
Mills, to the
Orth*,,™"1 S>‘,;,>,,aWV;r
LonK Creok
Ian(* "> Levi Skillen;
tlience by land
f ..ht,co™«rior
Skillen
south
?
Severn
"fM Point; thence easterly
y-Hvo r<»!» to
J tocky

PORTLAND CITY
CEMENT PIPE FOR SEWERS.
USES mylleodlw

I
following the course of Long
( reek River at low
water, to the south westerly corer of land of
For Sale.
A<iuila Jewett; thence bv said Jewett's
Mid north
to first mentioned*bounds.
Said
store—one
PROVISION
of
eed being recorded in Cumberland ss.
beat locations hi
Registry of I A Portland. A small aaleable the
' >eeds, Book 350, Page 457, to which reference is hereMock. Sold n acof
the
mint
mate.
(
leaving
y made. Said
been made as aforehaving
For particulars enquire at June »•
fl aid to secure the
Market.370 Conpavment of certain notes therein
iny4dlw*tfls
i roes st.
<i escribed, and as the conditions of said mortgage’
DANTEL JONES.
of tin*
ave been broken, I
foreclosure
claim
a
hereby
r
une and give this notice for that purpose according
or Fancy dob Printing
t > the Statutes in such cases made and provided.
advantage to call on W».M
I
1872.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of March,
n,ln‘
I •
JOHN A. STROUT.
Tues
my7dlaw3w

j

_

westerly

A.

Mortgage

\

CONGRESS ST.,
“J™1"

Owner* nf I.ot. in Krernern Crartery.
Commissioners have fixed upon the very low
price of One Dollar a lot, for keeping the saute

_Tbistixs.

by
mortgage died
ilizaljcth,
uly signed, wealed and

CO.,

Trimmings,

then eotllw

Payment to be made to the City Treasurer In advance, aud it Is hoped that all persons
having
* an Interest will avail themselves of this
privilege

A. D.. 18C7, Abner P. Hillman
BE.Ui.nt,™!hat.on‘hetwentT-nlath
of nahl
his

AND

soltl at the lowest prices.

SPECIAL NOTICE!

C. Salford.

W'B-M.

wbaat il may

0 L E N

for trim-

__

OF MAINE. Co.

r«*
i. «tid

ME.

CHAS. A. VALPEY h

Silks

mings, (in all colon,) Collars,
Bows and Scarls, Bonnets aud
■Hats.

ARCTIC, THE
in first rate condition
througq the

by D.

fine aaortment <4

Notice

thousand feet of this pipe, over four thousand feet of
12 In, 15 in, 18 in, 20 in and 24 inch sizes,
being used
In 1871.

103

a

Thread, Malta and French Lacn,
Gimps and Buttons, Ornaments aud Frogs for
j
Sacques, Fringes

constantly

undersigned are prepared to furnish Pii»es for
Sewers, in almost any quantity if the orders are received early in the season.
The City of Portland has in use more than
t^n

and

MIDDLE ST.

Have received from New York,

This Refrigerator Is constructed on the most perfect scientific principles, and warranted to be the
JAMES BAILEY,
best yet introduced.
For further particulars as to !
J. S. PALMElt,
its merits, sizes, style, prices, Ac., call and see or
c- K. JOSE,
lend for circular.
mylso<13w
Ice Chests of all sizes
on hand very low.
&U in want of Refrigerators should call and see beis hereby given, that the .nhscrib
fore purchasing.
er hae been
duly appointed and taken niion himRefrigerating Rooms for markets Ac,, built to orleir the truat of Admlniatrator of the
eetateof
ler. Refrigerators of all kinds repaired.
ABIGAIL
Manufactured by
CHASE, late of Portland
J. F. iHEBRILL,
m the
County of Cnmberland, deceased, awl given
yOttou Avenue, hetweeu Cross and Cotton Streets
*
Portland. Me.
I boade as the law directs. All persons having demanda upon the estate of said deceased, are required
BP-All orders by mail or otherwise promptly atlo exhibit the same; and all
ended
persons Indebted lo said
ap24eod3m
setate are colled upon to make
paymeut to
SAMUEL CHASE, Ad.u'r.
Portia ad, April M, 1872.
Votice of Foreclosure of
ap.V13w

Portland, April 29,1872.

28

J. C. PROCTER. 03 Exchange Si.,

ap27dlw

ICE CHESTS.

been used by us for the last three years for
Drains and Sewers.
We have found it entirely satisfactory anti have no hesitation in recommending it for those purposes.
THE PORTLAND ROLLING MILLS,
By GEO. E. B. JACKSON, Treasurer.

SOLICITED.

Office, No. 14 Cross Street,

MADE BY

J. W. STOCKWELL &

to furnish

AT LOWEST KATES.
VT ORDERS

REFRIGERATORS!

CEMENT

ICE!

prepared

DAILY OR FOR THE SEASON.

All to be

THF

Co.,

Families, Hotels, Stores an* Vessels any quantity wanted

Specialties by Dr. HEATH disclosed the
startling fact that n majority of those suffering with
® DEBILITY, Dyspepsia, Constipation,
Piles, Rheumatism, Catarrh, Consumption, diseases
(ft the Skin, Blood,Heart, Liver, Kidneys,
Bladder,
ate., were caused bv Seminal Weakness', and resistIn these

&

their stock of

secured

PURE

333 CONGRESS ST.

BOSTON

Phillips

Leavitt, Burnham

EASTMAN BROS.,

®*« »3,34 4c 94 Oliver Street,
BOSTON.

we

ICE!

SEASON 1872.

-AT-

Co., Ag’ts, | A

passed by
Amerlcau.
63T~rn order to protect ourselves,

daily becoming more
capitalists

attention from

ICE!

ns n

CO.,

OF

are

and

CHARLES M. HAWKBS,
88 Exchqqgc at., Perlite*

AND

1829.]

MANUFACTURERS

more

terms.

mch22 dtf

of

They

profitable returns Ibr their
investments.
Particulars furnished on application.
Government Ronds converted on the most fhvorable

PAISLEY SHAWLS

DELANO,

[Incorporated

i&n£,48

well as a business acquaintance of
twenty yean at
home in Portland, I am making a
sjieclalty of then*
securities, visiting the localities where they are issued,
investigating them very carefully and buying and
offering for sale only those that l consider among the
safest tor investment. They are Issued in $100, 8*00
and #1800 sizes, running ten or
twenty years from
date, and are beiug taken by our shrewdest and moat

be

stock.

BOSTON LEAD

W. F.

W'<

Winter St., Boston, Hass

torfineneu, body

Ten to Twelve Per Cent. Interest.
Having an extensive acquiutance in the West, as

mylSdtf

use.

GUILD &
cod2wai>r27

l-fc

hare

stock

When yon visit Boston, please
gire
call and

BONDS

employ,

onr

large

a

ex.

can

of CountJes and Cities in Miaaouri and
occasionally School Bonds of Miaaouri and Kansas, with semi-annual Coupons, drawing 10 per cent,
interest, selling at price* which net from

NEW

are

customer to

Exchange Street,

Municipal Bonds.

CALLAND SEE

hundred to two

one

three thousand dollars.

and

PORTLAND.

MARKET 8TREET

PORTLAND. ME.

Congress, Corner of Brown St.,

We offer these good*, in GOLD, at
prices
that defy competition.
We hare

No. 352

COYELL & COMPANY,

re

U0U8E,

AMD

tion.

offered in this city for some years.

been

SEASON PRICE FOR 1872.
10 lba. a day, front May 10th to Oct. loth.
$3
44
44
"
«
15 44
i oo
44
*
**
20 44
‘i
9 00
lee will be delivered earlier than 15th May and later
than 15th Oct., at the same rate per month’ aw
•luring
the season.
meh27
aplS

ICE

DIA.HO.tD8 of

prices lower than h

IN

Foil Supply Guaranteed the Entire
Season at the Lowest Rates.

Ladles’ Cotton Hose, full regular, 25c.
Black SUk Sunshades 60c.
Also a variety of other goods tn the same propor-

We hare made arrangements with
par
tic* in Europe whereby we are enabled to
a

A

Bine and White Plaids 18c.
Striped Grennadines 25c.
Best French Dolly Vardeus 65c.

The southerly half of a new three
story Brick and
swelled front mastic block; built
by the day, in the
be#it manner; 13 rooms,
bath room; hot and
including
cold water. Frescoed in oil
by Schumacher: cellar
lathed Mid plastered. Lot over 5000 feet.
lliis projKjrty is situated in a
growing part of the
city, and will be sold at a price favorable for occupancy or investment. May be seen any day from 4
to C p. m, Mondays and
Srturday excepted.
1
Apr 27-sn tf

offer

CLARK,
DEALER

These for PriceN ?

are

Japanese Stripes 25c.

First-Class Residence at tbe
West End.
30 Carlton St*, Xaar Pine.

^

re-

apitflslm

Real Striped Japanese Silk 87 l-2e.
A very nice qnallty for 50c.

for_sale7
A

than any other

Under Falmouth Hotel.

ONE PRICE ONLY.

May

St.

Super Phosphate
FOR SALE

Edgings,

New Standard

Exchange

April 16tl

1

Piques,

QUALITY,

Good Pay !

SARGENT & NELSON,

Skirts, Corsets,

incbl6dsn3m

mylo

for

as

BECKETT
(>,
(>,

BALX

bonds may be plen-

and

lines

safe.

the rate of 7 per

MARHR NURSERY, Capisie Road, Hearing.
L. B. CHAPMAN.
myl4d3t

C©„

Portland Ulnnicipnl
Portland aid PA B

FOR

vino

seldom in the market.

are

ment of the

Standard Pear, Apple, Plana and
Cherry, together with Ornamental and Evergreen
Trees, Currant Bushes and Grape Fine#. Flowering
Shrubs and Boses are ottered for sale at “CHAP-

bonds!

*

mile,

Trust
Such

At Exchange St.

May 4-sgtf

much

the Entire Interest

While railroad

pa

We have sold

which will he sold at reasonable prices.

THE

ap!3>n3mchwk

We

FINE FRUIT TREES

DECORATIONS, &e.
of

all Its bonds.

to the

—OR—

ervous

BEAUTEOUS SPRING,
X tie beauteous Spring at last has come,
And thousands welcome it with joy;
\1 e hear the workmen's busy hum,
As each goes forth to his employ;
T le grass is springing round our way,
The birdB are Binging in the trees,
A ad comes once more the beanteous May,
Welcomed by all on land and seas;
T le Bovs are out in handsome “Clothes,”
Which they have bought at George Fenno’s,
C ►at, Pant, vest. Hat and Shoes complete
Corner of Beach and Washington Street,

on

good

feet,

Papers

Especial attention is called.

All

paid,

ex (tenses are

more than

acres
conbeing on

acres

r<
n

iug

A LARGE COLLECTION

2w

debility cured. lmi>cdiments to marriage
moved. New method of treatment. New and rearkable remedies. Books and Circulars free, in
k« aled envelopes.
Address HOWARD ASSOC IAT [ON, No. 2 South Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
s

STYLES

A Full Line of

Its mortgage debt 1m
$18,900 to the
The road Is already earning, after all
oparat-

mile.

ty, those upon

day of Anri I

On
1

Cfe,

A

GRADES.

and

celebrated Block Coal fields of Indi-

by way of Evansville and Nashville with

the entire South.

Said farm is well located, one end
the shores of “Pleasant Pond,” a beautiful sheet of
water which abounds with trout and other Ash. The
farm is near mills and schools, and the Northern
Aroostook Railroad will run near this farm. The
tide of emigration is setting towards Aroostook this
year. This is a rare chance for any one who is thinking of going to Aroostook, for I will sell the farm at
a bargain if
to soon.
Apply to Cl! AS. H. KELLOGG, Gorbam, Ma.
Or to J. W. KELLOGG.
Sherman Mills, Aroostook County, Me.
w20*
myl4d&v*lw

To their

Gold Leaf

Railroad

the richest portion* of Illinois

Indiana, connecting Chicago by the abort**

ana, and

applied

« iuits a

J Irs.

improved;

The

DRESSMAKING.
Having secured the services of a
^irst-Class Dressmaker, we shall
i >pen Monday, May 0, with all the
1 atest styles, and we feel confident
^ ve can give perfect satisfaction to
I

some

61 Exchange 8t.

OF ALL

of

for sale in

Theli stock comprises the latest aud most

rwo
i

| iromptly. The Vermont Central, likewise, to
j acilitate the construction of so important a
| iranch, pledged a large contribution to the
, tock.
Still further, at a subsequent date, the

f

t,t,

riON,”

Almanac.May

14.
>un rises.4.39 I Moon sets.12.45 AM
j lun sets.7.13 | High water.4A5 PM

CoDgress St.

A Book for Every Man,
The “SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVA-

.Liverjioo]..!
lalabria.Boston.Liverpool_May

of her leading busii ng men, the building of a line to Montlelier to connect with the
Vermont Cen| ral at that point, and by it and its connections,
o obtain another outlet to tide-water and the
Vest. Montpelier hailed the proposition, and
iron lined to raise her proportion of the money
some

his residence in Florence and remained there !
, d through the. White Mountain Notch
to Portuntil 1858. Then he again made Cincinnati his , ind. His view
was, that Portland needed bethome, but iu 1866 he again went to Italy and
1 sr facilities for getting West, and that she
until a month ago lived in Rome. Early this
ould take hold with alacrity.
tpriug he was seized with the malarious fever
ind finding that there was no hope of recovery,
[CONCLUDED TO-MORROW.]
Ten
■ame back to die in his native country.
Probably Fatal Accident.—Friday mornbut was un
lays ago he arrived in New York,
tig while the train from Amherst on the E. &
»ble to proceed farther, and on Saturday night
’■A- Western Extension was passing under
he died. Mr. Read’s first volume of poems was
bridge at Fort Lawrence, a brakemau named
His
first
published in Boston, in 184!*.
sHikliart, who was on top of a car, was struck
long poem, “The New Pastoral,” was pubuthe
head and knocked insensible. The acished in 1855.
Of his pictures, the “Lost
ident was not know'n until the train had reachPleiad,” the “Water Sprite,” and “Longfeld Du Lac
Station, when Lockhart was found
;
ows’s Children,” are, with one exception, tlis
pmg on his back speechless. He was taken to
The war of the rebellion inspired
iest known.
is home in
Painsec, aud at last advices was in
both his brush and his pen, and he made Slicricritical condition.
The system of “safelan’s famous ride to Winch ster the subject of
uards of hanging ropes
» large
>
adopted on the Maine
painting, and also of a poem which is
of the R. & N A.
road, wrill in future
perhaps the most stirring and best-remembered 1 ortion such
reveut
of all the war-songs written. It was written in
I
accidents.—fianqor Whig.
the short space of two hours, for James E.
TnE publication in the Republican last week
Murdoch to recite at an entertainment for the
f an article from the Eastport Sentinel, in rebenefit *f the soldiers given in Cincinnati.
[ ition to the re-nomination of Hon. Eugene
tale for Representative to Congress, together
Horace advises any man who can buw wood
itli a few remarks of ours to the effect that
In this terrio stay away from Washington.
a ot much interest was felt in this town and
v icinity, has had a tendency to bring out the
>le crisis of their country are the Cbappaqua
^ ■iends of Mr. Hale, and we think the senti'armers to be debarred by personal consideralent of a large portion of our people are in
;ions from giving evidence that H. G. can saw
t' ivor of his re-nomination.—Muehiae RepubliBrood?
c in.

ap6sn eo<13m

.Livenkx>1.May
?arthia.Boston.Liverpool...!

In

nanager of the Vermont Central proposed,
hat instead of making the Montpelier road
imply a spur to the Central, it should be push-
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FROM
FOR
DATE
'dalio.New York. .Liverpool
May 15
lava.New York. .Liverpool.... May 15
Xean Queen.New York. .Asphtwall
15
May
lava.New York.. Liverpool....
May 15
Jity of Bristol.New York. .Liven>o61
May 16
Crescent Cltv.New York.. Havana
May 16
Deutschland.New York. .Bremen
May 18
forth American —Quebec.Liverpool
Mav 18
/ille de Paris.New York... Havre
May 18
Republic.New York.. Liveri>ool
May 18
?ity of Montreal.. .New York.
18
May 18
ndia.Now York. .Glasgow
May 18
Manhattan.New York. .Liverpool
May 22
loath America.New York.. Rio Janeiro May 23
i Ibina.New York.
May 25
25

lerwent forth: Stop that independent line
Torn Portland to
the West. This, we think,
will prove instructive to say the least.

STYLES!

CHAM. CUMT1M A CO.,

NAME

who vouched for it, labored for it,
ipent money for it, and championed it, until
he alarm of a rival city was excited, and or-

,

LATEST

has

Island Falla, Aroostook County,
FARM
Maine, containing
100
of land, 25
frame barn 40x40
in

dition.

Ho.

one

route with the

Ho For Aroostock

NEW AND SPACIOUS STORE OF

LOTHROP,

and

ISAIAH POPE, late of Windham,
of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the'law direct*.
AJ1 persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to sahl
estate are called uimn to make payment to
NATHAN POPE, Adm'r.
w20-3w
Windham, May 7th, 1872.

PAPERS,

Dry

BEST QUALITIES !

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS

irigination,

(

MEN’S FURNISHING GOODS ?

Vin-

Danville &

cennes
Runs through

in the Countv

dlw*

AT TIIE

Salt and Smoked Provisions, Best’s patent Short and
jaru Cured P. B. Hams, Oxford Hams, Dried Cut
imoked Beef. &c., &c.
w38sn6m

Tuesday

rHE VERMONT CENTRAL AND THE NOTCH ROUTE

imposed, through

f

hot, cold, hard, soft or salt water
WILL
A sui»erior soap for mechanics, for cleansing
md softening the skin, is strictly pure, full
weight
md equal to the imported. WM. G. BELL & CO..
Boston, Manufacturers' Agents, wholesale dealers in

In this city, Mav 10, suddenly, Tamar, widow of
the late Capt. Levi Stodder, of Hingham, Mass., aged
*4 years 5 months.
[Funeral services this (Tuesday) afternoon, at 3
/clock, at the residence of her son-in-law, S. D. Hall,
So. 7 Cedar street.]
In this city, May 11. Mrs. Sarah Drew,
aged 80 yrs.
[Funeral services
afternoon, at
o’clock,
it Pine Street M. E. Church.
Relatives and friends
ire invited to attend.
In this city. May 13, Eleanor M.,
daughter of the
ate John and Sarah M. Elder, aged 23 years.
In Batli, May 10, Capt. Josepn H.
Torrey, aged 52
rears 6 months.

of

though accompanied with sundry
gestions of co-operation and aid.

Portland.

wash in

DIED.

they
sundry Montpelier scribblers, we
show in either case how much they
or

Christine, Anderson,

Emma Emerson.

and counsels to the Portland public have been
instigated by the railway corporation before

the

days.

Selling

isting between the Portland aud Ogdensburg
and the Vermont Central K. R., upon some alleged occasion “vanished, and interests which
before were mutual, now became rival;” and

weather approaches and the ill-ventilated and
crowded tenements are opened for air, the
small pox will begin to decrease. The week
ending May 2d there was a decrease of thirteen
fatal cases, the total mortality falling from 145
to 128. The extent of the mortality from this
malady is shown by the fact that the number
of deaths in the city for the corresponding week
of last year was but 58.

Lewiston is growing more rapidly than any i
Rangoon.
other manufacturing town in New England
Ar at Liverpool 11th inst, barque Crimea, Glover,
with the exception ot Fall River, Mass.
Galveston.
The Journal says a large delegation of French I
Ar at Nanaimo 20th ult, ship Commodore, Gilmore,
Canadian emigrants arrived at Lewiston Fri- i San Francisco.
At Mollendo 13tli ult, ship Ocean Express, Horton,
day. Numbers come to the city now by nearly |
for Puget Sound, ready.
every train. They are quiet, orderly and thrif- :
At Aux Cayes 27th ult, sch Georgietta, for New
ty people.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

will?

politician.

practice of his art, mostly in portraitpainting. He took up his residence in Philadelphia in 1846 and visited Europe in 1850. He
returned to Cincinnati, but in 1853 he took up

sinister insinuation be made up for

most

pastorals.

and

or

Hobson,s Wharf.
A. L. HOBMON.

on

ROOM PAPERS !

FOREIGN

Ar at Havana 4th inst, brig R It Gove, Hark ness,
The Bangor Whig says it is reported on good
Pascagoula; 10th, barque w E Anderson, Gallison,
authority that the committee of the Maine Cen- New York.
Sid 2d, brigs Havaua, Beunjs, New York; Tenertral Directors to whom was referred the subject
iffe, Tracey, Cardenas; 5th, barque SW Holbrook,
of removing and consolidating the simps of the
Polleys,
Sagua.
company, have decided upon a concentration at
Cld 4th,
to
Waterville, that place being centrally located New York.barque Evanell, Colcord, Sagua, load for
and the site of the new union depot to be built
Ar at Matanzas 3d inst, brig Emma L Hall, Foster,
this season. The company owns some twentyBaltimore; 10th, barque R W Griffith, Drummond,
New York.
five acres of land at Waterville, on which the
Sid 3d, brigs George Burnham, Staples, North of
shops can find ample room.
Hatteras; 4th, H H Wright, Meyers, New York.
The Lewiston Journal says Thomas Lambard
Ar at Cardenas 1st inst, brigs Myronus,
Higgins,
has commenced the erection of his car factory
; New York; Joseph Clark, Stahl, Havana; 2d Addie
at the ead of the railroad bridge in Augusta. ! Hale Sheppard, Philadelphia.
Sid 1st, barque J E Holbrook/ Leavitt, North of
It is to be ISO feet long and aliout 30 wide, one
Hatteras; brig Edith Hall, Oliver, do; 2d, barque
story high. A large foundation is to be built to N
M Haven, Hall, do; Jas E Ward, Nickerson,
ao;
the east of it this season. He is now filling an
brigs Torrent, Tibbetts, and Antilles, Thestrup, do.
order for cars for the Boston and Albany RailAr at Sagua 1st inst, sob M C
Mosely, Haynes, Bos•
road.
ton.
Sid 29th ult, sch Wreath, Bunker, Havana; 2d inst,
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
barque Talavera, Carver, New York; brig Mat tan o,
The Whig says Hon. A. D. Manson, ChairNorth of Hatteras.
Jarvis,
man of the Maine
delegation af the Cincinnati
Convention, returned to Bangor on Saturday.
8POKEN.
The German bark Arcturus is loading at BanApril 1, lat 0 21 N, Ion 2G, ship India, 25 days from
Cardiff for Montevideo.
gor with deals for Liverpool.
Jeremiah Christie, baggage master at Tracy
station, on the E. & N/A. Railroad, had two
fingers of his right hand jammed off while
shackling cars oue day last week.
The Penobscot Agricultural Society offers a
Schlotterbeck’s Moth & Freckle Lotiou !
premium of $50 for the greatest improvements
on farms within the limits of the
A safe and sure remedy for removing Tan, Pimples,
Society, to be
awarded in the fall of 1874.
Moth Blotches, Freckles und Eruptions from the skin
it soft and fresli, and imparting to it a marrendering
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.
ble purity.
Price 50 cents per bottle.
The City Council of Bath on Friday evening
Prepared by
passed an order authorizing the purclfRse of a
A. G. 8CHLOTTERBECK A
CO.,
steam fire engine and a patent fire annihilator
Apothecaries and Chemists, Portland, Me.
on wheels,
providing companies, not exceeding
For sale by all Druggists.
forty men, cannot be organized.
myl4sn tf
The Bath Times #avs the accident by which
at cost
Mr. John M. Loring lost his life on
Saturday
was occasioned by the absence of the
A large stock of
buoy on
the boiler rock, from which it is said to have
Express Wagons, Covered Beach
been gone since last fall. The current is very
strong at that place and the boat capsized the
and Two Seated Wagons, Bugmoment it struck the rock.
We are told that
gies,Phaetons, Ac., Ac., at
Mr. Loring's wife and two little boys were all
JOHN ADAMS, Naccnrappa, Maine.
looking at him when his boat struck, but of
course were powerless to help him.
Some men
myHsn eod 2w
in a boat however put out almost immediately,
but Loring was not seen by any one after he
Batchelor’s Hair Dye.
first went down.
This superb Hair Dye is the best in the world—perfectly harmless, reliable and Instantaneous; no dieappointment; no ridiculous tints or disagreeable odor.
MARRIED.
The genuine Wm. A. Batchelor's Hair Dye produces IMMEDIATELY a splendid Black or Natural
In Buxton, May 1. by Rev. S. Bixby, Arthur E.
Brown, leaves the hair clean; sof,t beautiful; does not
contain a
rowle and Miss Fannie A. Ladd.
particle of lead or any injurious compound.
Sold by all Druggists.
In Buxton, May 12, by Rev. S.
Bixby, Albert
March and Miss Lottie Harmon.
Factory, 16 BOND STREET, N. Y
SN
D&W
1Y
In Plttston, May 8, liumark C. Little, of North
Jylt
and
of
Gardiner.
Whitetield,
Maggie Ricker,
In Aubnrn, April 20, Melvin Hutchinson and Miss
BEACH’S WASHING SOAP.

the most microscopical examination of the whole
field, that could either by downright misreprc-

capital against the road, has beeu turned

PORTS.
S1<1 fra Singapore 18th ult, ship Hercules, Lincoln,

that the subscriber

Portland, May 13, 1872.

ROOM

New York.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

even

Kvery circumstance, every incident, gleaned by

sentatiou

NEWS.

York 6

“ten feet deep in the Notch
this winter”!
The unparalleled elevations,
likewise, to which the road ascends will result
in “ice upon the rails” that will obstruct the
movement of trains!
“Slides from the mountains” will bury up the whole Notch section of
the road. The line, moreover, “ends nowhere.”
At its western extremity it is at the mercy of a
mighty corporation, which holds control almost
from ocean to ocean, whose hostility is now
provoked, and can be appeased only by an
abandonment of the Notch route, &c.. &c.

taxes.
The Montreal Witness suspects
that the abatement of the power of the clergy
to tithe the poor inhabitants will have a greater influence to prevent their emigration than

Maggie Mulvey.

The Journal says on Thursday evening Mrs.
Ar at Demarara 10th inst, barque Abby N FrankSarah Merrill |of Turner, threw herself from
lin, Holbrook, Boston.
ftn T-inhlnd 28th ult, brigs Sullivan, Perry, for
Sid
a third story
window at the Augusta Alms
York; 9th. L M Merritt, Gilxey, do.
House, breaking both bones of the right wrist, New
Ar at Cienfuegos 2d inst, brig Clarabelle, Tracey,
but without other injury. The distance was ! New York.
about twenty-five feet She was insane and
Sid 3d, barque Tremont, Small, Boston; brigs J C
has since been takeu to the Insane Hospital.
Clark, Moore, and Atalaya, Cole, for do; sch Annie

that will forever stand in the way of heavy
business? Of the sharp “curves” likewise that
will be hardly less detrimental than the grades?
What “snow obstructions” likewise, unexampled in the history of railroads, are to be on-

some

study

j

from

Chicago,

is hereby given
NOTICE
been duly appointed and taken upon himself tbr
trust of A dministrator of the estate of

DRY PINE BOARDS

QUALITY

FOR SALE

—

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

they been reminded of the prodigious “grades”

countered,

STATE

PRIME

NEWBURYPORT-Ar Uth, sch W B Darling,
Smith, Elizabethport.
Sid 12th, brig Edith, Crowley, Machias; sch Dolphin. Smith, Baltimore.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 9th, sch Angeline, Robinson,

wealthy.
I

100,000 Feet

bethport.
Ar Uth, schs Adriana, Dunton, and Georgia, Parker, Port Johnson; Maine, Lord, Sullivan; Orozimbo,
Varnum, Castine; LJ Clark, Pendleton, Bangor;
Forest City, Davis, do lor Newark; Banntr, Curtis,
and Cainco. McCarty, Belfast.

A prominent man and physician of jWilmot,
N. H., has eloped with the wife of (a respectable farmer. Both leave families aud the doctor left his without much money though quite

to surmount the mountain of granite which separates Conway from
the Connecticut river”? How many times have

The Catholic Bishop of Lower Canada has issued a pastoral letter to his followers on the
subject of French-Canadian emigration to the
United States which he terms a “mania.” The
Bishop tells them that Canada is a delightful
country with a fertile soil, plenty of wood, minerals and a salubrious climate, with all the
blessings of a free government free of burden-

Thomas Buchanan Read, the painter and
poet, died in New York Saturday night He
was born in Chester
county, Penn., March 12,
1822. At the age of seventeen he went to Cincinnati and entered the
sculptor’s studio, but
soon after devoted
himself to painting.
In
1841, he removed to New York, and a little
later to Boston, where he continued the

re-

s,t,&th

Portland.
SALEM—Ar 9th, sch Leocadia, Deland, from Port
Johnson.
Ar 10th, schs Lizzie Carr, Teel, Philadelphia; J K
Lawrence, Swift, and Julia A Rich, Davis, Eliza-

to

pronounced against him.

nigh hopeless struggle

Ex-Vick President Stephens is not to be
into support of the Cincinnati ticket,
and is very severe on what he terms the efforts
of Mr. Belmont and the Ncrr York World to
He thinks
betray the Democratic party.
Mr, Greeley “did a most magnanimous act in
standing bail for Mr. DaviB, but in this he
acted a part no more magnanimous than
General Grant did when he notified Mr. Stanton or the authorities at Washington that he
would resign his commission in the army, if
General Lee should be arrested, as was about
to be done iu violation of the parole given
him on the memorable surrender of Appomattox Court House.”

at

articles

ferred to has been, by every sort of representstion, to endeavor to discredit and injure the
Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad. In how
many different forms have the Portland public
been instructed as to the “desperate and well-

cajoled

whereas, this duty is especially urgent
present time, therefore, be it

tne

Cbilion, Winslow,

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 10th, schs John Wentworth, Lewis, Arroyo, for orders, (and sailed); Jas M
Flanagan, Shaw, Georgetown for Portland.
BOSTON—Ar lltli, brig Emily, Eldridge, Baltimore ; schB Oriole, Baker. Philadelphia;
Siak, Johnson, Elizabethport; F J Cummings, Harmon, Calais;
G W Snow, Foster, Machias; W H Archer. Kennedy,
Ellsworth; Addle L Perkins, Thompson, Penobscot;
Oak Grove, French, and Kossuth, Thomas, Bangor:
Victory, Moon, Franklin; O E Dodge, Hinkley, and
Sassanoa, Weeks. Bath; Jennie Howard, Oliver, do;
Belle. Dunton, Westport; S Sawyer, Smith, and
Pemaquid. Fossett, Damariscotta; Frank, Chard,
Kennebunk.
CM Uth, barque L T Stocker, Tyler, Matanzas;
sch Snow Bird, (Br) Cripps, Portland.
Cld Uth, ship Bengal, Bates, Passaroeang; schs
Hiram Tucker, Curtis, and Birchard & Torrey,
Grace, Calais; R L Kenney, Wallace, Thomaston;
Mary Elizabeth, Perkins, Portland.
Ar 13th, barque Liucoln, Hutchins, Sagua; schs
Johu Wentworth, Lewis, Arroyo; Helen M Waite,
Gott, Calais; Clarissa Story, Clifford, Bangor.
Cld 13th. schs J C Nash, Crowley, and J S Moulton,
Crowley, St John, NB; Jerusha Baker, Barbcrick,

sea.
in

sch

NEW BEDFORD—Ar Uth, sch E L Hammond,

—

cue seconu course taken

Uth,

THft.

MARY BACHELDER, late of Peering,
count v of Cumberland, deceased, and given
All iwrsons having debonds as the law directs.
mands upon the estate of said deceased are required
to exhibit the same; and all [arsons Indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
SMITH BARBER, Adrn’r of Falmouth.
m>14-3w
Peering, May 7th, 1872.

MEASURE !

Congress St.

293

apfiau eod 3m

Langley, Bangor.

have any sure foundation iu fact.
The Louisiana delegation will certainly be
against him, and Gov. Walker of Virginia has
seem

by the far shortest route, and who look to the
Portland Railroad for their access to the Atlan-

Tammany is yet strong in
Democracy and the Fenton
men in the Legislature have united,
having
power enough to defeat any wholesome measure.
By their agency through the aid o
money, it is freely asserted that the trial ot
Judge Barnard will be a farce. The managers already chosen are nearly all notable for
their Tammany tendencies.
The power of
New York. The

and

ington in her purpose to shoot a Mr. Lyons.
The boast of Mr. Greeley’s frieudB that lie
has so great streugth iu the South does not

who hold the charters
for the new lines from Swanton to Montreal,
and from Montreal to the eastern terminus of
the Northern Pacific Railroad, nearly a thousand miles of unbroken line. It is they who
hold the key to the traffic from ocean to ocean

It is this same Blair whose friendly strategy gave the Cincinnati nominations

NEWPORT—Ar

Elizabethport tor Portland.
Sid 10th, schs M B Mahoney, H S Rowe, and Lai k.
In port 10th, schs J B Sponord, Trenton, Zoe, Com
Kearney, Altavela, Tangent, Lucy Ames, H Lewis,

belief.
Mrs. E. A. Pollard who can’t agree with her
husband and whose husband quarrels with
everybody, has just been restrained in Wash-

Ogdensburgli Railroad,

laid down.

dollars.

religious

to

self to be still favorable to the doctrines there

loth, schs Ida Ella, Wilbur, Dennysville; Eflbrt,
Rich, and Saxon, Hatch, Bangor.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 12th, sch Henrietta, White,
Bath.
Sid Uth, sch Hannie Westbrook Littlejohn, for
New York.

numbering some 40,000 souls at least, and estimated at more than twice that, propose moving iu a body either to the United States or to
Canada, in order to escape from the obligations
of military service, which is contrary to theiT

say is, that the corporation in question will
not have it in its power to exercise such
paramount control over the trans-continental busiiness as a current superstition takes for granted.
It is the friends and allies of the Portland and

Senator Frank Blair, the author of
the Broadhead letter which had bo appreciable an effect in defeating the Democratic ticket in 1868, has since publicly declared him-

Ar

Menuonite Colonies, which are situated in the
southern part of that country, near Berdiansk,

and

volved in the Constitutional amendments en-

ing, Bangor.

which she took, especially the bonds.
Two mild housewives of Alleghany, Pa., entered a saloon where their spouses were carousing, and delivered a temperance lecture unto
them with cowhides.
America is threatened with a wholesale
irruption of immigrants from Russia. The

tne vast power, resources, and sphere of operations of the principal member of the proposed
coalition are dwelt U]>on, and the ability of that

against reopening
questions
by the Constitutional amendments!” The
Telegraph does not consider the questions in-

ation

tirely

one

independent line for one subordinate and
depeudeut, two courses have been taken. First,

in it to which any Southern Democrat will
seriously except. One of these is the declar-

John Bird.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 10th, schs A J Dyer, Barker,
St George for New York; J F Carver, Calais.
NEW LONDON—Ar loth, sch Nellie, Metcalf, Ellzabethiiort for Boston, with loss of mainmast.
PAWTUCKET—Ar loth, sch Santa Marla, Hard-

of the

Hammocks are coming into getieral use in
New York houses, instead of beds.
A Cincinnati man is searching through the
West for a runaway wife and $10,000 in bonds

own

The Macon Telegraph one of Mr. Greeley’s
Southern papers says: “There is, after all,

apparently

ten

NOTICE

GHAI. CTJHTlt Sc CO.,

McLarren,

CHARLESTON—Cld 8th iust, brig Mary E Dana,
O’Neil, Bucksville, SC.
RICHMOND—Sid 9tli, sch Alice Curtis, Phillips,
Baltimore.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed out 10th. sch E L
Gregory, from Richmond for Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 10th, sch May Mnnroe,
Hall, Havana; Ida L, Bearse, Portland.
Ar 13th, barque Hancock, Col'ins, Cardenas.
NEW YORK—Ar 10th, schs Mahaska, Pickett,
Sackvllle, NB; Sarah Bernice, Port Johnson for Boston; Jas H Deputy, Sturges, Bath; Hattie, Lubee;
Maud Barbour, (new) Barbour, Bangor ; Collector,
Phinney, do; Wm Freeman, Thomaston.
Ar 11th, schs Ella Hodgdon, Nickerson, St Pierre;
Carrie Heyer, Poland, Charleston: St Elmo, Davis,
Philadelphia for Bangor; Chas Heath, Machias; L
Walsh, Calais; J E Daley, Long, Vinalhavcn; Congress, York, Portlaml for Elizalwthjiort ; Elvira,
Bancroft, Fall River; Belle, Simpnou, Portland for
Hoboken; Addle G Bryant, do; Moses Eddv, Cottrell, Belfast.
Ar 13th. shin John Banyan, Gilmore, Matanzas;
barque Alice Campbell, Johnson, Messina.
Cld 11th, ship Wild Hunter. Hewett, St John, NB;
brigs Jeremiah, Ford, Matanzas; Wm H Blckmore.
Bickmoro, Alexandria; Nellie Ware, Ashbury, for
Machias; schs Edith May, Gross, St Jago; Robert
Byron, Sawyer, Baracoa; Carrie S Webb, Brewster,
Georgetown, SC; Alice Oakes, Pillsburv. Portland;
Scio, smith, and Anna Frye, Smith, Boston.
Sid 6th, barques Aberdeen ; 7th, S E
Kingsbury J
Wooster, Almoner, Nellie May; 8tb. barque Marathon; 9th, Chas Forbes, Augustine Kobbe; 10th, sch

sheep
highest hills near San
Francisco and sacrificed it on an altar of stones
and earth.
You oan heat your wife in Paducah, Ky., for
to one

total and fatal error that vitiates them
throughout, and makes them false and evil
guides. To induce Portland .to abandon her

out.

Ponce.

for the advancement of the public good.”
A California lunatic fancies that he is the
original Abraham. Recently, he carried a

a

the

organization, it has no organ in
hardly any in Maine that is not

SAVANNAH—Cld 10th. sell Irvine,

MISCELLANEOUS.

~33E 1

jftji

in the

veston.

men

few years will be moved from beyond the
Pacific across this coutinent to Europe.”
But the assumption made at every point in
these articles, that Portland can secure these
and other great advantages only by an abandonment of the Notch route, and by forming
coalition with Boston-controlled railroads, is

-.

Co

Senators” simply because
they insisted on inserting Mr. Sumner’s civil rights bill which

do

’n

*

The New York Evening Pont charges the
defeat of the amnesty bill in the Senate upon
what it is pleased to term “administration

people

The Democratic Congressmen of Indiana,
took occasfcm yesterday to inform the party
and party organs, that have been “sloshing
round loose” the past two weeks that Mr.

rrt,

T. H. Haskell,
Philip Henry Brown,

Stevens, Jr..
Randall.McAlllBter A
John W. Perkins A Co., Geo. W. True A Co.,
Richardson A Cross,
C. S. Clark.
B.

colored

ted.

ing, the following expression of opinion was
unanimously adopted;
Whereas, it is the duty of all good citizens
having the interests of the country at heart, to
give expression to their views as to' the men and
methods promotive of those interests; and

Frauds Fessenden,
Geo. F. Hitching*,

Washburn, Jr.,

O.W.

J. P. Drew
C. B. Nash,
R. Y. Barber,
A. D. Brown,
George R. Davis,
P. E. Wheeler,
G. B. Loring,
Henry G. Beatley,

S. E. Spring.
A. Conant,

Geo. E. B. Jackson,
H. H. Shaw,
W. H. Milliken,
A. M. Smith,

Portlaud does need additional railroad facilities
and from the interior, and her natural advantages will justify their construction. She
can become, to quote the
language of the articles referred to, “not only the depot of her own
commerce, but also the entrepot and exchange
for a liberal portion of the merchandise which
to

lic indictment, as he was mayor when a part
of the frauds of Tweed & Co. were perpetra-

hart, Havre.

Below 6th, ship Union, Cotter, from Newport, E;
barque Olivia Davis, Herrimau, trom New York.
Ar 8tli, ship Cathedral, Nickerson, Cardiff’: brig
J W Hunt, Hunt, Port Talbot.
CM 7th, ship Virginia, Barker, Bath.
Sid fin Outre Pass 6th, barques Wetter horn, and
Annie Kimball: 7th, Isaac Lincoln.
PENSACOLA—Ar 7th, barque Annie Kimball,
Stinson, New Orleans; brig L Warren, Gott, Gal-

needed

action of the Democratic Convention, 88; iu
favor of the Cincinnati nominees, 29.
Iu Oatka Falls, Kansas, the farmers’ wives
have organized a club, and meet regularly at
one another’s houses, and discuss various topics
relating to domestic economy.
Mr. Lincoln had a favorite maxim, which
run
in this wise: “Statesmanship consists
chiefly in controlling the average meannesses of

graphical position, her noble harbor, and unexampled facilities for handling merchandise will
prove of no effect so far as regards her development and growth.
The point is well taken.

mates that Gov. Hoffman vetoed this last
measure to save himself from the risk of pub-

were not

SET

in hereby given that the Hubm-riber ha.
bean tlulv -*pl«'inte,l ami taken upon hlmwlf the
trust of Administrator of the estate of

FINE SHIRTS!

the flats.
Sch William Butman, from Elizabethport for Boston, with coal, struck a rock in Hell Gate Uth inst
aud immediately tilled and sunk. Crew saved.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 7th, ship F P Sage, Urque-

!t*nsK

I

MADE TO ORDER FROM

\

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

on

as the Dolly
Varden meningitis.
A terrible fire has destroyed large tracts of
timber and forests at Lehigh on the Delaware,
Lackawana and Western railroad.
There were more fires the last week in New
York than has been known for a year past, and
the aggregate loss is estimated at $3,0*0,000.
The New York World classifies its Democratic
exchanges thus: In favor of a straight-out
Democratic ticket, 44; in favor of awaiting the

the papers referred to have shown a true
appreciation of the real wants of Portland,
such as some of her own citizens have failed to
exhibit. They, first and last, and in all their
assumptions, take it for granted that Portland's
great want is additional connection with the
West; that without such connection, her geo-

The Times inti-

!

cinnati movement.
The spotted fever is now known

cede

in-

|

body had authority to say he favored the Cin-

corporation has displayed even more than uBual
sagacity in the choice of its advocate.
In particular, however, it is only fair to con

An Expression from Veterans.—At a regular meeting of the Veteran Union Club of
Boston and vicinity, held last Saturday even-

Widber,

Joseph Howard,
8. J. Smith,
Foben,

infamy

stating that their services

men

paper
commented favorably upon them, namely, that
the Vermont Central Railway speaks in them
and through them, we freely confess this great

Dominion Matters.

The City Government has not made

Rensellaer Cram,
Francis K. Swan.
Geo. W. Woodman,
D. W. Clark,

from the

have sunk.

they

which

harmony.

rision in the matter of the

Charles W.

to

city

Iteration and reiteration; suggestion and innuendo, audacious perversions of fact and fair
show of temperate and candid statement have
been made to play their respective parts with
the highest art. Admitting, as we do without

between Boston and Portsmouth.
The Cleveland Leader thinks it has got poetry
enough on hand to last till next fall, but if the
spring is backward, and the fires have to he
kept up, it will probably need more.
Ex-Governor Curtin’s friends deny that any-

a

1

»IK»IOKA>DA
Barque Alice Tarlton, from Portland for Matanzas,
which put into New York dismasted, has beelj rigged
as a berm brig ami sailed lltli iust for Matanzas.
Sch A J Dyer. Barker, from St George, Me, for
New York, put into New London 10th iust, in distress, having been run into bv an unknown vessel In
the Sound. She gradually tilled and uow lies sunk

The Boston train for Bangor Monday had a
Westerhaus brake attached. It proved a perfect success, the engineer having the whole
train completely under his control, the brake-

the point assumed by the Portland
that has republished these articles, and

ever.

the courts of the

length the question

west

difficulty,

building materials and other taxes now imposed, the ship-builders would have an opportunity to carry on their business on a more
extended scale than

Central Railroad, is also President of twentysix other railmadfl. He controls seven thousand miles of railroad, and credits to his salary
He began railaccount $170,000 per annum.

loading as a brakeman.
Mosby says at last that he will continue
Democrat as he always has been one.

tension

come

Tom

of railroad exfrom Portland, has, at lengthy
come to a close.
In those articles, arguments,
solicitation, warning and threatening have been
freely employed to induce the people of Portaud to abandon their route to the West, via the
Notch, for a line south of the mountains. They
have been drawn by the hand of a master.

cussing

at

Fanny Pike, 190 tons, intended for the coasting
trade and to be commanded by Capt O D Robbins.
BChr

News Items by Mall.
Scott, President of the Pennsylvania

History.

Hyde Pakk, Vt., May 10, 1872.
To the Editor of the Press:
The elaborate series of articles that have recently appeared in a newspaper published on
the line of the Vermont Central Railroad, dis-

20 per ton.
sheet iron have advanced $15 to
have risen ten
workers
iron
The wages of the
their hours for work have
per cent., while
nine. These changes,
dow n from ten to

cue

lost here and there a man who has gone after
the Old White Coat, under the impression

}

has
accompanied by a revival of commerce,
led to Home results worthy of notice. Pig
rails and
iron has risen $7 to $10 a ton and

of the nation had the

sagacity >o take the
same course, and to compel the Republican
party, as they easily could, to make universal
education one of its leading purposes, they,
too, would soon have something more satisfactory in the shape of results to show these
sales of their votes and influence to Tom,
Dick and Harry by their unprincipled leaders.
But our purpose in this article is to couple
with our congratulations on the prospect that
we are to vote in Maine, as usual,—the
Republicans for their own ticket, Grant and
Colfax, and the Democrats for theirs, possibly
Greeley and Brown—an earnest exhortation
to Republican voters to make Maine’s influence go as far as possible in strengthening
the hands of our friends in other States,
where we are likely to lose some votes which
will be thrown for Horace Greeley. In the
first place, we ought to give an overwhelming
majority for the State ticket on the 9th of
September, and thus show that if we have

A Chapter of Railroad

in Great Britain

disinterested men. If the “Labor Reformers”

abundantly vindicated, but
never more strikingly than in the case of the
temperance reformers,who,by acting through
the Republican organization, have now made
prohibition a substantial reality that is rapidly commending itself to all reasonable and

?

ships

It is now very probable that the attempts
of the reformers of New York City to succor
the city government from the Tammany
plunderers, will fail through the hostility of
Gov. Hoffman to any measure that will drive
his friends, Tweed, Sweeney, Connolly, Hall
and their minions from the control of the city.
Gov. Hoffman has already vetoed the new
charter and Mr. Tilden’s bill designed to res-

than once been

I*

The demand for iron

?f,Pl»ln
*avl unf lt,!“th«lr Job”

*»•

CouQcUmen Rich of Ward 8, Gill, Sampson,
Kimball and Clark.

Mr. Sampson, of Ward 5, moved that the
order for the repaving of Middle street, tabled

TUESDAY MORRIS., SAY 14, 1111,

May 6th,

Lecture—Col. Fred E. Shaw.
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Lotion.

Wanted—Girls.

music, fire-works

JUDGE LANE.

Monday.—The arraignment of prisoners will take
place to-day (Tuesday) commencing at nine o'clock.
Members of the bar in defense will please take notice.
V. 9. District Conn.
PRESIDING.

Monday.—M. P. Frank, assighee, vs. John G.
Hayes and Charles H. Meserve. Bill in equity charging defendants with combining to procure from
O'Neil W. RobinBon, the bankrupt, preferred payment to Hayes of
money loaned Robinson, secured at
the time in part by a 9100 note,
containing the forged
endorsement of another party. After discovery of
the forgery, payment iu part was made
by Meserve,
who loaned Robinson the
money therefor, taking a
mortgage on his stock to secure same, and for the
balance Hayes took Robinson's and a few other articles in payment. The mortgage arrangement is alto defeat the

bankrupt act, and plaintiff claims not only a cancelling of the mortgage, but a return of the money, and
ui>on the other branch a return of the watch, etc.,and
money also.
Deane & Verrlll

filed

answer

for

Meserve, and a
argued by Q. F.

demurrer ft)r Hayes was filed, and
Emery, and plaintiff for himself. The demurrer
sustained, but plaintiff had leave to amend.

was

CirrUUn.
special meeting of the Board of Mayor

A

and Aldermen
IN

held last

was

evening.

BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN.

Petitions presented a id referred—Oi W. 8.
Jones, for damages to his property on Lafayette
street; of Cumberland Engine Co. No. 3, for
permission to take their steam fire engine with
them to Rochester June 12th (with power); of
James B. Libby et als., for sewer in Monument
and Munjoy streets; of Geo. W. H. Brooks, for
permission to erect a steam engine at his bakery
on Brackett
street, order of notice to be given.
A communication was received from the
Overseers of the Poor giving up the charge of
the Hospital.

Alderman McCarthy moved that the necessary steps be taken to place the Hospital in
charge of the Overseers of the Poor. Passed.
An ordinance relating to Evergreen Cemetery, allowing any inhabitant or non-resident
tax-payer to purchase under certain conditions
as set forth certain lots In said cemetery, was
referred to the Committee on Cemeteries and
Public Grounds.
The bond of John
was

True, Overseer of the Poor,

approved.

The invitation from Post Bosworth No. 2, G.
A. R, to join in the ceremonies on Memorial

Day

was

aooepted.

A communication was received from the Superintending School Committee, relating to the
foundation of a reference library for the High
School by the Portland High School Class of
1872. An order was passed accepting the donation of said library, and that it be entrusted to
the charge of the Superintending School Committee for the purpose intended and none other.
City Auditor Nowell presented his report of
the estimates of the expenditures and income
for the present year—in substance, as follows:
EXPENDITURES.

Advertising.*

800 00
City Debt.111,010 00
City Building.
1,000 00
Cemeteries and Public Grounds. 1,000 00
Contingent Expenses. 10,000 00
Damages on Streets. 1,000 00
Disoount on Bonds. 2,500 00
Discount on Taxes. 32,000 00
Drains and Sewers. 15,000 00
Evergreen Cemetery. 3,000 00
Forest City Cemetery. 1,500 90
Eire Department. 17,000 00
Fire Department Salaries. 7,800 00
Gas Lights. 21,000 00
Harbor. 14(00 00
Health.....
300 00
Interest.'..183.000 00
Public Buildings. 1,800 00
Police Salaries. 24,500 00
Police Contingent.
2,500 00
Prlntlngand Stationery. 2,500 00
Be serve Fund.
5,000 00
School Salaries. 54,750 00
Sehools. 20,250 00
State Reform School. 1,500 00
Support ofPoor. 28,000 00
Streets, Sidewalks and Bridges. 75,000 00
Salaries. 27,325 00
Taxes—State.169,353 87
Taxes—County. 28,349 62
Water and hydrants.. 8,000 00

Total.$866,663
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INCOME.

Alien Passengers.$ 5,000
City Building. 4,000

00
00
Drains and Sewers. 3.000 00
Fees, Fines, Ac. 1,000 00
Interest.57,680 00
500 00
Licenses.
Rents... 2,500 00
Streets, &c. 7,000 00
Support of Poor. 6,000 00
700 00
Schools.

Total.$87,380 00
Net Expenditures to be provided for.. $779,283 49
Referred to a joint special committee and
sent down. Aldermen Winship, Corey and Mcthe park of this Board.
Carthy
City Treasurer Hersey's account as*Treasurer
and Collector for the year ending March 30th,
1872, was received, showing the receipts from
all sources (including taxes, $731,382.17,) to be
$998,934.19; expenditures, $970,213.47; investon

ment in city bonds by direction of the Committee of the Reduction of the City Debt, $54,500;
balance op hand April 1,1871, $170,181.98; balReance on hand April 1, 1872,|$144,402.70.
ferred to Committee on Accounts, and sent
down.
An oruinauce

the Fire

reiauug

iu tut;

Department was

guvciumcut

amended and

yi

passed

be engrossed.
P. A 0. Railroad—The joint special committee on the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad
commission made their report, in favor of said
commission, and recommending the passage of
the following order:
Ordered, That Edward Fox and George E. B.
Jackson are herebyiappointed commissioners,
with power to select an associate, to enquire
into the cost of the completion of the Portland
& Ogdensburg Railroad from North Conway,
in New Hampshire, to the Connecticut river,
and particularly into the construction and
maintenance of the road through the Notch of
the White Mountains. Also, to enquire into
the prospective value of the road to the city as
Also,
a freight road and its capacity as such.
to enquire, so far as they think advisable, into
the cost of making any other connection with
through lines to the West, and the comparative
value to the city of such line or lines with the
Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad. The committee may employ an engineer if necessary.
The expenses of the commission not to exceed
$1000, and shall be charged to the Contingent
Fund when made.
The report was accepted.
Aldermen McCarthy and King strongly opposed the order, that the citv should not take
any action in the matter whatever, but should
let the citizens at large decide for or against the
to

P. & O. road as they choose.
The order was refused a passage.

Yeas,

1—

Winship; Nays 6—York, Littlefield, Josselyn,
McCarthy, King and Corey. Subsequently it
back, the Common Council having
concurred and passed the order.
came

non-

The Aldermen voted to adhere to their vote
of refusal of passage. Yeas, 5 (Josselyn ab-

sent); nays, 1.—Adjourned.
IN COMMON COUNCIL.

The

regular monthly meeting

of the Common

held last evening.
Papers from the Board of Mayor and Aldarmen were passed in concurrence.
On motion of Councilman Rich, of Ward 3,
the order for the payment of $60 to W. H.
Hubbs, Harbor Master, for extra services, was

Council

was

indefinitely postponed.
Councilmen Rich, of Ward 3, Rich, of Ward
2, Yeaton, Sampson and Clement were appointed on the

joint special

committee

on

the Audi-

tor’s estimates.

The order

Saturday from a
defect in the chimney, hut through the exer-

Ogdensburg Railroad comaccepted in concurrence.
accompanying said report caused conwas

siderable discussion.
Councilman Rich, of Ward 3, moved its indefinite postponement. Lost—Yeas 5, nays 11.
Councilman Davies, of Ward 4, moved the
and that the order
Common Council non-concur
advocated his mohave a passage. Mr. Davies
and oppotion on the ground that both friends
and the result will
nents of the road ask for it,
to be
cause the present injurious uncertainty
removed and the whole matter settled.
Mr. Rich, of Ward 3, thought the road ought
to pay for the commission, as it was for their
benefit.
Mr. Gill, of Ward 8, also opposed the order.
The order was
in non-concurrence,

passed
Yeas, 11—Councilmen Randall, Dewey, Cox,
Rich of Ward
2, Thurston, Brunei, Davies,
Fessenden, Clement, Small and Barrett; Nays,

evening.
The net proceeds of the entertainment given
by the High School on Thursday evening
amounted to about $G0.
Sergeant Ambler will deliver a Temperance
lecture in City Hall on next Sunday evening.
H. B. Brown haB another fine
painting on
exhibition in Schumacher’s window.
Next Sunday being Whit Sunday, the annual
festival of the children of St Luke’s Cathedral

walks filled with juveniles let out to
play a little while before being put to bed. The house
was
brilliantly illuminated, and groups of
beautiful women made the interior still brighter with their
presence. The deepening twilight
grew more sombre and the promised crowd
didn't come. The Commodore got nervous aud
walked backwards and forwards, and begged
the policeman to keep the sidewalks clear; and
then he gave a tug at the halliards. At this

Sunday

School will be held in the afternoon at
3 o’clock. The service will consist of floral emblems, class offerings, addresses and choice
music.

juncture

two red-headed Irish boys got into a
fight and drew the first blood of the campaign.
Then the Commodore gave another tug at the
halliards, and the flag fell from the bight and
clung gracefully in its fright to the topmast. It
was greeted with the
explosion of one firecracker, and an exclamation from childish
voices. People with sharp eyes thought they
could resolve the line of black stripes at the
head of the flag into the legend,
“Greeley and
Brown,” but in- the darkness their imagination was better than their optics.
All this time the Portland Band had been
stationed in Market Square^ rallying the clans
with the blast of the pibroch, and soon after 8

The regular monthly conference for the promotion of business was held at the vestry of
the Chestnut street M. E. Church yesterday afternoon. There were present as conductors of
the exercises Revs. Messrs. Lapham, Lufkin,

Baxter,

on

yet only

germ, but it

destined to
grow into the controlling political power of the
nation.
(A voice behind him—sotto voce—
Good! pitch in; give’em thunder.) The Republicans cannot find fault with Mr. Greeley, so
they abuse his tailor; they do not know the
great honest heart that beats in his bosom, and
they joke about the vest that covers it.
They
cannot understand the great power of his brain
and they make fun of his hat. Democrats, are
you ready to support him? (A voice—yes.) Rewas

a

was

publicans;

where are are the architects and
builders of your party? At Cincinnati. Will
you join them in sustaining these nominations?
(A voice—yes.) Then see that you do it
-And the Band played again.
—And then there were calls for Bradbury
but the music had got its cue, and moved off
up the street. At Spring street the mass divid-

ed, part following

to Park street, where a halt
made at the residence of Hon. Bion Bradbury, and that gentleman was saluted. He
came out and talked to the band and the little
boys that were following them, giving them a
was

pleasant lecture

political history. He began
with Mr. Jefferson’s inaugural and rehearsed
the story of parties from that time to the preson

He “endorsed” the action of the Cincinnati Convention by saying that if the Democratic Convention at Baltimore should nominate
Greeley and Brown ho believed they would lie
elected I
ent.

Up Park, and through Congress, Middle, Exchange and Congress to Old City Hall the band
inarched, with their attendants burning rockets
and Roman candles. In front of the Printers'
Exchange the “right guide” intimated that he
would like a few cheers for the Argus, but the
illumination was too faint; the boys, couldn’t
see anything by it; so the music marched to
Market square and the hand dispersed, and
there wasn’t seed enough left at the last to pay
for covering. Who pays?
Hotel Arbivals.—Seward Dill, Phillips,
R. B. Dunn, Watcrville, A. W.
Greeley, U. S.
A. and Chas. Megguire, East Corinth, are at
the St. Julian.

Porter, Strong, Lorenzo Clay, Gardiner,
Howes, Farmington, C. J. Noyes,
Brunswick, F. A. Small, Augusta, J. W.
Guest, New York, C. A. Wing of Hall’s Adelpbians, are at the United States Hotel.
J.

H.

M.

Gen. James A. Hall,

Damariscotta, C.

H.

Hussey, Norridgcwock, C. C. Cornish and wife,
^Winslow, Geo. W. Ricker, Boston, George A.
Tewksbury, Plymouth, Mass., N. B. Nutt
and ladies, Eastport, E. H. Foster, Boston,
Upton Treat, Frankfort, Mrs. Percival, Waterville, G. P. Bradley, U. S. N., J. Harris, Stockton, M. B. Boynton, Boston, are at the Preble
House.
M. M.

Cohen, New York, L. Deane, Waslington,
C., O. G. Boyd, Boston, Robert
Mackie, New York, S. G. Richmond, Norwich,
Ct., John J. Clapp, New York, H. M. Washbum, New York, George A. Blodgett, Boston,
the Falmouth Hotel.
A. B. Downing, T. W. Johnston, M. Coyle,
H. Wescott and A. P. Elswortli, New York, L.

are

at

Arnold, Cambridge,

John

Harris,

James B.
Harris and A. D. Gilbert, Hartford, E. C.
Droit and E. G. Brown, Boston, E. L. Norton,
Chicrgo, are at the City Hotel.
A match game was played Saturday afterbetween the Athletic and Upton Base
Ball Clubs which resulted in favor of the former by a score of 32 to 17.
noon

Mrs. Anna Granger Dow, of Boston, the vocalist, is about to anil for Europe. She will go
first to Paris, then to Italy, and will return in
September in season to fulfil her singing on-

gagements

for next season.

considerable annoy-

The

Presumpscot

Park Association held

a

meeting at the Preble House last night, and
considered the subject of a new Park at Stevens’ Plains, but adjourned with any definite
action.
Maine ought to have a General Hospital that
will be an honor to her; and we believe she is
to have, for the people are awake in the matter
and are asking how they shall aid this great

philanthropy.
Military.—Gen. James A. Hall, Inspector
general on the staff of Gov. Perham, inspectid the Mechanic Blues last evening at their arnory. About sixty men were in line, and the
inspector informs us that the condition of the
<
mmpany is in every respect entirely satisfacto-

very nicely at the proper points. And B. Gratz
Brown was the next theme of his eulogy; and
then he told his hearers liow appropriate it was
for a private individual to raise the first Gree-

good speech—for his side—a regular, genune, old-fashioned Democratic stump speech,
He ar|ust such a one as we like to listen to.
raigned the administration for continuing the
discord in the South; told about the violent
death of American commerce; praised the Cincinnati Convention; said that while the administration had bent its energies entirely to the
liquidation of the public debt it had robbed the
people by taxation, and stolen from the country
by defalcations. He said the new movement

create

October.

forward and

these nominations with you?
(A voice—Yes, we’ve had enough of ’em !)
Then he went on to tell of the Greeley enthusiasm in the West and described Grant’s military
insolence in Missouri, which was curbed by B.
Gratz Brown and a popular majority of 40,000
for the written law against military rule.
It
remains for you to say, he continued, if these
candidates shall occupy the high places they
have'been nominated for. (Cries of no !—yes!)
All prejudices must be sunk, said the orator;
and we Liberal Republicans call on you l>»inncrats to unite with us and elect these men President and Vice President of the United States.
—And then the band played, and a call was
made for three cheers for Hamlen.
Mr. Strout next introduced the Hon. W.
Clifford, as a representative of the Democracy,
“who now sympathizes with the people.”
“Harry” had a splendid voice; it rings like a
trumpet and can be heard from afar. He made

day

conduct

town, making preliminary arrangements for a
visit of the great tragedian to Portland early in

said to his “fellow citizeas” that he had the
honor of introducing Hon. James H. Hamlen,

trust

by their

The annual meeting of the Portland, Saco
and Portsmouth railroad company will be held
at Kittery on the 3d of June.
J. W. Guest, agent for Edwin Booth, is in

such.

can

it the present season.

ance

ranged themselves on the upper steps—those
“original Greeley men,” Hon. A. W. H. Clapp,
8. R. Lyman, A. W. Bradbury, W. H. Clifford,
Charles H. Haskell, James L. Farmer, Allen
Haines, 8. C. Strout, James H. Hamlen, aud

lieve we

grand

The company is well drilled, excellently
lisciplined, and their arms and uniforms in
;ood order. Geu. Hall paid a high compliment
10 Lieut. Loveitt, the commanding officer. The
mmpany rolls show a total of 82 officers and
ry.

| General Hall has inspected the Bangor,
Vugusta, Oldtown, Hampden and Skowhegan
companies, and reports them all in efficient
condition—several of them ranking very high.
neu.

Mission Work for

Sailors.—In answer
numerous requests for aid to the sailors, the
Bethel Church, l!ev. Francis Southworth, has
vithin the past year put seventy-three libraries
iboard vessels hailing from this and neighborng ports, each library containing about twentyive volumes. The sailors are very thankful for
hem and often send home words of gratitude.
The cases for the libraries were made by
ncuibers of the Bethel Church from lumber
;iven by Rufus Deering & Co., and planed by
he Messrs. Doten. Haines, Smith & Co. furlished the hardware, and J. W. Perkins & Co.
he paint—all gratuitously. The books have
leen received from a
hundred sources, and
, uany more are needed to fit out new libraries.
?he contributions of the Bethel Sunday School
1 hililrtn are applied to this object.
Magazines and literary papers are also wantid. AH who have books or papers that they
, an spare for this object will confer a great
1 avor upon the sailors by notifying Mr. Southrorth by mail or otherwise.
the

o

{

j

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Elmwood Collars.—We have concluded to
ell Elmwood Collars at 13 cents a box. Where
1 3 the man that promised to sell them for 1
1

,

ent?

Backed out.

J. Burleigh & Co.,
■'
89 Middle street.

A rare opportunity for an experienced
Iressmaker to go into the business. Apply imnediately to W. L. Snell’s, 337 Congress 8t.
T&F

Mr. Bishop says he is willing to renovate any
1
larpet ten years old, and if it don’t look five
rears younger he will give you the job.
Office
6 Market square.

,

We shall close out our trimmed Spring Hats
ind Bonnets at a reduced price in order to
jive room for summer goods.
W. L. Snell, 327

Congress St.

Db. Mace, at Calioon Block, is doing much
;ood to the afflicted by his Air Treatment. By
iis process common air is made a wonderful
1 uirative
agent in acute complaints.
Beal Estate and Railroad Bonds.—The
ittention of those having money to invest and
hose who wish to increase their income from
:unds already invested in other securities, is
:alled to the prospectus of the Northern Pa;iflc Railroad Loan published elsewhere.
The
imple aud tangible character of the security
in which these bonds rest, is well illustrated
jy the fact that the company is now placing
>n the market a large body of its fertile lands
imouuting to millions of acres, situated in the
treat State of Minnesota.
“Chapman’s Nursery.”—We invite attention to Mr. L. B. Chapman’s advertisement of
Fruit Trees, &c., in to-day’s Press. For scvsral years this gentleman has been collecting
vud rearing a stock of trees, aud now has at his
nursery on the Capisic road, Deering, the
largest and finest collection ever offered for
tale east of Massachusetts. Persons wishing
to purchase trees, .vines and shrubs, healthy
and strong, and at reasonable prices will fiud
this a rare opportunity. And persons desirous
of embellishing their door yards, lawns and
cemetery lots will find at his nursery the Siberian Arbor Vitae,Weeping and Purple.Beech,
Kilmarnock Wiliow, European Larch, Linden
and Mountain

ing shrub

Ash, Hedge

Arbor

Vitae,flower-

and Rose.

Castobia—is a sciencific vegetable preparation ; a perfect substitute for and more effective
than Castor Oil aud is pleasant to take.
It
cleanses the system in a most remarkable manner; does not distress or gripe, but operates
when all other remedies have failed. It is cer-

supersede Pills, Castor Oil, Narcotic
Syrups aud all other pugative and and excittain to

ing medicines. The Castoria contains neither
Minerals, Morphine or Alcohol.
By its einolient, soothing effect, it assimilates the food
and produces natural sleep particularly adapting it to crying and teething children. It cures
Stomach Ache, Wind Colic, Constipation,

Flatulency, Croup and kills Worms. Make
your Druggist send for it; he will always keep
it, as every family must have it. It costs but
fifty cents a bottle.
mU-TT&S&wtl
Woolens for men and boys’ suits at Allen &
Co.’s 8" Middle 8t.
Particular attentiou'paid to cutting for oth
ers

to

make._

Duponoo’8 Golden Pills

unequaled.

_mlO-eodlw&wlt
Humans share with Horses the benefits
derivable from the world-renowned* Mexican
Mustang Liniment.
The most irrefragable

testimony establishes

the fact that this wondrous balm exerts the same soothing aud healing influence when applied to the human cuticle, that it does in cases of spavin, founders

ring-bone, poll evil, scratches,

wind gall and
other ailments of the horse which require outward treatment It is, in fact, the most effectual of all external remedies for rheumatism,
gout, stiffness of the neok, neuralgia, sore
throat, swellings, cuts and bruises of all kinds.

m6-eodlw&wlt
Job

Printing.—Every description of Job
Printing executed promptly, aud at the lowest
prices, at the Daily Press Printing House, 109
Exchange St

Wm. M. Marks.

The Negotiations with Great Britain.

!£@lbc higher, and closed by buyers generally resales 10,250 bbls: State
5 70^1 S°a^y«be•
Uhio 8 3S ® 10 60; Western
7 30
TO Sl
hoo£D 00
10 70, aSSS?
® to3?!)
Southern
® 13 75
Wheat onened
©la
Prospect
Supplemental Treaty firmer and closed dull amTdrooDliw
Sm !s (S
hush; No 1 Spring 1 8t ® i »5- tin
Winter Red Western 2 U7
2 to-° Whit* uoMmm,
New York, May 12.—The Herald’s Wash2 18 ® 2 30. Corn shade timer-’sauTa, £Ll,c?itt?n
b““b
ington dispatch says that on Saturday morning Mixed Western 77* ® 7H*,-, < losing”
Ohio 57* ® Mg.*.
Secretary Fish hastened to the President with firmer; sales53,000 hush;Pork
a dispatch
tlrmf ^ £2“™ *
® 57c. Beef Is quiet.
from Minister Scheuck, informing him of the acceptance by the British Government of the final
proposition he had made
to Lord Granville on

SENATE.
The sprinkler has not made its
yet upon the streets in Saco.

appearance

A runaway horse smashed up the wagon, to
which he was attached, and a load of eggs on
Water street in Biddeford. The team was the

property of the Union Store Company iu Good,
win’s Mills.
The Hon. Ichabod G. Jordan of Berwick,
who has been sick for some time has so far improved as to be able to ride out.
Tristram Goldthwait is at work upon a
building at the Bipdeford “Bool” which is to
be used both as a grocery store and a dwelling.
The Times says that Capt. John M. Richardson of South Berwick, has received a binocular
glass from the British Government for rescuing
the crew of the schooner Sovereign, and bring-

ing

Washington, May 13.—Mr. Wilson introduced a bill giving a New York company the
exclusive right to work an iron mine at West
Point.
A conference
committee was appointed
011
vote of the amendments of the
House to the bill for refunding taxes on bonded
spirits lost by tire or other casualities.
■The bill relative tp'the appointment of Fedof Elections was taken up.
u' Ca8*»ly denounced federal interference
iu the
election at Mare Island, California.
Mr. Cole agreed with his colleague iu condemning whatever was wrong and unfair in the
manner of
conducting the election at Mare Island, but he believed that his colleague was
mistaken.
The Senate went into executive committee at
2-30 ° clock and remained therein till 4 o’clock.
Then in ihe open session Mr.
Casserly’s
amendment was rejected—the first section by a
vote of 18
yeas to 31 navs, and the second section by a vote of 19 to 31.
Mr. Trumbull offered as an amendment the
°I the House general amnesty bill.
Mr. Nve moved to amend the amendment
by
adding the section, requiring that before any
person can take the benefit of the amnesty he
must swear he has not for two
years had any
C*°?uec^ou w*th any Ku Klux organization.
Adopted-yeas 2b, nays 24.
®umner Kave uotice that if the amnesty
K
ii ri
bill
should be added to the pending measure he
would move his civil
rights bill as a further

them to Boston.

City Marshal Durgiu was called upon to-day
to investigate the circumstances relative to a
theft which occurred on Gooch street in Saco.
A bag of meal and a buffalo robe was taken
from a wagon which was standing in front of

disagreeing

9^on

Rishworth Jordan’s store. The robe was subsequently found but the purloinor wasn’t

amendment.
No further action
amendments.

Dr. Caleb Eastman, who has been a practising physician at York Village, for the past 30
years, died Sunday at the advanced : age of 79
vears.
Dr. Eastman was a native of Conway,
N. H., and was extensively known in this vi-

from the conference committee on
tne
deficiency appropriation bill, made a report.
^*ierman» cue of the conferees on the
*
part of the Senate, said that he had dissented
from the
report because of his opposition to the
clause substituted
by the House for the Morrill
amendment, and he recommended the Senate
to non-concur.
Mr. Cole said that the clause inserted
by the
House providing for the
payment of the owners
ef cotton seized at the South would not
require

He was for many years one of the
most active members of the Congregational
Church at York.

cinity.

was

taken

on

the bill or

$500,000.
Pending a discusion

over

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE.
The Grand Trunk

Bridge

at

Paris Burn-

South Paris, May 13.—The Grand Trunk
Railroad bridge at South Paris was burned this
about 111 o’clock. The bridge fell
one hour after taking fire.
It caught from an

morning,

engine.

WASHINGTON.
p

Confidential Communication of the President to the Senate.
Washington, May 13.—The President to-day
transmitted to the Senate the correspondence
between the United States and Great Britain
relative to the Treaty of Washington, accomwith a brief message.
The envelope
ore the word “confidential.”
A short time after the reception of the document the Senate
went into executive session, when they were
read. It appears the design of the President
was to ascertain the views of the Seuate as to a
new article to the treaty,
withdrawing the claims
for consequential damages from the American
statement of the case, witii the provision, which
is ill substance that whenever England or the
United States shall be at war and the other a
neutral, the belligerent will make no complaints for any indirect, remote or consequential injuries or losses resulting from a failure to
observe neutral duties. As it is known that
Great Britaiii will agree to the proposed new
article, and that both governments are auxious
to save the treaty by this means, it was thought
proper to place the Senate in possession of all
facts in order that the Executive, acting on
their advice, might pursue the negotiation so
as to secure the consummation of the treaty in
a maimer satisfactory to the two
governments.
There was a brief debate after the reading of
the documents involving the merits of the case.
A motion was made to remove the injunction
of secrecy, but this failed, and the message and
documents were then ordered printed in confidence and referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations.
There is a question that the Senate will advise the acceptance of the additional article to
the treaty.

Sanied

NEW YORK.
A

Carpenters’ meeting

Nbw York,
men

May

large meeting of
over 800 society
being present. .Committees were sent to

carpenters

was

13.—A

held

to-day,

places where men were still at work to dissuade
them them from so doing unless at new rates,
viz: Eight hours per day at $3.50. Reports
from a large number of shops were to the effect
that the terms were accepted by the master
carpenters. The President of the Society counselled abstinence from liquor and requested
that all disorderly proceedings be discountenauced by the Society. The strike will be successful.
Waedhall-Uenglau Ticket Repudiated.
The French Internationals, yesterday, adopted a resolution repudiating the WoodhullDouglass ticket, aud appeal will he made to the
federal couucil to exclude Sectiou.l2(WoodhuU
Section) from the council.
Escape of Havana Stndenta Iran the
Chain Gang.
A Havana letter states that six of the students condemned to the chain gang for desecrating the grave of Castanon, made their escape in an English steamer. It is said great
numbers of
Spaniards are leaving Cuba for
Spain, every departing steamer being crowded.
Here about the Strike.
The strikiug carpenters to-day threatened to
forcibly clear out 150 workmen who refused to
join them from one of the shops in Gasevooit
street. A report was read from the Internationals stating that they are With the movement heart aigl soul.
The boss carpenters at a
second meeting unanimously agreed to accept
eight hours as a days work, but to pay the men
35 cents per hour, making $2.80 per day, instead of $3.30 which is paid for a days work of
ten hours.
Fire.
A fire this evening destroyed tenements from
Nos. 93 to 105 Throop Avenue, Brooklyn, and
four adjoiuing houses on Bartlett street. One
thousand families lost all their furniture. Loss
$60,000; partially insured.

Impeachment Court.
Albany, May 13.—The Senate and Judges
of the Court of
Appeals, organized as a Court

of Impeachment tor the trial of Judge Bar
nard and adopted measures to procure the attendance of the accused and adjourned to the
22d.
JUITBItH

ID

uric

LHDU.I

The break in the caual at Big Mose was serious.
Three hundred feet of twelve feet average depth was carried away. Six hundred men
and three hundred teams are at work, and it is
exjiected that the break will he repaired by the
20th. A breach occurred last night on the
sixteenth mile level, carrying away fifty feet
by twenty, in the depth near Connor’s bridge.
A Propeller Sunk—Am Ice Blockade.
Buffalo, May 13.—The propellor Chicago
from Chicago sunk in the ice this morning 20
miles from here. The crew were saved. Over
one hundred vessels are in sight of the harbor
blocked by the immense mass of ice from the
upper lakes. Nearly every tug iu the harbor
was disabled while endeavoring to tow vessels

through.

Suicides, Fires, Etc.
Boston, May 13.—George Wilder of HingHe served
ham, shot himself yesterday.

through the

war, was sick and dependent on
his mother for support.
In Mansfield yesterday, Charles Mortou shot
himself, because a young lady with whom lie
was engaged, rode out with a rival lover.
John Moore’s house and barn in South Weymouth, was burned yesterday. Loss $16,000.'
George M. Brooks, qualified to-day as Judge
of Probate for Middlesex County and forwarded his resignation as menilier of Congress, from
the Seventh District to Gov. Washburn.

Funeral af Mayor Walker.
funeral rites of
the deceased Mayor Walker were observed at
12 o’clock to-day, Rev. W. H. Alden
officiating,
assisted by Rev. Dr. Lamson of Brookline,
Mass.
Business was generally suspended
throughout the city, and public and private
buildings were draped iu mourning at the death
of one of our best citizens and public officers.
Many distinguished individuals from different
parts of the State were iu attendance at the
funeral.

Portsmouth, May la—The

METEOROLOGICAL.
SYNOPSIS OF WEATHER REPORTS FOR THE VAST
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

War

Dep’t, Office Chief Signal]
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
May 14 (1.00 A. M.11
A falling barometer and
southerly lo easterly
winds and increasing cloudiness for Tuesday

from the Western Gulf to Lake Erie and the
upper lakes, and very probably threatening
weather with an area of rain from the Missouri
valley to Lakes Superior and Michigan, northerly to westerly winds, generally clear and
pleasant weather and a rising barometer over
the New England, Middle and South Atlantic
States, and the wind shifting to easterly and
southerly over the lower region. Dangerous
winds not anticipated.
Weather Bepurt, May 13, 12 P. M.
War Department, Signal Service, C. S. Army, Divisions of Telegrams and Rei»ort8 for the benefit of
Commerce.
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Boston.29.97
Charleston,S.C.. 29.94
Cheyenne.W. T.29.e9
Chicago.30.10
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65
73
46
47
Cleveland. 30.15 46
Corinne. Utah. .29.64 65
Indianapolis—30.08 53
Key West, Fla. .29.98 76
Mt.Washington.30.03 26
New London... 29.95 56
New Orleans,. ..29.97 75
New York ....29.98 67
Norfolk.30.07 60
Omaha.29.77 60
Pittsburg.30.06 51
Portland.29.96 56
San Francisco .29.88 55
Savannah.29.96 78
Washington.. .30.08 58
Wilmington.29.97 67
Montreal.30.03 52
Barometer corrected
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NW
S
N

SE
Calm
S
N
E
N
NE
SW
NW
NE

Calm
Calm
N
W
8
Calm
S
NE

Cloudy
Fair

Cloudy
Clear

Clear
Fair
Clear
Clear
Fair

Cloudy
Clear
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair

Cloudy

Clear

Clear
Clear
Clear

Clear
for temperature and elevation.

on the report the Sentook a recess.
Bills passed:
Granting a pension of $*2000
per annum to the widow of Admiral Farragut;
for relief of the widow of C. H.
Pendleton,late
of the navy;
granting ten years additional seractive list to Lt. Commander Win.
r»ic!n011
B. Cushing for the capture of the rebel ram
Albemarle.

ate

HOUSE.
the numerous bills introduced and referred were the following: By Mr. W. R. Roberts of New York, directing the President to intercede with the Canadian authorities for the
discharge of Fenian prisoners; by Mr. Brooks
of New York, to establish an iron shipbuilding
yard on the waters falling in the Atlantic and
another on the Mississippi or one of its tributaries, and to afford facilities to the navy.
Much of the morning hour was wasted in
reading^ Mr. Kclley’B bill, sent up by Mr. Ehlridge with the title altered, the object being to
prevent action on Mr. Hooper’s supplementary
nivil rights bill.
Mr. Voorhees (deni.) of Indiana, rising to a
personal explanation, submitted a paragraph
trom the Washington Republican, to the effect
that he was halting and hesitating on the question of supporting Greeley, and as all his Demjcratie colleagues were said to be in favor of
Greeley, he was likely to lose the favor of the
district, where his voice was so long potential,
fie declared that he did not halt or hesitate as
to the nominee of the Cincinnati Convention.
Whoever believed in his high protective tariff
principles might support him, blit he (Voorliees) would not. Greeley was the life-long
diampion of doctrines he (Voorhees) opposed—
the most clamorous advocate in all the laud for
Ku-Klux legislation which desolated the homes
if the Southern people, while the present administration had siniply executed a law dictated to Congress by the Cincinnati nominee.—
Within recent date Greeley had desired a further extension of the President’s
power to suspend the habeas corpus, and he was an earnest
md urgent advocate of present force bayonet
election law. He had two mouths ago clamored in his great organ for a law to place elections
n the State of New
York under federal con;rol, and in certain contingencies under military control. Was such a man to receive his vote
ir to be President?
Was he called upon as a
friend to the Southern people to vote for a man
who advocated the right of secession, and yet
ivlien the Southern people did what he told
iliem, no wild beast hungry for blood ever
icreamed over its prey as Greeley did “On to
Richmond;” to kill every one of them for doing what he told them they had a right to do.'
A red sea of blood, had not been enough to satsfy this man, but he had also insisted upon the
loutiscation of the homes and property of women and children of the South.
Others might
lo as they liked, but it was 1 letter to be right
ihan to succeed. He protested against the right
;o transfer the
Democrats of the country to a
lamp where there was nothing belonging to
ihent.
Mr. Roosevelt of New York, asked if Voorlees would support the candidate of the Baltimore Convention?
Mr. Voorhees was not in the habit of voting
igainst the Democratic nominations. He believed the gentleman himself would have some
IifUculty in answering his own question, but
le did not despair of success.
He would stand
iy his own party and would vote for the man
ivbo represented them.
He had no fears of
ivhat the Baltimore Convention would do, but
le could not vote for a man who spoke of the
Democratic party as one to which all the haunts
if debauchery gave nine-tenths of their sup-

Among

port.

Mr. Voorhees said he sometimes regarded it
piece of restless impertinence on the part
if Greeley to offer himself as a bail for Jeff
Davis, and added that when Andrew Johnson
ind Edwin M. Stanton
proposed to arrest Gens.
’jtc and Johnston and others, there was hut
me man could preveut it
General Graut told
;hem these men had given him their parole as
mldiers, and that parole should be respected,
[f he should be driven to take the stump to
iress the claims of Greeley he would find a canlidate opposing him who had done more and
cinder things for the South than this nominee
lad done.
Mr. Roosevelt suggested that Mr. Voorhees
lad been recently in conference with President
Grant.
Mr. Voorhees said that he had not crossed
he threshold of the White House for three
rears, and whoever made such a statement
nade a vile calumny.
Mr. Roosevelt had been informed some days
igo that such an interview occurred.
Mr. Voorhees—Then the gentleman associates
vith men who don’t tell the truth.
Mr. Randall of Pa., asked if Mr. Voorhees
vould have voted for Judge Davis and advocated his election if nominated at the Cincinnati
Convention.
Mr. Voorhees—There were
many things in
simmon between their views,
and Davis, if
lominated, would probably have been accepted
ly the majority of the Democratic party.
Mr. Randall would not vote for either unless
indorsed by the Democratic party.
Mr. Voorhees—That’s right.
Mr. Randall—And I should vote for either of
;hem if endorsed by the Democratic Conven,iou.
jur. J>iru oi -s. .1would not vote for either
)f them if he were endorsed.
Mr. Kerr of Ind., said that so far as the
itatement iu the Republican referred to him it
vas
simply untrue.
Mr. Niblack of Ind., made the same remark,
idding that nothing but the power of organiza;ion would compel him to vote for Greeley, but
vhenever the Democratic party acted on the
juestion he would yield obedience to its actiou.
Mr. Holman of Ind., also
repudiates the Reniblican’s article so far as it referred to him.
He did not propose to forestall the action of the
Baltimore Convention.
Mr. Myers introduced and asked to have passid a bill for the relief of the sufferers by the
ate fire at Somerset, Pa., similar to the Chicago bill.
•.
Mr. Butler of Mass., desired it extended to
the sufferers by fire at Ayer, Mass.
Objections were made and the bill was referred.
Mr.
Butler, from the Judiciary Committee,
reported a bill removing political disabilities
Erom all persons who were related to the late
rebellion, except Senators and Representatives
in the 36tli and 37th Congresses, officers in the
judicial, military and naval service of the U.
3., and heads of Departments, and Foreign
Ministers of the U. S.
Mr. Cox of N. Y., suggested that the bill
was one of the results oi
Greeley’s nomination
at Cincinnati.
Mr. Butler said it was
not, nor was it the result of Voqrhees speech. (Laughter.)
Mr. Eldridge of Wis., remarked that it was
the best and most liberal bill of the kind that
Bver passed the House.
The bill passed
by the requisite two-thirds
vote and without a division.
Mr. Butler also reported a bill removing political disabilities from some 35,000 persons by
name. Which was also passed.
Mr. Farnsworth of Illinois, asked to have
passed the bill removing all political disabilities.
Mr. Pierce of Mississippi, objected.
Mr. Elliott of South Carolina, moved to suspend the rules and adopt a resolution directing
the Judiciary Committee to report the supplementary civil rights bill. Negatived—yeas 113,
nayB 77, less than two-thirds iu the affirmative.
Mr. Sargent of California, moved to suspend
the rules and pass a bill appropriating $10,000
for a life-size marble statue of the late Senator
Baker of California, by Horatio Stone. PassN
ed.
The House then took up the Texas contested
election case, and after speeches by Messrs,
Clark, the sitting member, and others, a resolution was adopted declaring Clark not entitled
to the seat and D. C.
Goldings, the contestant,
entitled to it
Giddiugiewas then sworn in.
On motion of Mr. Dounan of Iowa, all debate on the tariff bill was ordered closed at 3
o dock next
Thursday, by a voce of 137 to 53.
Mr. Cox of New York, offered a resolution
for
calling
reports, correspondence, &c., in regard to the Liverpool consulate.
Mr. Wilson of Indiana, from the Judiciary
Committee, reported a bill to establish a Circuit Court for the Western District of Missouri. Passed.
Mr. Sessions of New York, from the Committee on Public Buildings, reported a bill ap$300,000 for government buildings
propriating
in
Memphis, Tenn. Passed.
The majority and minority reports iu the case
of the investigation into the affairs of the District of Columbia were presented.
The House at 4.45 tooK a recess. The evening session will be devoted to the bill codifyiug
the pension laws.
is a

Meaalwr Ferry Nominated by the Democrats.

j

Friday morning with respeat to our consequential claims. The proposition was for a short
supplemental treaty bearing upon the question of indirect claims alone.
These claims, it was suggested by Mr. Fish,
could be covered by the fourth retrospective
rule laid down for the guidance of the Geneva
tribunal, setting forth that whenever the United
States or Great Britain was engaged in war and
the other power was a neutral, and by a want
of due diligence on the part of the neutral any
privateer or hostile vessel should escape from
its waters, or equip or renew its hostile
strength
in neutral ports, the latter should only be liable
for direct damages inflicted upon the
belligerents by, the operations of such vessel.
The
effect of such an understanding would be to enable the United States to leave its whole case
before the tribunal as originally presented
by
removing the objection that the consequential
claims we had preferred found no sanction or
warranty in the treaty. The agreement of the
Gladstone Ministry to this proposal of Friday
was not
hoped for uutil Minister Scheuck’s dispatch was received. The President will submit
the correspondence to the Senate in an executive communication, and ask that
body to advise and consent to a supplemental
treaty.
Leading Republican Senators attended at the
White House Saturday eveuing and had a
long
conference with the President. The
prospects
of success of a supplemental
were
distreaty
cussed, and the consultation will tend materialto
insure its favorable consideration by the
ly

Senate.

The Times’ Washington dispatch states that
the statement of Gladstone and
Granville, covering the correspondence relative to the Washington treaty, will probably be given to Parliament, it is thought, prior to the adjournment
for the Whitsuntide recess. If the entire correspondence is thus submitted to England the
President will send the same to the Senate as
all executive
document, and this correspondence will cover all
dispatches, telegraphic and
mail, which have passed, including the very
latest. If only a brief statement of the case is
made in Parliament, then it is
probable that a
like course will be pursued here in a
message to
the Seuate. Although the President is anxious
that the whole
should
go before
correspondence
the country at an
early day, he is confident that
the actiou of the Administration will be
fully

approved.

Some weeks ago the British Cabinet made a
to settle the
proposition
principle involved in
the indirect claims by negotiations outside the
Geneva tribunal, believiug this Government
did not press for any award of
money damages,
but they assumed that the indirect claims were
to be withdrawn in
consequence of such a proposal being made. This assumption led to a serious
The reply of our Government was, that while we were
willing not to
press for a pecuniary verdict, it had no power
or desire to ^settle a
of international
principle
law outside the tribunal, save
by the advice and
consent of the Senate.
To this the British Cabinet has
responded,
proposing, in positive terms, a new article to
the treaty, which will be communicated to the
Senate to-day, with the rest of the
correspondence, and upon which the Senate is expected to
take action. This new article, it is
understood,
will set forth these facts and
propositions, viz:
That, whereas [Great Britain holds that the
question of consequential damages is not referred to the Genew* tribunal; and,
whereus,
the United States holds directly the
reverse;
and, whereas, both Governments are agreed as
to the manner in which the
involved
principle
shall be settled, therefore, this new
article,
which declares that hereafter neither nation
shall make any claims upon the other for consequential damages because of any failure on
the part of either to observe strict
neutrality
when the other is belligerent, is
pro]>osed to be
held as such settlement in accordance with the
well understood desire of the two Governments.
If unfavorably acted on by the Senate, the indirect claims will be withdrawn.

misunderstanding.

IMPORTANT NOTICE !

4,1,1

steam and

kettle rendered
Bulk meats unchanged.
Bacon quiet and firm;
shoulders 51c; clear rib sides 74c; clear
skies at 74c.
Live Hogs heavy at 4 00 @ 4 25;
receipts 2400 head.

—

higher.

active and

Toledo, May 13.—Flour in fair demand. Wheat
excited and advancod 5 ® 10c; No 2 White Wabaah
at 2 20; extra White Michigan 228; Amber
2 10 ® 2 13. cloning at 2 12*; No 2 Red 2 14. Michigan
Com active and advanced lc; high Mixed S6*c; low do 56cYellow 56*; White 60c. Oata In fair demand 47lc for

1; 45jc for No2.
Receipts—2000 bush wheat, 19,000

No

bash oats.

bush com,

6,000

Shipments—0000 bbls flour, 14,000 bush wheat,42,000
bush
com, 6,000 bush oats.

Detroit, May 13.—Flour Arm; choice White 10 50.
Wheat excited and higher at 2 22 asked for extra;
sales of No 1 at 2 17 @ 2 18; Amber 2 07. Cora
steady
at 58c. Oats in good demand at 45 ® 48c.
Receipts—2000 bids flour, 4000 bush wheat.
Shipments—0000

bbls

flour,

1000 bush wheat.

lands^Jc 'U’ May —Ootton firm; Middling aplandsatI22*cOIiMay 13-_Cot,on steady; Middlingupat22>fe22icMay ,3--CoU*n fi,m; Middling uplands
New

Orleanh, May 13,-Cotton linn; Middling*
uplands 22*.
Karapeaa .Market..
London, May 13-11.30 A. M.-Consols

93 for

mon-

ey and account.
Securities— V. S. 5-20’s 1862, 89*; do 1865.
old, 90*; do 1867,92*; U. S. 10-40s, 88*.
Paris, May 13.—Routes opened at 54f 70c.
Liverpool. May 1.3-11.00 A. M.-Cotton steady;
middling uplands 10J®10*d ;do Orleans 11 i® HJjsaU s
10,000 bales.

Liverpool,May 13—1.30 P. M—Cotton dosed firm;
Middling uplands 10*; do Orleans 114; sales 12,000
bales; for speculation and export 3000 bales. Breadid lifts firm; California White Wheat 12s 9d
® 13s;
Red Western Spring 11s 8d ® 11s lOd. Corn 29s 3d.
London, May 13-5.00 P. M.—Consols dosed at 93

for money and account.
American securitie*—U. S. 5-20*8 1862,
old. 90|: do 1867, 92|; U. S. 1(M0’», 89.
Russian Tallow 52s.

894; do lb«5

Freight*.
Charleston, May 10.—Freight* to Liverpool bv
Hteam via New York |d on uplands and
|d on Sea
Island*; by sail direct, Id on upland*. Coastwise to
New York, by steam, $2 |> bale on uplands; $1 50 |>
tierce on Rice; by sail, Jc 4* lb on upland*; $8 on
Lumber; $10 on Timber. To Boston, by sail, 4C on
upland Cotton; 65c on Resin; resawed stutt' $9 50 ®
10 50; Phosphate $5 @ 5 50. To Providence $9 & M
on Boards; |c & lb on
bale
uplands: by steam, $1
in addition to New York rates. Vessels are in demand
to take Lumber freights from Georgetown, 8.
C., Darien and Satilla River. Ga., and Jacksonville, Fla.,
to Northern ports, and $10 @ $12 & M are rates on
Lumber and Boards.

Col. FRED E.

Lock-out of Workmen.

About 1000 hands are locked

out.

Will

deliver

THE SIEGE OF

a

SHAW,

lecture

iHWOB TELEGRAMS.
The London Standard denounces President
Grant.
The National Uniou League meets at Phila-

AT G-.

PETERSBURG,

A.

Gladstone informed the House of Commons
as

to

the course and character of the

cor-

respondence between the United States and

Great Britain on the Treaty of
Washington.
No new facts were presented, and he leaves the
case with the hope of final success.
Daniel W. Appleton, claiming to be a
nephew
of Daniel Webster, was put into the station
house at Dorchester, Mass., for intoxication.
He set the cell on fire and was smothered to
death.
The Moosic powder mill of
Gibonsbugg, Lucerne Co., Pa., exploded
Monday morning. The
woods for miles about are reported on fire.
The widow and daughter of Gen. Anderson
arrived at New York from
Europe Monday.
It has been ascertained that the two men who
robbed the stage station in Arizona were not
Apaches but Mexicans, both of whom were
captured and executed.
insurance

commissioner Miller

of New York

having resigned, Gov. Hoffman appointed S.
M. Weed, but the Senate refuses to confirm

the nomination.
It has been raining steadily two weeks in
Brazil and the San Paulo railroad is again buried by land slides.
Franz Alb, the famons musician, was tendered a monster serenade in New York last

night.

The Court of Claims adjourned
Monday until November.
Edward King was elected President of tlie
Mew York Stock Exchange yesterday.
There has been a heavy freshet in Cumberland county, Nova Scotia.

Doors open at 7

May 14-dtd

o’clock;

tecture to

France and

WINDSOR, NS. Schr Volunteer—700 bbls flour.
Foreign Imports.
HALIFAX, NS. Steamer Chase—24 hhds bones,
1 box fresh

fish to John Porteous.
GREENOCK. Bark Fanny Atkinson—830 tons
pig iron to Stevenson & Pearson.

New York fttock and Money Market.

York, May 13—Morning.—Gold at 113}.—
Money at 5 per cent. Sterling Exchange 109} @ 110}.
Stocks very strong.
State Stocks dull and steady.
The following are the forenoon quotations of Southern securities:
Tennessee 6*8, new. 69
Virginia 6’s, new. 54
Missouri 6’s. ggi
North Carolina 6’s, new.
South Carolina 6’s. new. 36
New York, May 13—Evening—Money
easy at 5 ^
6 per cent, in the morning, but closed firmer at 7
(g, 7
per cent. Gold. Sterling Exchange quiet at 109} ®
109}. Gold weak and lower at 113} @ 113}. Loans
flat at 5 per cent.; clearances $67,000,000. The Treasury disbursements were $474,000. The eause of adulation in Wall street is influenced greatly by Washington and London telegrams 011 the treaty question.
Governments strong and higher. State bonds dull.
Stocks strong and more active with Pacific Mail and
Panama as the chief features. The former advanced
5ft and the latter 4 per cent, amid great excitement.—
The bears have covered a few of their shorts
to-day,
but desisted when they found stock4
so
rapidly at each purchase. The market closed strong
with exception of Union Pacific, which declined <»u
unfavorable news from Washington relative to the
collection of accrued interest by the government.
The
were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States 5’s, new.11 lj
United States coupon 0’s, 1881.118}
United States 5-20’s 1862.113}
New

20*

advancing

following

lf$8.116}

6’s.116}

The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co.
is
Pacific Mail..
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated..
161
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated
sep 911
Eric. -aT
Erie preferred.
c*»I

Harlem.[ ]
...7«.
Michigan Central.
Lake Shore & Michigau Southern... ..

I iliuois Central.
-i
Chicago & North Western.
Chicago <fc Northwestern preferred.
Chicago* Rock Island....
,®8
1
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne..
!. Jgj

Union

Were

,h* qU0t8ti0n» for

'***>

*»"-

Pacific bonds..
1121
Pacific do.
ugl
Pacific stock.. 39I
Pacific land grants
S0{
Pacific Income bonds.. W

Union
Union

The Secretary of War has sent to the Senate
reports of the Commandants of the Springfield
and Rock Island armories, relative to the operation of the eight hour law. They state that
generally no more work is done per hour than
under the old system, and that the spare hours
are improved by the better mechanics, but are
an
injury to the common laborers.

Domestic Market..
New York, May 13.—Cattle Market—Beeves } @ 1
per cent, lower; prices range from 10 & 131: average
and
}l}c; receipts for tbe week <600 bead. Sheep
Lambs dull and heavy; Sheep 6 it i0;Lambs 14 @ 19;
receipt* 21,000 head. Hogs dull at 4 00 @ 4 80 for livo
and 5} @ 6Jc for dressed; receipts 38,000 bead.
New York, May 13—Evening—Cotton }c higher:
sales 417 bales; Middling uplands 23}c. Flour opened

Union

...

g,

p

S. W. EATON Ae

SOM,

133 Middle Street.
mjlSdtw
Sale at Public Auction.
May Utb, at'H o’clock A.

TUESDAY,
Warehouse No. 20
whom it

M

at

on

the

Central Wharf, for account of

may concern,

43 Hhda., 27 Boxen Nugar,
Ex. Schooner “Abbie,” slightly damaged

importation.

voyage of

myl3td

F. O.

BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

Choice Fruit Trees ut Auction.
WEDNESDAY, May 15th, at ten A. M., at

ON office,

we shall sell a consignment of choice
h ailing varieties of Apple,
Plum, Crab Apple, Stc.
The trees are from reliable Nurserymen, and we
think can be relied upon.

Trees, consisting of the
Pear and

F. O. BAILEY Ac
May 14-td

In

CO.,

IB

Exrbsugr St.

Bankruptcy—Assignee's

Sale.

sell at public auction, at the “Union HoI SHALL
te.1Il£°£alled’,on Twnptert.,
Saturday, Mav
on

lHtli, 1872, beginning at ten o’clock A. M, tbe following furniture, goods and chattels, being all the Fur-

niture and moveable property now in said hotel, towit:—
A large number of pine chamber sets, featherbeds,
patent hair spring mat tresses, blankets, quilts, pillows, pillow cases, table cloths, two parlor sets, large
lot carpets of various styles and sizes, dining, sitting
room and parlor chairs,
sidelioard, extension tables.
Crockery of all kinds, mugs, cups and glasses. Ale
ami fixtures; lot of liquors, wines, demlts, See.; large lot of gas fixtures, signs, four clocks,
ge cooking range with parts, kettles and furniture.
The above articles will be told separately.
CHARLES P. MATTOCKS,
Assignee in Bankruptcy of Louis B. F. Zitkov alias
Louis B. Zitkov.
F. 0. BAILEY & Co., Auctrs
mylltd

Ennius

Two Valuable Lots

Dcei-ing *t.,

on

AUCTION !

AT

SATURDAY,
18th, at 3 p. x., we shall
offer the two valuable lots of land on South side
of Dec-ring St., adjoining the residence of Chas. H.
Merrill. Ksqr. Said lots have a front of about 56 ft.,
and a depth of 100 feet; these are two of the beet
lots iu this most desirable location.
Terms very liberal and made known at sale.
F. ©
BAILEY * CO., Auctioneer..
May 11-dtd

May

ON

Guardian's Bale of Real Estate.
to
license from the Hon. Judge of
PURSUANT
Probate for Cumberland County, I shall sell at
a

Public Auction, on the premises, on
Saturday, the
25th day of May next, at 10 o’clock
a.m., four undivided twenty-first parts of the Homestead of Nathaniel
Pease, late of Brldgton, deceased; said {Motion being
the share of said estate
belonging to Thomas P. ana
Chas. T. Pease, minor children and heirs of said deceased. 1 his Homestead
comprises about 18 acres of
cultivated and fiasture land, with a
house, stable,
barn and out-buildings
thereon, situated in salt!

Brldgton.

Terms made known at time of sale.
MARY W. PEASE. Guardian of

Brldgton, April 17,
**Y

BAILB1

8.

••

Thos.
1872.
&

P.,

& Chas. T. Pease.

my7-law3wTu
Auctioneer*.

CO.,

Assignee’s Sale of Real Estate.
subscriber will sell at public auction on the
25th day of May, 1872, at 3 o’clock, PM., on the
premises, the Real Estate Included in the Assignment of Luther J. Hill, for the bencht ot credttor*,
made Mar. 25, 1872, viz: lot of land measuring about
100 feet
by 40 feet, with a dwelling bouse and stable
thereon, being No. 19 Alder Street, Portland.
The property will be sold subject to a mortgage ot
$1824 and acerued interest, the right of dower of the
ap25td

Europe

a

auction, on the premises, on FRIDAY, June 14th,
1872, at three o’clock p. a, the two storied dwelling
house and lot numbered 38 Chestnut st., Portland,
belonging to the estate of the late Edward Roinsou,
deceased.
WM. H. JERR1S. Executor.
F. O. BAILEY &
1872.

Portland, May 13,

CO.,

Auctioneers.
1 aw3w

Administrator’s Sale.

a

license from the Hon. John A. Wat-

within and fbr tha
at a Probate Court
the third
of April, A, D., 1872, at
Portland, in said county, I shall sell at public aucheld

on

tion,

on

Tuesday

the premises,

May Oth, 1872.
Ordered that the thirteenth day of June, 1872, at
o’clock A. M., and the Atlantic House, are hereby appointed the time and place for hearing upon the
within Petition; that the petitioners cause a true
copy
thereof with this order thereon, to be serve! uj>on the
clerk of said Scarborough, similar copies to be
posted
in three public places in said town, and
published in
some newspaper in Cumberland
County, three weeks
successively, said service and posting and first publication to be thirty days prior to said hearing.
WM. II. SKILL1N,
ten

SMITH BARBER,
for Cumberland County,

Saturday, June 15th, 1872,

northerly

HOYT, WHEELER

& BRADLEY

AUCTIONEERS.
N«. T« FEDERAL STREET, BOSTON.
Hold Kagular Auction Salon every Tuc.day of
Dry t-aada, Wa.lma, Clothing, Carpet*,
Fancy Oa.il*, Straw Ciood* 4k lint*.
Also, every Thuraday, nale of Boot* and Ska**,
Including Naw York City Bade O.oda for tha
retail trade.

■H.llliWD

MWA8

J. S. BAILEY 4c CO.,

Commission Merchants,

CHADBOURN,

County Comm,

on

at three o’clock in the afternoon, a lot of land belongMoise. late of Portland, deceased, and
ing to
situated on the
corner of India and Federal
streets in said Portland: said lot being 49 feet ou India street, and running back about 1H3 feet and containing 9000 square feet more or less.
The aboTe described lot contains a spring of pure
water, and a valuable bank of gravel.
Terms mad* known at sale.
W. W. THOMAS, JR.
Administrator with the will annexed of the estate of
Morse.
Happy
W. O. BAVLEl' A €’©., Auctioneers.
Iaw3w-Sat

railroad;

—A2CI>—

-AUCTIONEERS

!

NO. 9J exchange: street.

STATE OF MAINE*

Next below Merchants’ Exchange.
JOSEPH S. BAILEY,

ss.

Honorable the Conaty Connivaionera for the Conaty aforeaaid.
prays the Boston and Maine
Railroad, a corporation duly existing by law,

To the

RESPECTFULLY
that it
be

authorized to raise and lower and alter
may
of the following ways in the town .of Cape
Elizabeth, to wit;
Main road from Portland to Saco, Road from Portland to Gorham, near house of W. S. Skillw near
Cemetery, to facilitate crossings of said ways by said
railroad; and that yonr Honors prescribe the manner
in which it is to be doue.
Boston &, Maine Railroad,
By its Attorney, Geo. C. Yertou.
the

and

HENRY C. PEABODY. Assignee.

to

prays the Boston and Maine
RESPECTFULLY
Railroad,
corporation duly existing by law,

Cumberland,

redemption,

Pursuant
erman, Judge of Probate
County of Cumberland, granted

that it may be authorized to raise
lower ami alter
the com fo of the following ways in the town of Scarwit: Road near the house of Abraham
borough
Plummer:
»ad called the “Hill road’’ apposite the
house of EU
Libby; Road called the ‘rHill road”
near the house of 8.
Bragdon, to facilitate crossings of
said ways by the said
and that your Honors
prescribe the manner in which it is to be done.
Boston & Maine Railroad,
By its Attorney, Geo. C. Yeaton.

my 10-17-24 Fri 3w

or

Executor’s Sale of Real Estate.
to a license from the Judge of Probate for Cumberland County, I shall sell at pub-

Happy

GEO. E.

equity

Valuable Lot of Land at Auction.

STATE OF MAI ME.
Cumberland, §s.
To the Honorohle the
t'.ooty C,ni.
■ioncra for the Cwaty af.re.aid

course

aplltf_GEO.

W.

PARKER._

R. X. HUNT,

Commission Merchant and Auctioneer
TXI O 316 Congress St., will sell every evening a large
JL1 assortment of Staple and Fancy Goods.
Goods will be sold during the day in lots to suit
purchasers at wholesale prices. Cash advanced on 11
description of goods. Consignments not limited.
dtf
February 11. 1868.

m

May 8th, 1872.
Ordered that the fourteenth day of June, 1872, at
ten o’clock A. M, and the County Commissioners’ Office in Portland are hereby appointed the time and
place for bearing upon the within Petition; that the
petitioners cause a true copy thereof with this order
thereon, to be served upon J the clerk of said Cane
Elizabeth, similar copies to be posted in three public
places in said town, and published in .some newspaper. in Cumberland County,three weeks successively,
said service and posting and first publication to be
to said

hearing.

WM. B. SKILLIN.
GEO. E. CHADBOURN,

SMITH BARBER,

The Nation's Dead.
Headquarters Bosworth Post, No. 2,
G. A. R.
Relatives and friends of deceased Soldiers and Sailnotified that this Post will decorate the Cemon the Morning and
on the afternoon of Memorial
I>ay, May 30th.
Donations of Money and Flowers are earnestly solicited from all who are interested in this touching
tribute to the memories of departed heroes.
Boqoets. Wreaths, and Crosses of Immortelles, or
other fanciful designs in Flower Work, which mav be
iutended for special graves, will be sacrediv deposited, if
addressed, and sent to the Headquarters or the post, on Wednesday and Thursday, May
29th and 30th.
It is partiularly desired that information repecting
new graves be forwarded as soon as possible to the
undersigned, in order that provisions may be made
for their decoration.
ors are

eteries, those within the city

Evergreen Cemetery

properly

The

Committee will be at Grand Armv Hall,

A.

B.
A

C.

B.

UHKAT

DISCOVERY !
KAAA REWARD is offered for a
tJpOUUU better REMEDY than
ADAMSON’S BOTANIC COUGH BALW“SAM, for the cure of Colds, Coughs, Sore
Throat, Croup, Bronchitis. Soreness of
Lungs, Asthma, Whooping Cough, and all
(^"diseases of a like nature. More than 15,
000 bottles sold and not a failure yet.
The following are a few of the names of
%&-those who have used this RemedyMrs.
Gov. Cony; Mrs. Hon. James W. Bradbury;
Anson P. Morrill, Ex-Governor; Mrs. Col.
|yThomas S. Lang; Hon. J. J. Kveleth
Mayor of Augusta; Rev. Dr. Torsey, of
Kent’s Hill; Rev. Dr. Kicker; Rev. E. E.
y Martin; Rev. C. F. Ptnney; Rev. G. W.^l
Quinby; Rev. Wm. A, Drew; Rev. H. F.
WoodjCol. F. M. Drew, Sec’y of State; Hon.
BTJ. T. Woodard. State Librarian! Col. Geo. -^s
W.
Stanley, President First Nat. Bank; S.
W. Lane, Sec. Senate; Warren L. Aldon,
tyand 10,000 othersf too numerous to mention. JP%
Price 35 cents per bottle. For Sale by all
Druggists and Medicine Dealers. Sample
iybottle and Circulars free. F. W. KINS--JE3
MAN. Proprietor. Augnsta. Maine.
JOHN W. PERKINS & CO. W. F. PHILLIPS A CO. W. W. WHIPPLE A CO.
ty A genu for Maine.
eod-4w,^|

on

and Wednesday, May 28th and 29th,
Tuesday
ceive Flower* or other decorations that

to remay be do-

nated to the Post for the occasion.
Per Order,
WILLIAM H. GREEN,
Post Commander, and Chairman of Committee of
Arrangements.
myl3eodsntd

CARPET CLEANSING!
Parties who have had their Carpets Cleansed on
the floor, and are disgusted with it, can find a perfect

remedy

at

Foster’s Dye & Cleansing Works, No. 24
Union Street.
SyCH'ntu’ Garments Dyed and Cleansed every day
Sundays excepted.
OFFICE 315 Congress St.
•
my9eod sit till jun2

United States 3-20’s 1864.113}
United States 5-20’s 1865, old. 1131
United States 5-20’s 1865, new.115}

United States 5-20’s 1867.ugl
United States 5-2U’s
.United States 10-40’s., coupon.1101

secure a

j

at 8.

County Comm’rs for Cumberland County.
mylO 17 24 Fri 3w

chines

roLheJcuri«e»?
Central

eomnince

my9eod

flour,

Currency

15tli.

GRAND DESCRIPTIVE SERIES,

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.

ST JOHN, NB. Sell E & F Williams—1000 bbls
600 busb oats, 2310
galls refined oil.
Schr Adonia—800 bbls flour, 100 do oatmeal.
Schr Fales—1000 bbls flour, 100 do
oatmeal, 10 tons
1>Un’ 8Pirit8> 35 bbls whiskey, 60 mowing ma-

Mow Is the time to

PURSUANT

PROF. TRIPP’S

thirty days prior

Foreigu Export**.

Sod hT*L!iionr rP°ms-

lic

TICKETS TWENTY-FIVE CENTS.
To be obtained atStockbridges’ and Hawes & Cragins’.

SINCE 1848.

The riotous proceedings at the Michigan
copper mines continue. United States troops are
on their way thither.
Judge Tread of New Orleans, has rendered
a decision restoring to the heirs of the
late rebel
Slidell, the property confiscated.
A trial now in process between Senator Caldwell of Kansas, and the editor of the Leavenworth BuUetiu, develops many things which if
true, are very damaging to the former, showing that his election was obtained by paying
large sums of money.
A man named Munford was murdered at
Kenosha, Wis. A young German has been arrested for committing the crime.
The crew of the ship Jason detained at
Lewes, Del., several days by the insuboidination thereof, escaped Sunday on a
tug and hid
in the pines.

HALL,

Wednesday Evening, May

city.

last

R.

Mechanics’ Building,

delphia to-day.

Of the six collectors of customs at Mobile
since the close of the war the accounts of Warner are the only ones which have been closed.
The Municipal Council of Paris has voted in
favor of constructing tramwoys througeout the

miii^

bv

wife of said Hill in the
taxes for 1871 and 1872.
April 25, 1872.

on

('arliat Onccen.

Pahis, May 13.—Reports received from Carlist sources state that the insurgents have occupied Bilbao, that Don Carlist has entered Biscay and that the Carlists claim to be masters of
three Basque provinces. An important
engagement is expected in Biscao.

are all In perfect running order,
new.
They will be sold
I00*1
WAler, without reserve. These ma*lluniued prior to above time of sale.

theIU

THE

Hamilton, Out., 13.—Several laige manufacturing establishments here have locked out
their workmen rather than yield to the nine
hour movement.

at 12 80 cash: and 12 90

Cincinnati, May 13.—Pork unchanged; sales 1000
bbls; city packed sold to the ring
for 14 00 cath; regular sold at 13 00. Lard
unchanged at 84® 9c for
summer and winter

FO KEIGN
Extensive

““changed

seller June. Lard
unchanged; no sales. Bulk meals
quiet and unchanged. Bacon unchanged. Cattle
in good demand with full
prices. Live Hogs in fair
demand and higher at 3 95 ® 4 20.
Receipts—6,000 bbls
bush wheat, 218,000
bush corn, 14,000 bush flonr^},000
oats, 2,000 bush rye, 2,000 bush
barley, 6,000 hogs, 3000 cattle.
Shipments—6,000bbls flour, 62,000 bush wheat, 173,000 bush corn, 15,000 bush
oats, 2,000 bush rye,
5,000
J
bush barley, 4000 hogs, 3000 cattle.

Whhtkey

O N !

1.10R

u

Freights to Liverpool quiet; Corn, per steam, 4pl.
Wheat 6}d.
Chicago, May 13.—Flour quiet and unchanged.—
Wheat opened firm and closed dull; No 2 Spring at
opened at 1 60 and closed at 1 544 on spot, 1 66 seller
July. Corn in fair demand and lower; No 2 Mixed
on spot; 4«ic seller .June;
rejected 44®
*el*ow 49c. Oats in fair demand and
higher at
oo?*
™f«r No 2. Rye quiet and weak at 91
® 93c for
No 2. Barley quiet and
at 70 ® 71c for No
unchanged
2 fall. Whiskey in fair demand and
higher at 834.—
ii

C~T~I

A U

two weeks commencing Monday, May 13th
2 p. in., we will sell at Auc ion, aud Private Sale
at our rooms, 133 Middle *t., Portland, a lot of new
and second-hand Newiag Nlaehiaea, consisting
of the following kinds: Howe, Etna, Florence. Grover
A Baker, Singer.
Elliptic, Wilson. Button Hole
Gobi Medal, Finkle & Lyon, and other well-known

Machines.
JP***® lftl*hlnes

refined 20c.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Hartford, Conn., May 13.—The Democratic
members of the Legislature in caucus this evening at New Haven nominated O. S. Ferry for
Senator.

AUCTION SALES.

•

eraJ Supervisors

m4-TT&s3w
are

XLIID CONGRESS-SECOND SESSION.

AND VICINITY.

ed.

morn-

Franconia, of the New York line, is
undergoing thorough repairs. She will

fountain that

BIDDEFORD, SACO

The attendance

previous meetings, alcharacterized by the

policeman is required on the Park Sundays. The boys who congregate around the

piece of ordnance in the grouuds startled the
crowd. Then arose cries for Bradbury.
A
second gun was fired. “Two yachts in,” shouted a boy in the crowd. Then the manipulators

ley flag—a gentleman who was not a partisan
but a representative of commerce—commerce
which wants labor,and which the working men
require. After a flowery tribute to the virtues
of H. G., he made a touching appeal to the
Democrats to support the man who had been
their life-long foe,
because he had made
an honest fight against them.
He said, we be-

at

as

A

up the line. The Band played Hail Columbia,
and the smoke grew more dense. A raggedbehind urchin, said with a decided sniff that
“It smelt something like Fourth of July.” A

attended the sixth ballotting, and wrought up
with all his eloquence the eventful scenes,while
the claquees around him managed the cheers

large

receive a new boiler.
Part of the lot on the corner of Federal and
Pearl streets, belonging to the estate of the
late D. W. Millett, has been purchased by a
Mr. Crockett, who will build a first class house

front of the entrauce and were received by the
a full suit of
Greeley grey, and
the “managers" were were welcomed to the
house. They marched in between green and
red Bengola lights, while rockets were let off

“who was your delegate to the Cincinnati Convention, and who would report the doings of
that body.”
Hamlen, wbo, by the way, was
the mainspring of the occasion, went on to
tell the people about the great enthusiasm that

so

Steamer
now

Commodore in

came

Richardson and Ladd.

though the services werd
same fervor and enthusiasm.
In the Superior Court at !l o’clock this
ing some of the parties indicted by the
jury will be arraigned.

by a right smart crowd, who enjoyed the free
show, with music thrown in. They drew up in

strout

not

was

o’clock they marched to State street, followed

s
Alien iur. oewan

on

tions of the neighbors the flames were extinguished with but little damage.
M. L. Stevens, of this city, will lecture before the Augusta Reform Club on Saturday

attend; and duly adaccompaniments of
artillery. It was prom-

D.

The Portland &

mission report

Cape Elizabeth, caught fire

and
ised to come off at half past 7. So a
representative of the Press was
promptly on the spot
at the hour and found the
greensward and side-

Superior Caart.

concerted scheme

in front of St. Luke's Cathedral.
The Portland Light Infantry have begun
preparations for the celebration of their Gifth
anniversary on the Gth of June.
The dwelliug of Col. Charles Hannaford, of

a

faithful, who promised to
vertised with the usual

Carpet Renovating—Mr. Bishop.

a

on

sion -the flag raising, we mean—although it
was tried to make it appear
so.
It had been
quietly talked off for several days among the

Announcements—W. L. Snell.
Air Treatment—Dr. Mace.

to have been

next in regard to the high price of ferriage between the village and Portland.
W. W. Thomas, Jr., leaves for the Swedish
Colony at New Sweden to-day.
A new concrete pavement walk is being laid

staff with a
Grecian bend. The Commodore worked all
day to get the staff erect; with guys and stays
’twas curiously surrounded, but still it had a
lean, to it. It was not an impromptu occa-

Notice—Smith Barber.
Notice—Natban Pope.
Ho, for Aroostook—J. W. Kellogg.
Fruit Trees—L. B. Chapman.
Horse, Jigger, &c—F. O. Bailey & Co.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Elmwood Collars 16c—J. Burleigh & Co.

JUDGE POX

of that doughty officer of the militia,
“Commodore” James M. Churchill of the 1*.
Y. C. gave his neighbors a little bit of excitement last night by getting a crowd around his
elegant mansion on State street, while he “flung
to the breeze”—we believe that is the correct

expression—a Greeley flag;

NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Beckett Street.

leged

Agricultural Proves*- Raising a
Greeley Flag.
“Cap’n Rice gip a treat;” and following the

I

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.

TERM—BKPORE

terday, appearing to be in a very good state of
health.
A party of four gentlemen came in from
Gray Saturday night with 225 fair sized trout,
the result of a day’s fishing.
The Advertiser says an indignation meeting
will be held in Ferry Village on Friday evening

a

example

AUCTION COLUMN.
Trees—F. O. Bailey & Co.

MAY

given

An

AdrertUeueata Ta-Day.

Selling at Cost—John Adams.
Schlotterbeck's Moth and Freckle

be taken from the table aud

Lost.—Adjourned.

passage.

CITY AND VICINITY.
IHrw

Brief Jetting!
Gen. Seldeu Connor, Internal Revenue Assessor for the Third
District, was in the city yes-

6

THE PRESS.

SKIN

DISEASES.

1MRR0VEI> COMEDONEand PIMPLE

REMEDY.—The Skin Medtclue of the Age. I" warWorms, Pimples, Eruption*
disfigurations of the face. SoM by all
Druggists. Depot 49 Bond st., New York.
ranted tocure Flesh
and Blotched

Fur Moth Patches* Freckles,
and TAN, use PERRY’S MOTH AND FRECKLE
LOTION. The well known reliable and harmless
face.
Preremedy for Brown Discolorations of the
49
pared only by Dr. B. C. Perry Dermatologist,
evens
here.
Soki
Druggtot
by
Bond St., New York.
snAw-6m
wl2
MW AS
mchl6
“Buy .Be

uud

I’ll de

«••*!.»>—DR.

LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB BITTERS.
drugs, no poisons, nothing deleterious, nothing

No
but

healthy roots and herbs, such as Sarsaiutrilla, Wild
Cherry, Yellow Dock, Prickly Ash, Tnoroughwort.
Mandrake, Rhubarb. Dandelion, Ac., so com|K>unded
as to reach the fountains of disease, and absolutely
cure all Humors, Liver and Billions Diseases, Jaundice, Dysi>ep8ia, Costiveness, Scrofula, and all difficulties arising from a disease*! stomach or impure
blood. Twenty years of unrivailed success has proved
them to be the best medicine in the world. GEO. C
GOODWIN A CO., Boston, and all druggists,
sn eodl6w
fe27
DR. MOUSE’S UTERINEJ TONIC" is prepared
expressly for strengthening the system, imparting
tone and vitality to the various organs, removing

weaknesses and complaints as tend to underthe constitution and which cause a great
mhl6eod»n3m
amount of Buttering If neglected.

such

mine

Constable's Sale.
STATE OF MAINE, Cumberland, oh.

:

execution and will be sold at public
auction on
the twenty-seventh day of
May, A., D. 1872, at ten o’clock ill the forenoon at the
of P. J. Larrabee, No. 99 Middle street, in
Portland, in said county, all the right in equity which
Benjamin C. Richards of said Portland nas or had
on the 6tli
day of October. A. D. 1871. at twelve
o'clock and thirty minutes in the afternoon, being
the time of the'attachment of the same on the
original writ, the following described mortgaged real
estate, to wit:
A certain lot of land with the buildings thereon
situated on the southeasterly side of Salem street in
said Portland next southerly of the lit sold by Neal
Dow of said Portland, to Edward Tuttle, measuring
thirtsr-seven feet on said Salem Street, anti running
back'half way to the contemplated stroet next southSalem street about one hundred
easterly from said
and thirty feet more or less, being the same premises
conveyed to said Benjamin C. Richards by Samuel
Tyler and X. C. Rice by their deed of warranty dated
Doc. 27th, 1850, excepting therefrom a strip three
feet wide on the southerly side of the same conveyed
by said Richards to Simeon H. Higgins,
JanuaryJ
**
4th, 1851.
Dated at Portland April 16th, A. D. 1872.
A. H. LIBBY,
Constable of Portland.
ap&8-dlaw Thnr *

TAKEN

on

Monday,

2®ce

Administrator's Sale.
the Probate Court for
me granted on
D., 1872, to make
February,
sale of the estate of Dennis McCarty, late of Portland, in said county, deceased, consisting of a ertaln
parcel of land situated in said Portland, on the northeasterly side oi Centre street, and bounded as follows, to wit: Beginning at the southerly corner of a
lot of land now, or formerly owned by one Mary
Evans, thence running south-easterly on said Centre
street twent\ -seven feet to a stake, thence running
said Evans land
northeasterly on a parallel linetowith
sixty-nine leet anti six inches land now or formerlate
of
the
Mary Hall, thence runly owned by heirs
northwesterly to said Evans
ning by said Hall’s land
land, thence by said Evan- land southwesterly to the
first bound, and subject to a mortgage to John Stedworthy, for the sum of two hundred dollars, dated
A. D., 1869. 1 will sell the said real estate
July 24th.
of the said McCarty, at public auction, on thepremlses In said Portland, on the
twenty-seventh day oi
June, A. D., 1872, at ten o’clock A. M., for the purposes in the license set forth.
^ ***
,nbJect to the mortgage
before mentioned
H. B. CLEAVES,
A(J>™
r,of ^atate of Dennia McCartv deceased
Portland, April 25, A. D., 1872.
ap29-lawM
to

a

licence of

PURSUANT
the Countv of Cumberland, to
A.
the third Tuesday of

_

M—■wmrn*rnm*m,——^

MISCELLANEOUS.

POETRY.___
The Concert.

CONVENTION

Such a concert, 4ear, an I’ve had to-ulgt»t!
Full of sweet sound and deoy delight;
And yet “the house” was poor;
Poor, ir you count by crowded
But judging only by glad heart-beata,
’Twaa a splendid house, I m sure.
well as she could
First. Baby sang
I
Some sweet little notes that understood.
of a laugh broka oat
Kate’s
chirp
wee
And
As Willy ran in with a merry shout;
The pussy purred o» the vug in state,
And the go<><l clock ticked, “It s late! It's
While over the Are the kettle sang
Its cherry soug with tha least little twang.

MEXICO.

I

Well, the Second Part? Ah, that was line—
Fine to the heart’s cora, lover mine!
For over the kettle’s winsome plaint.
Aud the baby’s breathing, sweet and faint,
And over the prattle of Will »»d K*t«,
Aud the clock's impatient "Lata! it’, late!'*
I heard the blessedest »ound of all—
A click of the latch, a step in the hail!
And “Home, sweet Home," pulsed all the air
A, you came calling up the stair,
APPLE

TREES

HOW

—

THET

SHALL

BE

dear?—Fruit trees of all kind,
made
need careful cultivation iu order that they
may grow and be fruitful. Gras, and weeds
choke them into disease and barrenness as
much as they will the corn and potatoes.
Clean up the unhealthy trees, wash them in
a strong decoction of soft soap,
remove the
eod, the grass and weeds for ten feet around,
land
a
and give your
good dressing with bam
manure, and your trees will soon begin to
and
when
thrive,
you get a good blossom,
fruit, can be secured by girdling. This is a
strange but a sure thing. I have tried it four
years, and with decided success. In 1868,
while residing in Boston, Mass., I had a
good

apple orchard,

but not having much fruit, I
resolved to try girdling, which I heard recommended. I selected five good-sized,
healthy
trees, ot different varieties, and, when in
a
blow, girdled large limb on each sido with

my penknife, cutting
the bark.

a

narrrow

channel clear

The result wae the

led

gird-

limbs
had
double the
fruit to
be
found
on
other
any
parts of
parts of the trees, and the apples were more
than doubled In value, as they were much
larger and smoother. The next year—1869—
I repeated the experiment on five other trees.

The season was not so favorable, but the
effects were equally decisive.
The experiment was also made the same seasons on Dr.
Groove’s farm in Bolton, with the same success.
In 1870, I girdled all my trees which
had a good blow, but before the crop matured
I sold my place and removed to Vineland;
but I learn the apple crop on that orchard
was the largest it was ever known to
produce.
I have a small apple orchard of young,
thrifty
trees in Vineland.
Last spring, when in
blow, I girdled every tree in the trunk which
had a good blossom, and the fruit hung on
with great tenacity, and was
large and fair.
The philosophy of this is: the insects
sting
the fruit, it becomes sickly, loses hold on the
tree and drops.
The sap goes up in the
woody fibre of the tree in the spring and it
returns in the bark; but need not till autumn.
By girdling, you cut off the return of the sap
to the
ground, and the result is, the tree has
more vitality to nourish and hold on to its
wounded fruit, and carry it
through to matuThe channel should be small, about
rity.
half the size of a pipe-stem.
It will then be
sure to heal
during the summer—.P. R. RutHll in Watchman and Reflector.

A

this syndicator met the
Marquis of Ripon,
late Earl de Gray, Chief of the
High Joints,
and at once rushed into his arms, so to

speak.

“Delighted to meet
claimed effusively.

your Lordship,” he ex“Don’t you remember
me f I showed your
Lordship through the

Treasury at Washington.”
“Ah,” said the Marquis, charmed, I'm
“Ah, much obliged.”
“Not at all, not at all,” the syndicator hastened to reply. “No trouble; so
glad to meet
you again. Where does your lordship live?”
Here the Prince of Wales interposed, and
thinking to bluff the enthusiastic American,
said to the Marquis of Ripon:
•ure,

“Let’s go to lunch.”
Before the Marquis could answer, the syndicator hastened to accept the Invitation for
himself, and followed the two, Prince and
Marquis, into a fashionable resort, and actually lunched with the heir to the British
throne. Said heir not then
haring drank
deeply of the typhus cup of poison, was not
wrought up to that pitch when he would be
thankful for the ability to lunch at all, so was
not devoutly grateful for the meal.
Not so

the syndicator, who never fails since his return to the land and office which
begot him
to make delicate allusions to the
day “I had
that delicious lunch with Wales and
Ripon,
you know.”

MISCELLANEOUS.

A Standard

Security

INVESTMENT.

of

PROCLAMATION.

Whereas a convention between the United State* of
America and the United States of Mexico was concluded and signed by their respective plenipotentiaries, at the city of Mexico, on the nineteenth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-one, for extending the time
limited by the convention l>etween the two countries
of the 4th of July, 1868, fbr the termination of the
proceedings of the Joint commission provided for by
the latter instrument; which convention, being in the
is word for word as
English and Spanish

languages,

Whereas a convention was concluded on the 4th day
of July, 1868, between the United 8tates of .America
and the United States of Mexico, for the settlement
•f out-standing claims that have originated since the
signing of the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, on the 2d
nr February, 1848, by a mixed commission limited to
endure for two years and six months from the day of
the first meeting of the commissioners ; and whereas
doubt* have arisen as to the practicability of the
business of the said commission being concluded
within the period
assigned :
The President of the United States of America
aud the President of the United States of Mexico are
desirous that the time originally fixed for the duration of the said commission should be extended, and
named
to agree upon the best mode
of effecting this object, that is to sav: The President
of the United States of America, Thomas H. Nelson,
accredited as Envoy Extraodinary and Minister
Plenipotentiary of the United States of America to
the Mexican Republic; and the President of the
United States of Mexico, Manuel Azpiroz, Chief
Clerk and In charge of the Ministry of Foreign Relations of the United States of Mexico; who, after having presented their respective lowers, and finding
them sufficient and in due form, have agreed upon
the following article*:

plenipotentiaries

terminate according to the concommission
vention referred to, or for a shorter time if it should
be deemed sufficient by the commissioners, or the
umpire, in case of their disagreement.
It is agreed (bat nothing contained in this article
shall in any wise alter or extend the time originally
fixed in the said convention for the presentation ef
claims to the mixed commission.

n.
'Die present convention shall be ratified and the
ratifications shall be exchanged at Washington, as
Art.

soon as

In witness whereof the above-mentioned plenipotentiaries have signed the same and affixed their respective seals.
Done in the city oi Mexico the 19th day of April, in
the year one thousand eight hundred and seventyene

ready invested

securities,
recommend Northern Pacific

we

Seven-thirties. Bearing Seven and

Three-tenths (7 3-10) gold interest,
and secured by a First mortgage on
both the Road and a Land Grant
of great extent and value,

they

combine

unus«Bl

Profitableness

with unquestionable Security.
The
land

proceeds

of

required

all

And whereas ths said convention has been duly
ratified en both parts, and the respective ratifications
ef the came have been exchanged:
Now, therefore, be it known that I. Ulysses S.
GnAMT. President of the United States ef America,
have caused the said convention to be made
to the end that the same, and ev^ry clause and article theieof, may be observed and fulfilled with good
(kith by the United States and the citiiens thereof.
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand,
and caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
Done at the city of Washington this eight day of
In the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-two.
[•bal,] and of the Independence of the United
States of America the ninety-sixth.

public,

February,

By the President : U. S. GRANT.
Hamilton Fish, Secretary of State.

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND
SWEDEN AND NORWAY.

NATURALIZATION.
26, 1869;
1170; BXCKAMGBD JUNE 14, 1871;
JANUARY 12, 1872.
BY

KAY

VMR

RATIFIED

PRESIDENT

OP

THE

DECEMBER

IT,

PROCLAIMED

by

the Trustees of the bondholders

as

a

Sinking Fund

to the

purchase

and cancellation of the first mortgage bonds,

temporarily to the
payment of interest thereon, if necessary. This provision will make

naturally

he a

steady

rise

iu

For farther particulars concerning this bond
purchase of the same, inquire of

SWAN &

or

BARRETT,
H. M.

PAYSON,

WM. E. WOOD,

•B^’jTKERS,
»p224Aw-m,w**lm

UNITED

STATES

A

by their respective Plenipotentiaries, at the City of
Stockholm, on the twenty-sixth day of May, 1869,
which convention and protocol as amended by the
Senate of the United States, and being in the English and Swedish languages, are word for word as follows:

The President of the United States of America and
His Majesty the King of Sweden and Norway, led by
the wish to regulate the citizenship of those persons
who emigrate from the United States of America to
Sweden and Norway and their dependences and territories, and from Sweden and Norway to the United
States of America, have resolved to treat on this subject. and have for that purpose appointed Plenipotentiaries to conclude a convention, that is to say: The
Presi ent of the United States of America, Joseph J. Bartlett, Minister Resident; and his
the King of Sweden and Norway, Count Charles
Wachtmeister, Minister of State for Foreign Affairs:
who have agreed to and signed the following arti-

Mi^esty

cles:

An

Undoubted

Security,

PAYING 60 PER CENT.
KOBE

THAN

INCOME

GOVERNMENT

BONDS,

AXD

myll-dlw*

A

Citlaent of the United States of America who have
resided in Sweden or Norway for a continuous period
of at least fire years, and
during such residence have
become and are
lawfully recognized as citizens of
Sweden or Norway, shall be held by the
government
of the United States to be Swedish or
Norwegian citizens, and shall be treated as such.
Reciprocally, citizens of Sweden or Norway woo
have resided in the United States of America for a
continuous period of at least five years, and during
such residence have become naturalized citizens or
the United States, shall be held by the government
of Sweden and
Norway to be American citizens, and
assucn.

Art. II.
A recognized citizen of the one party, on
returning
to the territory of the other, remains' liable to trial
and punishment for an action punishable
by the laws
of his original country and committed before his emigration, but not for the emigration itself, saving always the limitation established by the laws of his original country and any other remission.of liability to

punishment.

Art. III.
x
If a citizen of the one party, who has become a recognized citizen of the other party, takes up his abode
once more in his original
country and applies to be
restored to his former citizenship, the government of
the last-named country is authorized to receive him
again as a citizen, on such conditions as the said government may think proper.
Art. IV.
The convention for the mutual delivery ef criminals, fugitives from justice, in certain cases, concluded between the United States on the one part, and
Sweden and Norway on the other part, the 21st
March, 1860, remains in force without change.
Art. V.

present convention shall go into effect immediately on the exchange of ratifications, and shall
continue in force for ten
If neither party
years.
•hall have given the other six months’ previous notice of its intention then to terminate the same, it
shall farther remain in force until the end of twelve
months after either of the contracting parties shall

given notice

to the other of such intention.
Art.

VI.

The

present convention shall be ratified by the
President, by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate of the United States, and
by His Majesty the
King of Sweden and Norway: and the ratifications
•hallbe exchanged at Stockholm within twenty-four
months from the date hereof.
Ib faith whereof the Plenipotentiaries have signed
and sealed this convention.
Stockholm, May 26,1869.
JOSEPH J. BARTLETT
[SEAL ]
C. WACHTMEISTER.
[BRAL.)

STOCKHOLM,

MAT

26,

BOX

FIRST

on

the Investment.

I* Relating to the first article of tbeeonrentlon.
It 1» andentood that if a citizen of tho United
States of America has boon
discharged from his
American
or, on the other side, if a Swede
i or a Norwegian has been discharged from his Swedish
or Norwegian citizenship, in the manner
legally prescribed br the government of hlB
original country
and then In tbs other country in a
and perrightful
fectly valid manner acquiree cltisenshlp, then an additional fire years’ residence shall no
be requirlonger
ed ; but a person who haa in that manner been recognized aa a citizen of the other country shall, from
the moment thereof, be held and treated as a Swedish

citizenship

and, reciprocally,
“I *Jor»e|I"
United States.

of the

as a

conven-

MORTGAGE SINKING FOND GOLD
BONDS OF TUB

Logansport,

CrawfordsTille and
South-Western Railway of l«diana.

INTEREST,

PAYABLE

TERLY IN NEW YORK, FREE

GOVERNMENT TAX, AND
ARE COUPON AND REGISTERED.
Th# Has 1* limtted to tte jog P<*. mu,
Aaaami”
nmtio»« »f 11,000, $500 and $100.
Thi* road, 91 mile* long, afford* the *h*rtwt exiattog oatlet to Chlcsgo, Toledo, Detroit, Sort W*ra*
iAtgaaiport, and Intermediate notate for the eeloVrew
•a Block md Bltuminou* Coal* of Puke
County, u
»l*o, lar the largo eurpla* product* efth* riah anriml**' rainor*1 *°ction of th* State which h tray-

ura!

For tha praeent we are
offering thaee Bond* at OO
inUro*t lit phrrency, *r wil ezebaup
th.mlSr'^
Bond*, or other marketable **■
•uritimr Uoraranient
■Etli tU r»t<* of the day.
with pamphlet* and
rnralahed byParticular*,
q, on punSnal

»r.^fh.J.T"d.Iu,11

Jomcs Ac

r.new7h5 "reSden^f?

The Intent
two

not

years

TO
for

week at No. 95

one

to return

*r

E,

a

dilymBw“tli'p^u0' *7
Minister

o?

^nited

theK,n*°'
den^dfTo^90' H1,M'»“tJr
b-v ‘heir resolution

.,4®d

*£• 9enat*>

of tho

•ifhth iDRtant (two-thirds of the Senators present
concurring.) did advise and consent to the said exchange, notwithstanding said exchange was delayed
beyond the time appointed therefor, and resolved
•xebengc may be regardctl as valid ae if
it had taken pUeewrthfnelte time Mentioned in the
resolution or the Senato on the
subject, of the »th of
Decern bar, 1870 r
Now, therefore, be it known that I. UItsscr S
of America,
protocol to be
C0?y«B.t,0“
*«d
that the same, and ever?
eVtfewfc

S&SSfJP*
^th«
auS^SSSfo^S^1

States1

elause^aud

Pant

Schuyler,

Mn. 13 Pine •*„ *,w
T-rk<
FINANCIAL AGENTS OF TBB courier
'-'INFANT
•MtlBdnwfc*
wll

one

Done at the city of Washington ,v.i..
of January lathe,—, this twelfth day
••
thousand
[5BAL] and of tboTadepeadnec* of tho
eJ
Statgi of America the ninety-sixth
By the Preeident, U. S. Grant
;i
Hswiltox Pian’Seeretary of State.

light huVd~ iLfSLlT*

^ni7e°d

A myll-eodlw

business.
Post Of-

my9dlw

Found.
the
LADY’S

The
at

by applying

name

Press Office.

my9

have the
Counting Room of

To

Paper

Store,

BRICK

now

convenient

THE
myleodtf_
front

PLEASANT
Terms reasonable.

unfurnished rooms, centrally located,
Inquire at 36 Federal st.

board.
TWO

MAPLE STREET.

AT
_my7*2w

island

at

No. 33

ap26tf

Wanted.
New Work by Jons S.C. Abbott, suited to every family and all classes.
The theme—the price—and style, renders it the best
book for canvassers over published. The field is clear
with no competition. Address at once. B. B. BUSSELL, Pub., Boston, Maaa.
ap25d&w4w-wl7
a

Lost!
SUNDAY, May 12th, between the head of
Danforth ami State and Congress streets, a Hair
Breast-Pin, with gold settings, marked A. M. Walker
The finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving
the

ON

A. B.

BUTLER’S,
myl3d3t

SMALL White Dog; had
red ribbon
Atheneck,
to the
of "Tim.” Last
of
a
answers
name
corner
Carlton and Brackett

his

on

seen

AN

Let.
ISLAND 13 miles from Portland and two
miles from main land, containing about 40

Wanted.
few male and female agents to
canvass for the National Linen Marker ami Card
Printer. The largest inducements ever offered to
Agents. No capital required, Canvassers will find
it for their interest to do all business
through this office ; for reference
call or address “Portland
Hand Stamp Co., No. 11 and 12 Fluent
Block, Portiand Me.
apl5 lm

First- lass Houses to Let.

Hale’s and Hayes
& Douglass, a Wallet containing from $15 to
$20. The finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving same at
COGIA HASSAN’S.
ap25tf
ted with good
PERMANENT
with

or transient boarders accommodarooms and board.
Two connected

board, furnished or unfurnished, at 119
Cumberland Street, corner of Franklinfebl7tf
rooms

Vessels

jLA,

To
aug23

York and
and other

31

tl

To be Let,
'TIVH E whole or part ot the block ot Brick Stores
1
Portland Pier.
Apply at the Merchants National Bank.

Office 241
my7tf

or

to Let,
Also Ladv Boarders
Center and Free st. No
jnn30tf

or without board.
WITH
v? wanted.
corner

Apply

ROSS & STURDIVANT,
mar26thdff_179 Commercial st.

Blanchard

A.
p-

Paper

!

Try It! !

The Scientific American is the cheapest and
best illustrated weekly paper published.
Every number contains from 10 to 15 original engravings of new
machinery, novel inventions, Bridges, Engineering
works, Architecture, improved FarmImplements, and
A year’s numevery new discovery in
bers contain 832 pages and several hundred
eugravings, Thousands of volumes are preserved for binding and reference. The practical receipts are well
worth ten times the subscription price.
Terms, $3
a year by mail.
Specimens sent free. May be had of
all Jsews Dealers
PATENTS obtained on the best terms. Models of
new inventions and sketches examined, and advice
free. All patents are published in the Scientific
American the week they issue. Send for Paulphlet, 110
Itaces. containing laws and full directions for ob-

Chemistry.

Congress

UISJSTKAL

Bangor 7 :30

tamiitg Patents.
Address for Paper, or
concerning Patents, MUNN
& Co. 37 Park Row; N. Y. Branch office, cor. F.and
7th Sts. Washington, D. C.
my6t4w

Glasses

a.

TO AGENTS EVERYWHERE !
can be made by Agents in
More UaiiPVcanvassing
fur Youwan’s

Street.

Connecting

m.

Dictionary of Every-Day Wants, containing 30,000
ot Human Effort than
In any other
way. From *25 to *40 a week
insured. It is for every Housekeeper, Farmer, Trade
and profession. Foi^the sick and well. A reliable
book of permanent value to every wide-awake
progressive i*erson. It sells itself.'Extra terms. Addreaa F. M. Reod,
Eighth st., New York. ap30t4w
Receipts hi every Department

Maine State Boiler Co.

possible

for

J3U
Look ! Head Quarters for

Agents

!

PRESENT given away t« every New Agent tills
month to sell our New and Beautitul Map of U.
S.* World for 1872, also, New Euglsnd Map-eolored
in townships, counties and states, best ever published. *100 to *200 a month on these, and our new
Pictorial & Religious Charts & Pictures, largest and
best assortment in New England. Apply for terms
at onoe to D. D. GUERNSEY,Pub. Concord, N. H. or
Box 3327, Boston.
a[>30t4w

A

V
pH

CONSISTING

Side

Turbine

is

in

general

^

^

Round &

JUMP-SEAT
Light

l‘A

SMITH,

LVNDALL
STREET, BOSTON.
preparedl to supply to families and others, the best
American, English, and Scotch Ales, put up in quart
and pint bottles,
packed in quantities of one dozen
and
and sent by Express, C. O. D. Also
upwards,
American
Ale in quarter and half barrels.
apl5-l m
I»

IFooif /

HA

v

Woodl

D and SOFT "POD lor sale si
lu street. A Iso Dry Edging*

No.« Lin

WM. HUSK.

Clothing

Light

Fine

Portland

Light Carriages

Hose, Ac.

19B fixebn,,. Street.

aplMlm

FISHERMEN !
twines and netting,
YAk urAt TRBU n
*• HOOPtcR «C

SOVf>.
Baltimore, Hid
n

Iel4
--

—--

dlv

Proposals for FumishiuK Rations
and Ship
Chandlery for IJ. S.
Revenue Vessels.
Collector’*
Office, I
1

ort and, Mav lo ik?9
proposal, will be rweivi d at this office
unti’l 12 o’clock noon of Thursday the fitb of
June next, for supplying rations and ship chandlcrv
for the use of the crews and vessels of the United
States lie venue Marine Service in this collection District. for the fiscal year ending June 30. 1873.
Schedule* of the articles of snip
to be bid
for will be furnished ou application at this office.
The government reserves the right to reject any or
all bids.
I. WASHBURN, Jr., Collector,

chandlery

2aw6t-tJuG-M&F

SPECIALTY.

L

Sleighs,

ap!3-dim_PORTLAND,

ME.

$5000

from May 1st,

CHAS. A. LAMBARD,
Pres. P. D. Dock & Warehouse Co.
May 9, 1872.
myl0dl2t

SemJ ter prioe-lia»

A

Successors to E. K. Lenront &

Co. have
in Cape

KINSMAN,

W

WORK

Town of

Deering Bonds

f

DYER,

FAIRFIELD

First class Furniture, Book Cases, Show
Case., Counting House, Office and Ship
Furniture. Repairing promptly and neat-

ly

^NDALL’S

done.

BANDALI, ANBREWH,
Late of the Gafdlner Hotel,the Maine Hotel at DamColumbian House, Bath.
and
arlscotta,
iyA g.od Livery Stable is conuectcd with the

my6d3w

mrHiit*

House._
For Sale.

SPEND MONEY IN BUYING A NEW
pair of Kid Gloves every time you jo out?
Renovate those you have with

WHY

No 10 Tyng street.
MEANS, 178 Congress st.,

HOUSE
Exchange

93

JOUVEN’B INODOROUS KID GLOVE
CLEANER.
It will make them equal to new with
scarcely any
trouble. Be careful to get the Genuine.
Sold by r nggists and Dealers in Fancy
Goods*
J
Price 25 centi per bottle.
F. 0. WELLS A CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.

Inquire of GEO
or

T

J. C. PROCTER

Bt.__my9<12w

ILLINOIS
EIGHT

FHncipaiand Mere,l paid at American Exchange
Bank, Aew York, January and July, by State
critical examina*1The!«Hb0r?.ilwUlb^a,r,themo8t
tion, and they csnecially commend themselves to

DESIRE YOUR HAIR TO BE SOFT
LUXURIANT AND GLOSSY?
POMADE
THOMPSON’S
YOU

»£u?ve.?menc

OPTIME,

*

“af* and »*nna-

i0rip?W.Td«uSeuty.tftat*

Druggists

WM. E.

^

F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.

“

They comprise the only debt In the State of 1111laIatluD- B-d f0r d£-

used dally, will make it so. It is entirely a Vegetable
Com pound, exquisitely perfumed,and specially
adapted for nourishing the Hair. Sold by
and
Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price 25 and 50 cents per

bottle.

West Buxton, Bonny Eagle

At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Newfleld. Parsonsfield and Ossii^e,
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, returning alternate days.
CeDtre Waterboro’ for &®wick,
Parsonslield,
daily
^ ILLLAM H.
TURNER, Superintendent
Portland, Dec. 15,1871.
decl6-tc

$5.00 SAVED

I

By purchasing tickets

Grand

Trunk

via the

Railway

-FOB-

OAIIFORNIA,
Or
any other

Baggage

'tfTS&MSlSvS!*

gPgggLMe.
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.
ALTERATION OF TRAINS.

1

67
apW

Trip April 30.*

from So- Parl« arrive at *.46 P. M.
trains.
The Company arc not
responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding *50 in value
(and thatneTsonal) unless notice is given, and paid for at
of
one
passenger lorevery*5M additional
H Bom /
Vv'™"?'’9 Director.

the'rate
vJl«.

WOOD, Agent,

Exchange

Street.

CHARLES

Nrery Wednesday,
at?

HARRIS, ATWOOD & CO.
«

Norfolk and Baltimore and
Waxklntfton,
D. C. Steamship Line.

HOUSEKEEPERS!
GET

M#

Portland, April 1«, MQ.

Steamships of this Line sail from

?nd of Central Wharf Boston
Semi-Weekly, 2.3# v. n.'for NoRilyShfiXWFOLK and BALTIMORE
Steamship.:—
William

THE BEST.

i-y

<l!

Lawrence."
William Cram."

“George Appold."

Blacktlone."
William Kennedy.'
‘McClellan."

stSS^TSfSf £5 Nort”k

to

n

iTkSSy2,

Air Line ion11
point,
to™"* ®eorffia; »nd over the Seaboard anti Jtoa
nokeJt. It. to am points In Xorth and South
Carolina
*0kU *■*■«

a£

W*ahtagton£nd<M

X^wllf:rates

Through
given to South and West
Fine Paaaenger accoinmocallons.

and Meals to Norfolk *1* JO
»Z?2,'SC'wl&fto Se^t.h
Baltimore »15, time 83

hows*

j!0“”;
« hours. To
Norfolk,
83 houra
For farther InformationBaltimore,
apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
jnne2tf

THE NOVELTY
Has the

of the
THE

on

iTIaine

both end*

Rolls.

NOVELTY

Is the

THE NOVELTY
Is

Steamship

Co

SEMI-WEEKLY

siLr11
DAY,

Strongest Wringer.

®T«y

tho most durable Wringer.

Paesagc

&

Sold

May

Wringing

T

k’

“hpu Mr,

r°nt* ^

tr,T*1*" *-

In State

St.

SteamerYuI
PortSSd

thSy

bay a Wringer until sbe bus
examined tbe NOVELTY.
is the best.

v««

PM

Room $5. Meal, extra.
forwarded to and from Montreal. Quebec
John, and all part, of Maine Shluoeri
are requested to sen,I their
freight to the
“
leave
4P;M-, 0" ‘he day,
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FiA. tilt’s Wharf, Portland
AMES’
K' R New

Halifax,

HtUord te

It

at 4 P. M., and leave Pier 38 E
R
MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3

SmK Yolk^KM^e

NO PRACTICAL HOUSEKEEPER

Try It and satiety yourself that
everywhere,

LINK

Steamers Dlrlgo and Franconia
further •*’*• r“ “

-l

These with other advantages make it fnoro desirable than any other.

Bailey Washing

Bo,ton,

NKW ARRANGEMENT.

Rolls separate freely at either end.
THE NOVELTY
Has the Patent Curved Clamp.
THE NOVELTY
Is the easiest
working Wringer.
THE NOVELTY

CUB

rKr/

33 Central

Patent Flan; Co; Wheel*

Machine Co.

9-dHF’

tor

102 Chambers Street, New York.
ap!3t4w

Halirax, Nova Scotia.
WEEKLY LINK.

.The favorite Steamship CAR
LOTTA will leave Galt’a Wharf

I

iftlq i Ml Wli 1 »K*.

j

KB

346 W

apl3t4w

Returning will leave Dominion Wharf.
Tueeduy, at 4 P. M.
ery
Cabin

AS^ticWh»rrfh,o^,rn,,"eD
ahp
13tf

SPRING
*

Randoph at., Chicago.
*

TWO

Fr

J.ba, Dlghy

ARRANGEMENT

TRIPSJPER

WEEK

!

MONDAY, March
Steamer New England,
and the Steamer

SSM®
fssa^sssrleave 81 ■John

•*£?%£*”*wUI
Connecting Eaatport with

u“1

E^»°rt °»«*>•

at
atcamer QUEEN for
St. Andrew* and CalaK and with
N. BA C. Railwav tor Woodstock and
Houlton.
Connecting at St. John with the Steamer KM
PRESS for Digbv and
thence by rail to
indsor and Haliihx and with the E. & N. A. Ballway for Shedlac and intermediate stations.
tyFreight received on days of
until 4
e clock, p. ra.

Annapolis,

iallliir

DIGESTION;
lead’s

Nly Jelly

no

Capt. E. Field,

DtO LKWIS’ last

OUR

St.

and

O" “d
25th, the

Agents, Quick! ^ «
and^griat«['w^rk
•r,

«t

‘PP'7‘°

Wiad.oraad Halifax.

aplfHw_
on

H.lia..

JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

THEA-NECTAR

it)

Halifax direct

sssE^vsrssns
Haafpwrt, Calais

A Pare Chiaene Tea.
_J»e Best Tea-Imported.
Warfronted to suit oil tastes. Put up
in our “trademark"
half pound
and pound packages only, 30 and
60 Pound Boxes.
For sale at wholesale only by
the Great Atlantib and Pacific
Tea Co., P. •. Box 5506. New

msh for

for

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

CHEAT CHANCK FOB ALKM.
no you want an agency, locsl or
traveling,
with an opportunity to make $5 to t‘2» a
ilay
wiling our new Tforaml H’Aite H ire ( lotkr,
— I.mca? They last forever; sample free. Seng
for circular. Address at once Hudson River
■H Wire Works. eor.Water st., and Maiden Lane,
or

M.

passage with State Room.

»J8oldbyth#Drugglit«

Y.,

4 P.

►at

“nothimo better.'
CUTLER BROS. 4 CO..

N.

SATURDAY

erery

MENDED BY THE MOST
EMINENT PHYSICIANS
IN NEW ENGLAND FOR
THE LAST U YEARS.

inch

Secret.

It is by odds the most taking and salable book in the
1 It is on a vitally important subject. 2 It la
most popular writer on health. 3 It la,
for the price, the largest and handsomest book ever
sold by subscription. Agents, the people are eager
for such a book, and will urge you to bring it to them.
Write for terms, «&c.. free. Geo Maclsan, Publisher,
3 Sohool st., Brston. Mass.
ap30t4w
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Agents Wanted

“Convent Life Unveiled" by Edith O’Gorman
A brave, true book. One lady
made $35 in a week. Conn. Pub. Co.
Hartford. Ct.

FOR
Escaped Nun.

Jrj“

Long Wharf, Boston, at 3 p a
Wb"'’ PhlU,l8‘

foT. m™*1
luauranre
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Child Again !

freight

sighs the weary and exhausted one, as the languor
and lassitude of spring comes
upon him. Come and
receive vigor and strength from the
wonderful South
American Tonic

lot

anticipation* founded

oi

nn

the

TO

JURUBEBA!
^asw^ssarswaarj
WloqcBeJ
the

hall the rate

West hv the Pena R. R. and Soio
by connecting lines foi warded tree ot comm>a*ioa.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or P:.stage apply to
WnmiY Mr MAnPftON,

Agenta,

l.sag W b.rl, Bs.is»,

ELIAS HOWE

Sewing Machines

on

«According to the medical and
of London and Paris, it
possesses
»l!?C I5*ri<xlIcal*»
Powerful Tonic properties known to

AN*

BUTTER I UK’S

Patterns of Garments
B_A WILLEB

Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jurubeba

PLUMM

remedy for .11 diseases of the BLOOD,
OMOAiriO H’EAXXESS, O LAXDULOUS TUMORS DROPS r, SCROFULA, IXTBRXAL ARSCESSES.antl will remove all obstructions of the
LI VER. SPLEEN, INTES TINES, U TERINK A
URINARY ORGANS.
It is strengthening and nourishing. Like nutricions food taken into the stomach, it assimilates and
diffuses itself through the circulation, giving vigor

IE4^Sleeping Cars on all night

Steamer

Jf-. Master,

Extern

MATERIA. MKDICA.

ARRANGEMENT.

apl7

touching

Oh, Would I Were

Do not be deceived by “Old reliable
office,” or
"beet routes > advertised by other
parties, but call at
Grand Trunk Office under Lancaster
at the
Hall,or
Deimt and obtain prices, and see the saving in
time and distance.
checked through aud
Portland to Chicago,
D. H. BLANCHARD
S, oppo. Preble House,
«<*• 282 Congress
,lr„
street, Portland. Me.

mV

“

g

point in the

GREAT WEST.

.It

if

173

Middle St.. Up Stairs.

THE

SECRET MEDICAL COUNSELLOR
150 pages and 12 illustrative
engravings, A new
medical work, written by Dr. F.
Hallock, who has
had greater success in the treatment of diseases
which
are described in this work than
ever fell te
perhaps
the lot of mortal man. It treats on Lost
Manhood
Nervous and General Debility, Seminal
and all diseases of the Generative
Organs in both
sexes.
Sent krek on receipt of stamp. Addrem
HALLOCK MEDICAL
Court St ••
Boetmi, Mass.
who l» the Chief
Consulting
Physician of the Institute, can be consulted
persoaal.y or by maU.

and health.
It regulates the bowels, quiets the nerves, acts directly on the secretive organs, and, by its
Tonic and restoring effects, produces bealtliy and
vigorous action to the whole system.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt Street. New York.
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar ]>er Bottle. Send for Circular.
mch30
14w

Weakness’

powerful

INSTITUTE, u5

-K.

KENNEDY’S HENILOCK OINT.RI NT.
The
proprietor, has, by the assistance
of Eminent Physicians and Chemists
succeeded in utilising the medicinal
•
properties contained m the Oil, Pitch
and Resin of the Hemlock Tree, and
obtained a valuable preparation to be
UOIJND WHITE TEETH. rtEALTfr YGl'vs' !
applied as a Solve or Plaster for RheuBREATH.
matism, Croup, Pain or Soreness of 1
|
the Back, Chest or Stomach. Pilss,
Salt Rheum, Scurvy, Sores, Ulcers. !
Bunions, Sore Corns. Frost Bites,
Chilblains, Sore Breasts and Nipples,
Soid by Druggists and Dealers In
Fancy Goods. Price
Ringworms, Chafing, and Skin Dis23 and 50 cedts per bottle.
eases of an inflammatory nature.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
1
W. W. WHIPPLE, Agent,
192 Fulton Street, New
York.
Portland, Me.
ap30t4w
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Concrete Pavement

■

Registered Coupon Bonds .UntA?;n„fSWEKT
AND TEN PER CENT.
Treasurer.

DO

At Buxton Centre for
and Limington, daily.

ton?fil

o'clock,

will leave Atlantic
► Wharf toot of India 8t„ Portland
at 8 o’clock A.
M.. tor Waldoborn, touching at Booth
bay and Roand
Poti.l.
A. M.. forDaaiariacotu
Satorday
touching at Bootbhay and llodgadon’i Mill.
Retiming, will leave Waldoboro every Thnnday
at l» A. M.. and Itamarlacotta
every Monday at# A
M
at tnterme<llate
landings, connecting
with the Boston Boats at Portland,
and with the
•«?» & Maine and Eastern Railroad*, arriving iu
Portland bileeMon tor
passengers to take the afternoon train tor Boston.
'through tickets sold at the office* of the Boston A
Maine and
Railroads, and on board Bouton
Boat.
Freight and pa-wnger, taken as low „ by
any other rovte. Inquire of

■

HOUSE,
MILLS,

BV

No. 88 Federal Street.

First

■

after Monday, December, 18,
sfl
passenger trains leave Portland
Rochester and intermediate stations
r-w"
at 7.15>A.. M., ami 1.30 P.
M., making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston
over Boston & Maiue and Eastern
Railroads Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and
Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with
Great
halls aud Conway Railroad for Portsmouth,
Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and
way stations at
i.o0 A. M., ami 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on Dover ami W innipiseogee, and
Portsmouth, Great FaHs
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o’clock train
making direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A.M., via Boston &
Maine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 5.30 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West
Gorham, Standish, and No.
On and

at 8

Portland, March 17th, 187*.

RTAHDABD A9HBIVAN

FORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.
Winter Arrangement.

and

aig»ss^wwia3«ss

BOSTON.

SC.

Manufacturer of

Friday Morning,

Every

HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, Novembers, 1671.
noktf

FIELD Sc CO., 34 Court Square,
•
Boston, is prepared to furnish Porter, Ale,
and Pfatt’s Lager Beer in halves and quarter barrels,
also in qua-ti, pints, and } pints bottles in quantities of one dozen and upwards. Sent by Express C.
O. D.
ap26dlm

ap25tf_

and

Baldwin for Cornish, Kezar Falls and Porter

WINTER

BANK,

Wednesday

Sft«W85r«r***K

Naples, daily.

and

WEEK.

£

Th*

the next morning.
Tickets for sale at the ticket office M. C. R. It.

Porter, Ale & Lager Beer.

34 Exchange St.

SITIOY A.

passeuger

Limington, daily.

FOR SALE AT

SECOND NATIONAL

as

!

HOUGHTON, Alex Farnham

R.

Monday, Nov. 13th, and
91 “n<i,afteruotice,
trains will run

R

gag

..

early

Sept.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN
Every Style of

GAS FIXTURES,
Gas and Water Pipe,
J.

Family Carriage.

No. 22 Preble Street,

Dry Dock and Warehouse
leased their docks and other property
THE
Elizabeth to M. J.

Rubber

CABRIOLETS,

LOCKHART"& SLOAN,
Co.,

NOTICE.
one year

Heavy.

TBIP8 PEK

Waldoboro and Damarlseotta !

DrowufieM for Deumark and Bridgton. dallv
3
hryeburg for Lovell, daily.
The 8.45 A. M. train from No.
Conway, arrives In
1 ortlaud in scafou for
early afternoon train for Boston ami passengers
by the 1 P. M. from North Conway can take the Portland steamers arriving in Bos6
ton

WILLIAM.

The chamnion five year old stallion of
13—*-0871, will make the season at Maine Hotel,
Me. He is sixteen hands high,
'Auburn,
r *
hlw'wi htiv with black
points, and has a
public record of the fastest five year old colt ever raised in Maine, not private record, but public as follows:
Aug. 31, at Forest City Park, he heat a field of six
horses in a hard contested race of five heats: Sept. 6th,
at the New England Fair, Lowell, Mass, lie won in
three straight neats distancing five horses in 2:40,
2 :43}, 2:42;
28th, at Portland he won the champion race for ail five year olds in Maine, trotting the
fifth heat in 2:42} without a break; and the oner to
match him for $500 or $1000 to beat the best
public
record of the best blooded and gamest trot tiny stallion
in the world remains unaccepted to this
day, and
though claimed that Hiram Woodruff pronounced his
Bire the best Stallion the world ever knew, facts show
that in 1860, twelve years ago, Hiram
says in his
book he was the best stallion that had yet appeared. Since then three stallions have beaten Geo.
M. Patcben’s record, two of them, Geo. Wilkes and
Jay Gould, being descendants of Hanibleton who
stands first on the list of seventeen that have heat
2:30, while the Clays are fourth on the list with eleven
below 2:30, and to make it more binding Long Island
Black Hawk stands second .fifteen of his posterity having beaten 2:30. As King Wiliam is a great grand-son
of Long Island Black Hawk, and Tom. Patchen a
great grand-son of Henry Clay, I think intelligent
breeders will not need a slate and pencil to cypher
out the problem for themselves.
King William stands for $25 the season closing
Aug. 1st, $40 to warrent, at Maine Hotel, Auburn,
Me., in charge of Geo. W. Steward, who will take
pleasure in showing him to any gentleman who may
call to see him.
mayld&wtf-W18

Carriages

ORDERED

R.

O

Mon<la.y.

Caalioo.

At
At

A

The public »re invited to call and examine the
above named Carriages which are all of our own
make; and as to style, beauty of finish and durability
we WARRANT are not surpassed
by any builder in
the State.
We also have a stock of
from Massachusetts, Connecticut and Philadelphia, which we sell at
prices to conform to the times.

tion.

Burke for
1872, to May 1st, 1873.

and

EXTENSION TOP

CLOTHES

Near the Park.

KING

Heavy.

Three Spring Cut-Under Beach Wagons,
Top and No Top.

Cleansed and Repaired at short
notice,
and all kinds of goods
dyed in a thorough manner.
Also Second-hand Clothing for sale.
All orders will receive prompt and faithful atten-

_*p2Gtf

Heavy.

CARRIAGES,
and

daily.

Confining ourselves to practice and not theory we
invite all i>arties in want of Steam Boilers to give us
a call.
W. T. BROWN & CO., General Agents.
dcl8
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.

EXTENSION-TOP CARRYALLS !

Cleansed.

WILLIAM BROWN,
64 Federal sfc.,

and

At

before realized.

Buggies,

Square Corner Phaetons,
Light

ALE, AXE, ALE.
WILLIAM J.

Box

Top and No Top.

ap30t4w

r

Stylish.

Brewster’s Style

throughout the U. S. A
»ix inch, is used by the Government in the Patent Office,
Washington, D. C. Its simplicity of construction and the
power it transmits renders it
the best water wheel ever invented.
Pamphlet tree. N.
E. BURNHAM, York, Pa.

Wagons,

Heavy.

and

Raymond

While doino average work, coupled with a
good
engine, it will supply steam for 150 indicated horse
power.
We will guarantee that this boiler will shew 50
per cent, more power with the same weight of coal
than any boiler of the same heating surface in the
market, and will continue to do so, as long as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Government Bonds.
The durability of this boiler is greater than
any
other for the reason is that no cold water Is allowed
to come In contact with the intensely heated
surfaces,
the feed water being gradually heated as it ascends
from the lower to the upper compartment.
We would especially call the attention of Railroad
men to the following facts, that while
running this
boilerwith coal or wood the sparks arc
neutralized,
and none have ever left the smoke-stack or
chimney,
which in itself is a most valuable advantage,
never

Spring Platform BoadWagons
Light

use

THE

Top and No Top,
Side Spring Platform Driving Buggies,
Top and No Top.

Side

OGDENSBURG

8TAOF8.
VIA 7.40 A. M.
At East Baldwin for Sebago and
Bridgton, dally.
VIA 3.18 P. M.
At South Windham for North
Windham. Casco

above is an engraving of a Steam Boiler containing 1200 feet of heating surface, built upon a
new principle,
namely,that of stopping the vertical
circulation, accomplished by means of two horizontal diaphragms
running through the boiler, and
forming three water compartments. By this arrangement there is maintained three temperatures of
water.
Tho smoke and heated gases pass first
through the
tubes in the up|>er compartment, then
descend, and
return through the tubes in the second
compartment,
thence a»ain descending they pass through the tubes
1,1 the third compartment. Bv this
o|>eration, the
smoke, and heated gases from the furnace on their
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in contact with giadually decreasing
temperatures of
water.

Spring, Business Box Buggies

BURNHAM’S

New

r_3

and

&

Q

Friday Even inn,Wedueeday
at 10 orclork
commencing Monday, k2nd tost., f” Bangor (or

Don’t

Feb.

attached^

OF

Concord Style Business
Light

M. LUNT, General Superintendent.
14, 1872.
16tf

s.

Leave Portlaud,
7.40
3.15
Leave N. Conway, 8.45
1.00
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00 P.
M. from
** frei*ht traln“ wlth
oar

E. K. LEMONT & Co.

'THREE

standing.

m!

fl‘ff(IM°HM1'|>|t‘Lfnurtl‘,ir

Can be found at the old stand of

BAN

Hoarseness.

and

LINK!

-TO-

rilHESE TABLETS present the Aeid in combineL tion with other efficient remedies, in a popular
form, for the Cure of all THROAT and LUNG Diseases.
HOARSENESS and ULCERATION of the
THROAT are Immediately relieved and statements
are constantly being sent to the
proprietor of rellel
in eases of Throat difficulties of years*

I

Stages

•WWiMiiwKW

CARRIAGES.

v

INSIDE

it

FORTLAND

PEBBV, Sheriff*.
ap5dtf

STURDIVANT,

WELLS’S CARBOLIC TABLETS,
Coughs, Cold,

“

Portland, April 18, 1872,

^

Portland 6:45 p. m.
No. T. Night Express (from St.
John), leaves
Bangor 7 p. m.. Watervile 9:23, Augusta 10:15, Bruns® p"
at Brunswick
(reuiaimug
mrt
until 11:45). Arrives at Portland at a. m.
Passengers from Portland for Dover and Foxcroft
are ticketed through. Fare
85.00. A good line of
connect at Dexter with the 7.15
p. m train
arriving at Dover and Foxcroft at or about 9.00 d.
Leave Dover and Foxcroft at or about 6. 30
a. m
Connectingat Dexter with the 8.15 a. m. train for
Portland and Boston. Faro to Portland $5.00- to
~
Boston 86.50.

violation of the law, without further notice.

K. ».
1872.

°Ck’ ,m,chlnJ

M«hhu,>or,,

every Tueeilav
“>« above named

farther jiartlcular. Inquire of Roe. A 8lur'“'
atur.ti
vent, 179 Commercial etreet, or
CVBIfl

Leaves Portland at 8:05 p. m., for Lewiston via Danville,
arriving at Lewiston 9:50. This
train connects with 3 p. m. train from Boston.
Train* Dae at Portland.
No. I. Leaves Augusta at 5:45 a. m.. Bath 6:45.
Brunswick 7:15, Lewiston (via Danville) 6:45 Arrives at Portland 8:35 a. m.
No. 3. Loaves Bangor at 8:10 a.
m., Dexter 8:15.
Skowhegan 9:40, Waterville 10:45, Augusta 11-45
Brunswick 1:35, Bath 1:00, Readfield 11:8), Lewis tod
12:60. Arrives at Portland 2:55
p. m.
No. ». Leaves Augusta at 3 p. m., Bath 5. BrunsDewiston (Vi» Danville) 5. Arrive
5i?^’

Immediate Prosecution will Follow Detection

_Portion t, April 4,

leave

Jn2dly

BILLIARD TABLES

a

that the “Nuisance Law,” so-called, will be enforced
against them when violations are detected.

Un.Vlugl'
For

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.
From Liverpool, Glasgow, Queenstown or Derrv to
Boston or New York,
CURRENCY.
Passengers booked to all [.arts of the United States.
Drafts Issued on Great Li itain
and Delaud fur LI
and upwards. For Freight and Cabin
passage apply
at the Company’s Office, 80 State Street. For steerage passage, at 00 State Street, Boston.
JAMEM ALEXANDER, Agent.

Everything pertaining to Billiards at lowest prices.
Illustrated Catalogues sent by mail.
H. W. COL LENDER, NEW YORK.
Successor to Phelan <& Collender,
738 Broadway.
apl314w ^

AuguHta,

where IntoxicatSold

Returning will

,.

Guilford, Abbott, MonBou and Moosehead
Dexter at 11.00 a. m. Connecting with
the Night Express from Portland.
Through Tickets ore sold in Portland for Houlton,
n,an5 aml st-John, for $8.00; and to Halifhx for

are

^rmiF’ Machhuport

itatewid

-

No. 16.

In Portland who have not been
personally notified by
myself or deputies, on account of our inability to find
their places, are hereby notified that

Buildings

CAPT. DKEMNQ,

_

for Honlton> Calais, St. John and Hal-

KWISTON,

will leave (until further
notice) Railroad
Port
land, every Friday evening, at ten o’clockWharf,
for Rock-

Passage Money,(Including hire from Boston tu N York.
Cabin, 880,8100,8130 gold—accordingto acconimoda3°"; Steerage $30 Curreney. Tickets to Paris, 813

for Oldtown and
Mattawamkeag.
No. 4. Leaves Portland at 5:15
p. m. Arrives at
Brunswick 6:35, Lewiston via Brunswick 7:45 Bath
7:10 and Augusta 8:15 p. m.

LIQUORS.

ing Liqnors

L

MaylS.

Leaves Portland at 7:00 a.m. Arrives
via Danville g :55, Brunswick 8:30, Bath
ft1,1011
9:0(h
(there connecting with Knox & Lincolu Railroad for Damarlscotta,
Rockland, &c.) Arrives
e
at
aI
Augusta 10:30a.m.
a. Leave Portland at 1:00
m., Lewiston
p.
via Danville 2:50, Readfleld
3:59, Kendall’B Mills 5:10,
Brunswick 2:30, Bath 2:50; (there connecting with
the Knox and Lincolu railroad for
Damarucotta.
Rockland, .Sc.); Augusta4:00, Kendall’s Mills 5:10
Skowhegan 5:50, Dexter 7:15. Arrives at Bangor 7:40
P- m„ connecting with train on E. & N. A. Railway

The Unlawful Sale of Intoxicating

To Owners of

The Evorlte Steamer

Steamers appointed to sail
FROM SEW YORK.
®ATAV1A, Sat. May 4. ALGERIA. Sat. May It.
SCOTIA, Wed. May 8. JAVA, Wed

with E. & N. A.

trahl

Stages

Notice is also given

Spring Arrangement.

RAILROAD.

No. lO.

ALL PERSONS ENGAGED IN THE

of any

TRIP PER WEEK.

Currency

Cure disorders of Livar and Stomach, Headache, Dyspepsia, Ac. Sold everywhere at 25 cents.
mr4t3m

9UsOO*

The Best

Cabin, $80 Jt $1 )0 Gold, According to
Accommodauon. Steerage, $30

N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A.
M., and 3.30. 3.45 P. M.
trains from Portland, make close connections
to New
York by one or other of the routes from
Boston
Passengers ticketed through by either route.
p- CHASE,
am,
ap22tf
Supt. P. S. A P.
R.

if-i‘xWay

FIRST

Tailor to go into the country. AdA dress C. Caiss
L. KIMBALL, Bethel, Me.
ap25tf

ONE

Boston.

be deceived by worthless imitations. Get
only Wells’s Cabbolic Tablets. Price 28 eta per
box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., N. Y„
Sole agent for tho U. S. Send for Circular.
Sold by Druggists. Price 25 cents a Box.
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,
Ieb26-3m
Portland, Me.

*'

Sheriffs Notice.

Wanted.

r.

M.iv

“““A- Tu«, June 8.

Pasesuger trains leave Portland for Bangor, No.
6, (night express via Augusta,) at 12:30 a.m. Brunswick 2:25, Augusta 4:00, Watcrville 5:00.
Arrives

OFFICE OF

Furnished Boom

KWnAH*
KEDAlt, Sat.,

TO

Desert and aVachiaN.

aMt.

Tues. May 28
,]■ OLYMPUS,
11.
ALEPPO, Sat June 1

Portsmouth for Portland 110.00 A. M.. 110 40 A
M
P* M*. 15.30 P. M., Iff 8.00 P
M,*i0 10 P M
•Pullman
sleeping car express train,
t Accommodation train.
$ Mail train.
{Express.
ttRuns Monday, Wednesday and
Friday only.
The Pullman
Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the
Depot of the Maine
Central Railroad.

B^th,

iytBtl_

INUBK LINK

Train* From Portland.

For the benefit of all who prefer to consult the Dr.
at their homes, Mr. C. B. ALLARD, Assistant, will
call at the respective residences and take the address.

LINCOLN

leave Portland dalPortsmouth and Boston, (Sun-

jjjjg^^^gArrangement Trains.^

cially adjusted to the eye.
The Dr. gives particular attention to diseases of
the Eye, such as Opthalmia, Asthenopy. Night Blindness, Fixed Muscal, Loss of Power of Adjustment,
Aqueous, Dropsy, and other diseases of the eyes.

rooms,Sebago

water.

I.. BILLIIHlg, Agent

to sail

of

best Foreign and American Manufacture, and
all having defective vision will find this a rare opj»ortunity to have Spectacles and Eye Glasses scientific

Let,

to let, containing?
TENEMENT
For particulars call at

Wanted.

To freight Coal from New
Philadelphia to Portland

points east.

one room

18T!4.

for Purtlaud “t 8.00 A. M.,
returning at

JHAOJS

of the

st._oc28tf

between F. F.

Boarders Wanted.

Spectacles and Eye

PLEASANT

lin

Lost.

low ratee.
mch30tf

Har.

OF THE

Dealers in Gold, Silver & Steel

front room on second floor. Also
on th.rd floor with board.
49 Frank-

Queenstown, Cork

k.

-AND-

Let

io

BtuUm.

ap22dtf

excepted) at *1.10 A. M. t6.15
A' M- t3'3up-M- t34s

,',‘il'£jrd
M.

PRACTICAL, OPTICIAN

NOT sold previous to Oct 1st, the two end houses
new brick block ot* tour, on the corner ot
h'oa! ami Piue see, will be rented on favorable feigns.
There are llrst class housea in every respect, con
aiumg 13 rooms, having all modiru improvements,
end Sebago water. Apply to JOHN T.
HULL, 48
l mon St.
septe

Fridays

tm.oop.li’.**10

0.-U

DR. C. C. BABBITT

Possession given immediately.
apUtfS. R. CLEMENT.

ml

M.

lieturning leave INDIA WHARF, Boatou a.
day. at TP. M. Fare #1. SO. FrelihT uteTm

PAIM1rA Tt"“•
Tues.5?,ly
PALMYRA,
21 JAVA, Wed., Juno
May“r
13.0
[ST"Paaaengers embark at the Cunard Wharf Fast

Passenger trains

■■■_-TT.

■

m„

ARRIVEDT

HAS

THE

please

V

Jiiissssrisv'SlY* *or

junUdlyr

IFin the

a

Blood,

Dr. Jourdain’s Consulting: Office,
61 Hancock Street, Boston, .Hass,

Lei,

To

A.T T O’CLOCK T».

(STEAMERS

_Steamers appointed

For

causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete restoration; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means of cure, be:
ing the most comprehensive toork on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,

West Gorham House, occupied for the last
seven years by Jedediah
Graftam, Esq. All, or
of
the
Fumituin ot the house can be bought at a
part
great bargain, as the same will be sold at Public Auction soon if not disposed off, as the proprietor wishes
to change his business.

Calling

WHARF, Portland
(SUNDAYS IlCSPTRli)

DAILY,

LINE

MAIL.

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

HAS

jan 12-d&wtf

and

Commencing Jtonriny, April XM,

Parisian Gallery of Anatomy, Boston,
just published a new edition of his lectures,
containing most valuable information on the

grounds

at 142 Brackett st.

May 13-d3t

PROPRIETOR

to

ATLANTIC

Gold, additional. Return Tickets on favorable terms
r Passengers enbark at Cunard Wharf, Jersey

EASTERN AND PORTLAND, SACO, &
PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Dr. K. J. JO CRD AIN,

acres, together with the buildings thereon, consisting
of new Dwelling House, Barn, Sheds, and Fish
House, all in perfect repair.
This is a good location for cither Fanner or Fisherman.
The land is excellent—sea-dressing and
muck abundant. The harbor is good and in close
which with several
proximity to good fishing
markets near at hand make it a rare chance to carry
on the market fishing and lobster business.
Terms
moderate.
For particulars apply to
PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.,
West Commercial Sreet, Portland, Me.

Bts., yesterday morniug. The finder will he suitably rew arded by

YESTERDAY,

without

my8*lw

A Good Cook
recommended, is wanted
SUITABLY
Free St., by C. W. Goddard.

IMMEDIATELY

my8tf

board.

be

MERklTT, Superintendent,

W.

PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all druggists everywhere.
janl-e3dwly-l

Let.

can

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
333 Commercial Street, Portland.

harmless.

FREE ST.

room

To

Boarders ’Wanted.

leaving him

11 Cedar St.
M. G. PALMER.

on

CITY

Having commodiou. Cabin and State Room accommodation., will run alternately, leaving

City.

{Mondays, Wednesdays

physicians,

To Let!
pleasant Cottage House No.

may7tf

s't.,

rooms.

To Let.

mwo good girls to go into the country—to do geni era! house work during the summer months.

at No, 154 Middle
at No. 2 Walker st.

Apply to
aplltf

bouse of 10
VERY
BRUNELL & CO., 150 Exchange st.

Station

♦Accommodation.
{Fast Express.

iieir
congenial purgative >et penecieu.
effects abundantly show how much they excel all other Pills.
They are safe and pleasant to take, but
powerful to curd. They purge out the foul humors
of the blood; they stimulate the sluggish or disordered organ into action, and they impart health and
tone to 1 ne whole being. They cure not only the every day complaint# of everybody, but formidable and
dangerous diseases. Most eminent clergymen, most
skilful
and our best citizeus send certificates of cures performed and of great benefits they
have derived from these Pills. They are the safest
and best physic for children, because mild as well as
efiectual. Being sugar coated, they are easy to
take; and being purely vegetable, they are entirely

mch27

R

Passenger
Boston, Uaymarket Square.
t reight station.
Causeway street.

Salt Rheum. Worms
Gout, Neuralgia, as a
Dinner Pill, ami Puri
the

P. R

station in

mo wubl

Grain, and heavy Grocery Trade.
Double counting room in 2d storv. For terms apply to
Edward fox.

A. M. 3.30t. 3.45* P. M.

piirchiued
1
and baggage checked.
tF-Frcight trains between Portland and Boston
daily.

Family Physic,

'•lying

For Rent.

No. 157 Commercial st., corner of Union
St.. occupied by George M. Small. Suitable for

Wanted.

at

%

House to Let.

can come

Agents for

occupied by Hoyt,

Union, 9.10*

Springfield line.
The above trains leave P. S. A
foot of State street, where ticket*

Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Dysentery. Foul Stomach, Erysipelas, Headache, Piles, Rheumatism .Eruptions and Skin
Diseases,
Biliousness,
Liver Complaint, Drop%sy, Tetter, Tumors a

Flour and

Makers !

at this office.

Milton aud

Cogtivencss, Jaundice,

For Rent.

the Cantain

CUNARD

18»!i.

^OTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives in Boston in
“m*«" connect wltli.8horo Ulne at 11.10 for New
York, the South and the West. 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M.
Springfield Route and Sound
Steamers for New York and the South. 3.30t P M.
tram with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York
via Shore

CURING

Store 92 Middle street,
THE
Fogg and Breed. Apply to

thorough

SO. 12

Let!

No. 149

Commercial st., recently occupied by Messrs. Purington & Butler; suitable for wholesale Flour or
Grocery Business Gas,
Water and all modem conveniences. Apply to
A. E. STEVENS <&(_ 0.,
146 Commercial treet.
jan!6tf_

Arrangement, April !M,

or

a

Plying to

FOREST

___

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,
For all the Purposes of

I

SAILING FOR LIVERPOOL.

Trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. Sta]?5.'!!!23*???sltiou, Portland, for Boston. *6.15, *9.10
M-, 3.30f, 3.45*, 6.004 (express) P.M.
Returning *7.30, t8.3U A. M., *12.15,
7“*3.00, 6.007 (express) P. M
For Rochester, Alton
Bay, *6.15. A. M.
Manchester and Concord, N. H., via C. & P. II. R.
Junction, 6.15* A. M„ 3.45* kn.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell, 6.15*, 9.10* A. M., 3.30t, 3.45* P M

J. W. PERKINS & CO.,
PORTLAND, ME.
wig
apl7d eod ,Vw6m

STORE

A. C. BARKER,
Commercial street.

Machine Tender. None
well recommended as to
temperance and
workmanship need apply.
To such good wages ana steady work will be given.
Address, or apply at once to GLEASON & TITCOMB, West Dudley, Mass.
mySdlw

Apply

Spring

•JOHN BROOKS

Will

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

?reparation,

i

1-0 Exchange Street.

40

IV Reliable information cheerfully furnished at
wl5
is4t
aptkl&w

a

G. PALMER.

W. D. LITTLE A CO.

Fait! down ami back 25 cents, children half price.
Portland, April 1, 1872.
apl

CALIFORNIA

all times.

No. 20 State St., Boston.
Josiah A. Brodhkad, Esq.—Sir. A sample of Old
I)r. Goodhue's Root and Herb Bitters, from Flint &
Goldfehwait, Salem, Mass., haa been analyzed with
the following results: “This is an officinal Medicinal
containing extracts of Roots and Herbs,
t is free from injurious substances, and may be used
as directed
by persons requiring a medicine of this
kind. Very Respectfully.
S. DANA HAYES, State Assayer, Mass.”
FLINT & GOLDTHWAIT. Props., Salem. Mass
FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.

by

STEAMERS

K X P R E 8 S,

■""by the hest and most reliable
route from Portland or Boston, or New York, to
any j>oint desired, at the lowest rates, at the old
and reliable Union Ticket Agency of

Office,

VOUS DEBILITY, and all
complaints arising from an
IMPURE STATE of the
BLOOD, or the deranged
condition of tho Stomach,
Liver, Bowels or Kidneys.
Bead Prof. Hayes’ rej>ort
to Col.
Brodhead, State
Commissioner of Massachu-

MATTOCKS & FOX,
_mar28dtf_88 Middlfe street.

to

131

m.

house, with stable
attached; also for
wheels six inch rim with hay rack,
1 hay rigging suitable for one horse.
Apply to John
II. Reed, Woodford’s Corner.
apl8*lw th tf

FOUR H 3RSE WAGON-Axlc to be 21 Inch.

my9d2w

'fin'?

LIEVE HEADACHE, COSTIVEIiras,
INDIGESTION, DYSPEPSIA, NER-

story
ONE
sale, 1 pr. Ox

owner can

WANTED.

ONE
Apply

rent

M.

To

a

and
BOWELS. Cleanse
the
Blood of all
and
give new Life and Vigor to
the whole system.
will RESTORE A
LOST APPETITE, RE-

SOLD BY

For Rent.
GOOD Seven Octave Plano, to

Wanted.

Handkerchief.

*

2

myfi<l2w

this city—Partner in
good reliable
INCapital
1000 dollars. Address J. N. P.,
fice.

the

8TI&ULATE

r..-Afl£Ll»>T>*K SUPERIOR SEA-GOIJIll

CAPTAIN A. S. OLIVER,
leave the end of Custom House Wharf daily for
Peaks’ Island at 8.45 A. M., and 3.15 P. M.
Returning will leave Peaks’ Island 9.15 A. M.,
and 3.45 P.M.
jy*Private parties can he accommodated by ap>

Travelers for

__j

Impurities,

of

for boston.

Peak’s Islautl Mteaaubwat Cwuapawy.
STKAflEB

West, South and Nonbjf^ggJWMjund themay
obtain through Tickets

THETORPU) LIVER

mylltf

For Peaks' Island.

THE

Passenger Ticket Agency!

To Let.

Immediately,

Sealed

VritUn appll-

Emery

my8*lw

and Vest makers; also
good pressCOAT,
man, by JOHN ROBERTS, Gorham, Me.

J<c“wa^?£*™.

thousand eight hundred and seven!, —
tyC.C. Andrews,
Resident
the
States, and Coant C. Wuchtmelster, Minister of state
rear one

Brackett st.

Wanted

lntiwede^

smandod^haTo*been

QUAR-

OF

■a^t,

ifaSwede or Norwegian,
buL! !*.
citizen of the United
States,
Sweden
witheut the Intent to
Norway
mure
s
he "hall **
held by the government rf
renounced his AmerlcanriUMneM®’1 St*,e*
haTe

M

THEY BEAR S PER CENT. GOLD

ot *he convention,

<hat

DESIRABLE tenement

Apply

They invigorate

STOMACH.

For Sale or To Let.
STORY and a half house with 7 finished rooms,
large garden spot, and stable, situated on
Vaughan st., nearly opi>osite the residence of Geo. W
Woodman. For particulars apply to
WOODMAN, TRUE & CO.
tf
May 11,1872.

PROCURE TICKETS

OLD

Summer medicine ever
offered to the public.
iney are prepared with
great care front the best
o
i8’ B*rb"- B»rks and

H.*

w;

STEAMERS.

BITTERS

&

respects.
or

in the western part
with all the modern improvements
A the atcity,
30
St.

citizen

If a former Swede or Norwegian, who under tho
first article it te be held as an adopted citizen of the
United States of America, hee emigrated after he lias
attained tho age when ho become! liable to military
service, and returns again to hiH orignal country, it
is agreed that ho remains liable to trial and
punishment for an action punishable by the laws of his original country and commited before his emigration,
but not for theaet of emigration Itself, unless
thereby
have been committed any punishable action
against
Sweden or Norway, or against a Swedish or Norwegian citizen, such as uon-ftilfilment of military service, or desertion from the military force er from a
ship, saving always the limitation established by the
country, and any other remission
nfTitwiu
uuolohtiient; and that he can be held to
It Is frirthcr
who has

1585,

Portland, Me.

Spring

Seeds.

To Let.

Girl Wanted.
do general housework—a capable, efficient
American or Nova Scotia girl. Family small,
wages liberal. Must be well recommended. Apply

1809.

conformity

steam cars

STEAMERS.

GREAT BLOOD PURIFIER.

THE

Tfarbc.l

A

horse. 8 or 9 years old, SOUND
kind; weight 1050 or 1100 lbs.

my9dlw

Portland,
* 1-2 Per Cent,

P. O.

; has 10 rooms, all the
pliances, stable, &c., and is first class in all
to
Chas. E. Morrill, near premises,
Apply
Jerris, Cahoon Block.
mylltf

cars

OOODHCE’M

HERB

brick
horse
modern ap-

Address

M

The undersigned met to-day to
sign the convention
with their respective full
powers, relating to the citizenship of those persons
who emigrate from the United States of America to
Sweden and Norway and from Sweden and
Norway
*ke United States of America; on which occasion
the rduowine observations, more
exactly defining and
explaining the contents of this convention, were entered in the following protocol:

agreed upon in

Portland,

*

f—*
r

PROTOCOL.
DOKBAT

H.,

GOOD

/faTVand

Art. I.

have

R.W.

once,

OP

PROCLAMATION.

II. Relating to the second article of the

Portland.

at

Dog: Lost,

tion.

wl7

Address

WANTED !

or

Whereas a convention and protocol between the
United States of America and His Majesty the King
of Sweden and Norway were concluded and signed

the

value of the bonds.
The Northern Pacific Railroad
Company will, during the present
month of April, offer for sale and
settlement about
Two million
Acres of its lands in Minnesota,
and many thousand acres are already taken and applied for. Thus
the immense landed estate of the
Company begins at once to be
available.

A

quired.

AND

To Let.
Morrill’s Corner, Deering—A genteel
dwelling honse, pleasantly located, near

ATand

MEDICINE.

RAILROADS.

AT

ROOT

(4) Kingsley Steam Hammers, in good order
Far further information address
CASCO NATIONAL BANK,
April 17-dlm_Portland, Me.

st., Portland.

Wanted.
SITUATION Wanted by an American Woman
as Housekeeper; best of references given if re-

AMERICA.

or

the Railroad Company itself a constant and heavy purchaser of its
own securities in the open mnrke'.
from the time the road is
completed until the bonds mature or are nil
bought in. The effect or this will

maylldlw

Tlodcrn)

DOCTOR

Four

Apply to
PROCTOR’S,

FRED
100 Middle

OLD

FOR SALE !

Wanted.

A

Mechanics.

PEOPLE’S

THE

Brick Building,
Far term of yearn—Rent law.
BUILDING 160x40 feet, 3 1-2 stories high.
Wing 70x40 feet, 3 1-2 stories high: Foree
s Room
120x32 feot, 1 story high.
There is in the building a 100 horse
engine main
lines of shafting, elevator, is piped for gas, water and
steam, and has a nerer-feiliug supply of pure watkk, Is well located, being less than 1-8 mile from
wharves or Railroad depots, both east and west
fronts three streets, and is well arranged for manufacture *f car-springs and oxleR, cotton or woolen
goods or for a machine shop, foundry or paper mill.

elass custom Vest maker.

FIRST

same

The

to be devoted

are

A

BOOK

rauiutuii

BETWEEN

of

sales

PARTNER WANTED.
YOUNG man of good character—one who is
willing to devote himself to business during reasonable business hours—to engage in a lightjand profitable business, which will pay at the rate of $10,000
per annum. Apply to or address GEO. WEBSTER,
34 School st., Room 14, Boston,Mass.
mylOdlw

one

The declaration of an intention to become a citizen
one or the other country has not for either
party the effect of citizenship legally acquired.

in other

$5000.

Cylinder
WANTED,—A
but
who

IsnAL.] THOMAS H. NELSON.
[sbal.] MANUEL AZPIROZ.

SIGNED

lw

$5000.

possible.

shall be treated

vest; and to those who wish to increase their income from funds al-

10.

would

of the

To those who have funds to In-

isiddeford, May

and

MAIN

GOLDSBROUGH.

J.

Art. I

high contracting parties agree that the term
assigned In the convention of the 4th of July, 1868,
ab .ve referred to, for the duration of the said commission, shall be extended for a time not exceeding one
yekr from the dav when tho functions of the said
The

iwii v Bn riun A.iu

Lunching with “Wales.”—Ths Boston
Post prints the following:
A good and true story is told about how a
certain Treasury clerk lunched
with tha
Prince of Wales when he went abroad syndicating. One day in the streets of London,

States

President ok the United
Ambrjca.

thb

follows:

to

through

by

Tart

That
First, you must know, my dear,
When only we five wore there to hear.
The fire crackled applause:
The baby’s soft little pat-a-cake
Made reckless encortt for the masic’s sake.
And pussy flourished her
i>aws.

ONE

MEDICAL.

toTet.
A Fint-ClaM

RIONED APRIL 18,1*71, RATIFIED DECEMBERIS 1871, EXCHANGED FEBRUARY 8,
187% PROCLAIMED EEBR UAR T 8,1872.

late!”

Apply to W. L.
mylOtf

Tin Plate Workers Wanted*
accustomed to Factory work prrefered.

TUB DURATION OF TUB JOINT COMFOR SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS.

■XTBEBION OF
MISSION

Manufacturers

Experienced Dressmaker.
AN SNELL,
337 Congress st.

TH1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AND THE UNITED STATES OF

as

TO LEI.

Wanted.

BETWEEN

j

was

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

—rom—

SIDEWALKS,

DRIVES, YARDS,
WALKS AMD
STREETS.

HARDEN!,

byeol-

Thur7rr;",hcB^.7ncp„r,“,rLcTu*„°„,^-wd^

"C^RUIT

t*

and

For Suite.
Confectionary Store fur sale
l‘

&.a‘-the

HEALTH
at

M°omatsmac«^ly
strcU“d foil
^ue*’ ““P161
iSaETu
lars free. M. 6.
fcpmcsr, Brattlebar#,
wlth

k

n

a

aml

K‘-’
partiwi
apllf4

Vt,

41

Union, or 6 South Street
Shwidan & Griffith*.

Wat ley,

bar-

tVchm‘l‘w“‘-

Better and Cheaper than Brick
Orders left at

ap3#

The most
medicine f»r nervous troubles
source of all other ailments,) is
DODD’S NERVINE, and Invlgorator.
For sale by all druggists. Price One Dollar.

(the

popular

ap$0t4w

eodSm

OiR Saw For Sale
I

